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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this Master Thesis we study a top level domain, .cat, emphasizing the property
of community structure. Initially, in this chapter, we contextualize community detection,
we list the main objectives of the project, and we describe the chapters and appendices
in which it is organized.
1.1 An overview on the problem of community detection
Clustering is an important research and practical problem which is present everywhere.
In few words, it consists in classifying elements into groups in which elements share
specific properties. In problems of different areas, when the number of elements to study
is big, representations of them in a higher level of granularity are interesting, as they
reduce the quantity of objects to take into account. Considering these groups, instead
of elements, looks as a good solution: if the election is made appropriately the loss
of information when doing this simplification is less meaningful than in other possible
divisions.
We find the general problem of finding clusters in data mining, the discipline whose
objective is to extract information from data. There, the assignment of elements into
groups is done depending on similarity measures. This problem can be treated from
many different approaches, since it is difficult to assess similarity between elements.
However, clustering has a particular case. In graphs, systems with elements and only
a binary relation between them, often communities are the abstractions considered. They
are groups which contain elements that are more related between them than it would
be expected randomly. For example, in Figure 1.1, we observe a graph with three clear
communities. The problem of finding communities in graphs is also difficult, as we will
see along this work, although it has an advantage: it has been defined formally in terms
of quantitative measures.
One of our goals here is to study the community structure of a part of the Web,
the .cat domain. The Web, and its subsets, can be understood as a graph, in which
Web pages are the elements and hyperlinks the relations between them. The distribution
of links between pages is not random: groups of vertices related between them usually
7
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Figure 1.1: A graph showing clear community structure. Three groups of vertices have
more links between them than in average.
correspond to real clusters in some sense: linguistic, political, educational, scientific,
geographical, hobbies... So, if we find communities considering the Web as a graph, we
will probably succeed on the problem of finding real, understandable groups in which
pages can be classified.
1.2 Aim of this work
In this work we analyse the community structure of the .cat top level Web domain.
The .cat is a relatively young Web domain, opened up for registration in February 2006.
It is administered by Fundació puntCat,1 a non-profit organization whose goals are to
highlight the Catalan language and culture, but also include promoting its usage and
encourage related research.
Since early days, Fundació puntCat has been performing monthly crawls of the whole
domain. This offers an interesting study case: the possibility of watching in detail the
evolution of this domain during a long period of time.
We study the evolution of the structure in the .cat domain, considering it as a complex
network. Particularly we focus our interest in its community structure. Studies include:
• Preliminary analysis of the available data to decide specifically the experiments
that can be carried out with them.
• Studies of basic graph properties to characterise it (like number of vertices, edges,
connected components, or its in and out-degree distributions).
• Research and implementation of some methods for community identification in the
literature, and the proposal of a new meta-method.
• A brief comparison among them to choose the ones that give the most meaning-




• An in-depth study of the communities detected by the chosen algorithms at several
points in time, with an interpretation of the results obtained. It is divided in:
– Analysis with methods to characterise the found communities, specially the
largest ones, so as to understand them.
– Comparing communities in different moments, in order to visualize its evolution
and how similar are.
Although community structure is a very active research area, we have not found any
study of community structure in subsets of the Web. Our work here, and the obtained
results, are interesting specifically for a better knowledge of the .cat domain and also
for the Web in general, as they provide ideas for future studies.
1.3 Organization
This work is organized in chapters as follows:
• In Chapter 2 we review previous work performed: basics of graph theory, Web
crawling, study of Web properties, community structure, methods for community
detection and clustering, and complex network properties: modularity, similarity,
and robustness.
• In Chapter 3 we detail the available dataset and we perform a preliminary analysis
to it.
• In Chapter 4 we perform studies which only involve data from a specific moment in
time. We study basic graph properties, we apply community detection methods to
the data, we select the best ones in terms of modularity, and we carry out studies
with the obtained communities in order to understand them.
• In Chapter 5 we consider studies involving two or more data sets from different
instants of time, comparing how similar are results and analysing community
evolution.
• Finally, in Chapter 6 we elaborate the conclusions of this work and we suggest
ideas for future work.
Additionally, there are two appendices:
• In Appendix A we present tables with numerical results of the different studies
performed in this work.
• In Appendix B we present lists of sites and words resulting from community studies




In this chapter we review some of the previous work necessary to perform our studies,
introducing its basic concepts. Initially, we introduce graph theory terminology, specialize
it to the Web, and explain with an example the process of Web crawling. After it, we
review studies of topological properties of networks: small world, Web connectivity, and
scale-freeness, and we look into existing studies of national webs. We then start our
discussion of communities, and present modularity, a property which evaluates quality
of community partitions, and methods for community detection based on it. We also
summarize the basic clustering techniques, as we use ideas from them in different parts of
this work. Finally, we present two other interesting properties which will be important:
similarity of community partitions and robustness of networks.
2.1 The Web as a graph
A graph G = (V,E) is an structure composed by a set V = V (G) of elements, called
vertices, and a set E = E(G) of pairs of vertices, called edges. A graph is directed if
the pairs of vertices of the edges are ordered, or undirected, if not. Graphs can also
be weighted, if each edge has an associated value, or unweighted, when each edge is
supposed to have the same value. If the pair (u, v) belongs to the set of edges then u
and v are called adjacent. In directed graphs the in-degree of a vertex v is the number of
edges of the form (u, v), with u being any vertex of the graph, and the out-degree of v is
the number of edges of the form (v, u). In undirected graphs the in and out-degree of
each vertex coincide, and the measure is called the degree. The neighbours of a vertex
are all the vertices adjacent to it, and there is a path between two vertices u and v if it
exists a succession of vertices from u to v, where each vertex is neighbour of the previous
and following vertices. Graph theory, the area of mathematics which studies graphs,
can model any system with a binary relation between objects, as it is said in one of its
numerous books [10]. This simple restriction allows this wide and well known theory to
be applied in various areas of knowledge.
In many of them, large graphs with non-trivial properties are also called complex
networks. In this context, vertices are also known as nodes, and edges as links. Examples
11
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(a) Four different Web pages with hyperlinks
A B
C D
(b) Their corresponding directed graph
Figure 2.1: Picture 2.1a contains an example of four different Web pages linked between
them. In plot 2.1b there is its representation with a directed graph: pages are
vertices, and each hyperlink is a directed edge with the origin in the page which
links and the end in the page linked.
of complex networks are found in very different areas: in the physical world, with electric
and telephone networks, metro stations; in biology, with food webs and metabolic paths
in the cell; in economy, with ownership relations between companies or money exchanges
between people; or in scientific research, with coautorship networks. A popular science
book of Barabási [4] details a number of networks in which we are involved and what it
implies for our everyday life.
Networks in this sense also appear often related with computing. Computer networks
are groups of interconnected computers which can communicate to each other sharing
devices and information. The Internet is a physical system of interconnected computer
networks that allows the connected computers accessing information from a high number
of servers and other computers. The World Wide Web (also known as Web or WWW )
is a virtual network made from a specific software protocol, which allows accessing to
data scattered on the physical Internet. The Web, as a complex network, has its pages
as vertices, and the hyperlinks, the references between documents, are its directed edges.
In Figure 2.1 we illustrate it with an example.
A typical simplification of the Web graph, which allows a reduction of the number of
vertices, consists in considering sites instead of pages. In this new graph, vertices are
different sites, and an edge between two sites exist if there is at least one link between
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pages of these two sites. For example, if the Web page www.page_A.com/index.html
has an hyperlink to www.page_B.net/english/information.html then, when
considering the sites network, www.page_A.com and www.page_B.net are linked.
The fact that the Web is a non-physical network makes its dynamics free from the
constraints acting on the Internet. Any individual or institution can create new Web
pages with any number of links to other documents, and each page can be pointed by an
unlimited number of other pages.
The Web is different from other networks. For each document it is easy to know the
number of outgoing hyperlinks, but not the number of incoming hyperlinks from other
documents: hyperlinks are navigable in one direction, but not in the other. Because of
its big size and this directed form, the Web structure is not easy to recover.
2.2 Web crawling
When the number of Web pages existing on the Internet was low, it was easy to
maintain a complete list with all of them, so-called directories. As it grew up, this register
was impossible to be kept manually. Web crawlers were created to help to dynamically
maintain an updated list of pages and links between them. They are the necessary
complement of Web search engines, tools designed to search for information on the Web.
Web crawlers are software packages designed to gather pages from the Web. They
explore the Web in a methodical, automated manner. Since the number of web pages
on the Web is extremely big, the complete collection is unrealisable. Even the most
famous search engines, Google and Yahoo, are supposed to know a little portion of all
the available Web pages at each moment [6]. Each collection of pages, therefore, must
be cut by some criteria, usually size restrictions or properties of the domain name. One
example is a collection of pages from only one top-level domain.
Many Web crawlers have been designed, all with this basic idea. One of them is
WIRE.1 It is an open-source Web crawler scalable, highly configurable, with a high
performance, and it generates basic statistics with the collected data. Some of their
parameters are the top-level domains to be analysed, the maximum number of pages or
sites, the maximum size per page, the extensions of the documents to be downloaded, or
the maximum number of pages from the same site.
WIRE is composed by four main programs that are run cyclically during the crawler’s
execution: manager, harvester, gatherer, and seeder. The process is finished when the
cycles are completed within the constraints given by the user. In summary, the four
programs do the following operations:
Manager It generates the list of URLs to be downloaded in a cycle. The selection of
the pages is done according to quality criteria, which prioritizes new pages or the
ones not visited since a long time. The location of pages is also taken into account:
pages from a site with no pages downloaded yet have more value than the others.
1WIRE : Web Information Retrieval Environment. http://cwr.cl/projects/WIRE
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Harvester It receives a list of URLs and attempts to download them from the Web.
At this point is important to notice that this process must be polite, without
downloading many pages from a site at the same time. Not all the pages are
downloaded successfully.
Gatherer It receives the raw content of the Web pages downloaded by the harvester
and parses it. Some information, like the links or the URLs names, is also stored
in special data structures allowing a fast information retrieval.
Seeder It receives the list of URLs found by the gatherer and adds some of them to the
collection according to configuration parameters, such as the domains where the
crawling is desired.
In our work, as we will explain in Chapter 3, we use data obtained after some WIRE
crawlings over the .cat Web domain. In order to get it, we needed to understand in
detail how the crawler works. Additionally, we modified parts of its code, which allowed
us to obtain specifically our desired data.
2.3 Studies about the Web
2.3.1 Topological properties
Some structural and topological properties of the Web have been analysed since the
early nineties, as summarized in a recent book of Pastor-Satorras et al. [24]. Here we
review some of them: the small world property, the Web connectivity, the scale free
property, and an specific growing model, preferential attachment.
Small world
The most famous example of the small world property is the phenomena called six
degrees of separation [20]. This is the fact that, in the personal relationship network, if
one person is at one step from every person he knows, and at two steps of each person
known by one person he knows, and so on, then each person is at most six steps from
each other person in the world.
In the Web, the property of small world is applied in the sense that, although the
number of pages is high, the average shortest path between two of them is low (usually
〈l〉 ∼ 11). This fact is explained in part by the presence of hubs, vertices in the network
with a high out-degree, and authorities, vertices with a high in-degree.
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Figure 2.2: Structural components of the Web. The MAIN component contains all the
sites belonging to the strongest connected component. The IN and OUT component
have sites that can reach the MAIN component or are reached from the MAIN
component. TENDRILS contain sites that are linked from the IN component (TIN)
or link to the out component (TOUT). TUNNEL contains sites reached from the
IN component that can arrive to the OUT component, whereas ISLANDS has sites
without edges to MAIN. The MAIN component contains special subsets: MAIN-
MAIN, with sites reached directly from IN which can reach OUT directly, MAIN-IN
and MAIN-OUT, with sites reached directly from IN or which can reach OUT
directly, but that are not in MAIN-MAIN, and MAIN-NORM, with the rest of sites
belonging to the MAIN component. Figure extracted from an article which analyses
the Chilean Web [2].
Web connectivity
An interesting study focuses in the biggest connected component of the Web, when
considered as an undirected network. In this component we distinguish several parts.
Basically, there is a large strong connected component, denoted as MAIN, where a
directed path exists between any pair of pages. Connected to this core there are the
IN and OUT components, with pages that can reach all pages of the MAIN or can be
reached from all pages of the MAIN, respectively, but not conversely. Along with these
sets there are smaller components. This structure, shown in Figure 2.2, appears again in
most natural large subgroups of the Web, such as national domains.
16 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) Graph generated with the BA model
Figure 2.3: Two examples of the scale-free property. The first is the Sierpinski gasket,
a fractal obtained by an iterative process removing the central part of triangle and
then focusing in the remaining sub-triangles, and so on. The second is a graph with
1000 vertices generated with the Barabási-Albert model, a simple algorithm which
generates networks with power law distributed degrees.
Scale-free networks
Large networks, such as the Web, often have a property known as scale-freeness,
self-similarity, or scale invariance. This property is found in many natural and artificial
systems, as detailed in a book of Caldarelli [9]. It refers to the fact that a part of an
object is similar to the full object. Scale-freeness is well seen in fractals, geometric figures
in which the whole figure and parts of it are equally complex. The Sierpinski gasket,
shown in Figure 2.3a, is a famous example of it.
The mathematical form of self-similarity is represented by power laws. A power
law is any function of the form f(x) = xλ + o(xλ). The linear function y = x and the
quadratic function y = x2 are the simplest examples. When plotting power laws in a
double logarithmic scale we obtain straight lines. This follows from the properties of the
logarithm, because
y = xλ implies log y = λ log x.
From these formulas we obtain that the slope of the straight line is equal to the coefficient
of the original function.
An example of a power law is the Zipf’s law [28], from linguistics but generalizable to
many areas. Zipf’s law says that the frequency fw of a word w in a text depends in a
power law form of its rank rw: rw equal to 1 for the most frequent word, 2 for the second,
and so on. Formally we write
fw ∝ r−λw ,
where the sign ∝ indicates proportionality and λ corresponds to the exponent without the
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negative sign. Since λ is in most cases equal to one, it is said usually that the frequency
of a word is inversely proportional to its rank.
The statistical distributions Pin(k) of the in-degree of the Web network, defined as
the fraction of vertices of the network with in-degree equal to k, and Pout(k) of the
out-degree, defined similarly, follow power laws. We write
P (k) ∝ k−λ,
where we again observe the apparition of a negative sign in the exponent, in order to
work with positive values of λ: like all discrete probability distributions, it is true that∑
k P (k) = 1. Usually, in different subsets of the Web, λ takes a value between 2 and 3.
Growing model: preferential attachment
Scale-free models have taken a lot of attention in the literature. The growing
mechanism by which these networks acquire the scale invariance has been a rather popular
research subject. Some models have been proposed. The oldest ones do not succeed
in explaining this behaviour (although they are good for explaining other phenomena),
whereas the newest propose mechanisms to generate scale-free networks.
The simplest graph-generating model is the Erdős-Rény model, or random model
[14]. Given the n vertices of a network, each one of the n(n− 1)/2 possible edges have
the same probability p to appear in the graph. This model is correct for representing
some real situations, like the telephone wiring of a set of houses. In these graphs, the





pk(1 − p)n−1−k, and
the diameter of the graph is D(k) ' ln(n)/ ln(〈ln(k〉).
The random model, however, is not able to explain the growth of many real networks.
It does not produce scale-free networks with power law distributions. More complex
models are needed to generate them. Additionally, to reproduce networks evolution, the
graph must be build in successive time-steps, when new vertices and edges are added to
the system.
Barabási and Albert developed a simple model [5] which succeeds on explaining this
fact and grows in different time steps. It introduces two concepts to explain the growing
behaviour: growth and preferential attachment. Growth implies that new vertices are
added to the network at some time. Preferential attachment is the fact that these new
vertices establish their connections preferentially with vertices that already have a high
degree. A possible process to generate this model is explained in Algorithm 1.
These two simple rules produce naturally scale-free networks in the sense that the
degree distribution is power law distributed, and the diameter D of the network is
proportional to ln(n)/ ln(ln(n)). One example of a realization of the algorithm is in
Figure 2.3b.
The preferential attachment model can be improved, including features of real net-
works. One is the addition of a value which represents the ability each vertex has to
attract new edges, called fitness. This characteristic allows the growing in the degree
of vertices with big fitness, although they are not the oldest in the network. Another
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Algorithm 1 Barabási-Albert generating model
start with a set of n0 vertices. It must be noted that n0 ≥ 2 and the degree of each
vertex must be at least 1, otherwise it will remain disconnected from the rest of the
network
for each time step do
enter new disconnected vertices at the system
draw m0 new edges. This connect the new vertices with the old ones. They are
chosen with a probability proportional to their degree, so vertex v has probability




is the addition of new edges between existing vertices, or the consideration of directed
networks, with two degree distributions (in and out). Finally, the last is the removal of
edges and vertices.
2.3.2 National Web domains
Since the last decade the Web has been expanding without foreseeable limits, and
several studies about national domains have been carried out. They are interesting
because each domain has its own characteristics which differentiates it from others. A
summary can be found in a work of Baeza-Yates et al. [1]. It compares the results
of twelve studies from different countries and regions, including Brazil, Chile, Greece,
Indochina, Italy, Korea and Spain. We briefly describe them in this section, and we will
repeat, in Chapter 4, some of these studies with our available data.
The studies are focused at different levels of granularity, including words, pages, sites,
and domains. The topics studied are: languages, page size, page age, pages per site,
sites and pages per domain, second-level domains, degree, ranking, host graph, Web
structure, URL length, HTTP responses code, document formats, image formats, Web
server software, programming languages used, and relations between Web characteristics
and socio-economic indicators.
The results differ when analysing different countries. We show, in Figures 2.4 and
2.5, the graphics for the in and out-degree in some of these top-level domains. In our
work we will repeat this study and we will compare our obtained results with these ones.
2.3.3 Web Dynamics
Although the Web is highly dynamic, little is known about its evolution. In another
article of Baeza-Yates et al. [3] it is studied the evolution of the Chilean domain between
2000 and 2003. This is done by analysing the changes in the Web connectivity structure,
i.e. the fraction of vertices that migrate from one component (MAIN, IN, OUT, ISLANDS,
TENDRILS) (explained in Figure 2.2) to another.
In general, new sites appearing in the Web go to the ISLANDS component, because
they are not linked from other sites. Then, as they become better known by other sites,
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Figure 2.4: In-degree distribution of the Web sites of some countries. Power law
distributions P (x) = x−θ, straight lines in logarithmic axes, fit well for the first
values of degree x. The average degrees and the exponent θ of the function change in
every country. In these cases, the average degrees for sites with at least one in-link
vary from 5.4, in Chile, to 138.8, in Korea, and the exponent goes from 1.2, in Korea,
to 2.0, in Greece and Chile.
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Figure 2.5: Out-degree distribution of the Web sites of some countries. Power law
distributions P (x) = x−θ, straight lines in logarithmic axes, fit well for the first
values of degree x. The average degrees and the exponent θ of the function change in
every country. In these cases, the average degrees for sites wit at least one out-link
vary from 8.0, in Chile, to 112.2, in Korea, and the exponent goes from 1.3, in Spain,
to 1.9, in Brazil.










Figure 2.6: Example of a dendogram with 20 elements. Dendograms are good tools to
analyse community structure, as they show a hierarchical view.
they migrate to the IN, OUT, or MAIN components.
In our work we repeat most of these studies. In Chapter 4 we check Web dynamics
and scale-free distributions of the .cat domain, in the same manner we explained in
this section.
2.4 Community structure
Intuitively, a community consists of a group of vertices that are more linked to each
other than to other vertices. The existence of communities in complex networks is clear:
for example, social networks, which exhibit different communities, each one identified
with a social group, or the Web, in the perspective that can be divided into different
linguistics’s communities.
Communities identified in networks may overlap others, so division in communities
should not be a partition of vertices. In fact, there is more than a simple classification:
community structure encompasses a complicated set of modular components, or simple
clusters, and hierarchical components [25]. Given a network with non overlapping modules,
one can continue dividing each module into other sub-modules until each vertex is in its
own community. This hierarchical structure can be represented by a tree, or a dendogram,
like the one in Figure 2.6. Community structure of a network can be understood as the set
of graph partitions obtained at each reasonable step of the procedure. The hierarchical
structure of complex networks is also well seen in most of them. For example, in social
networks each social group can be divided by other characteristics (ideology, type of
music, or personal relations between members), or linguistic communities can be divided
by the thematic of the page (business, education, or culture), or by its location.
Although we do not have a formal definition of what a community is, we need
quantitative measures to evaluate the quality of community structure encountered in
networks. Many measures have been introduced, and one of them, proposed by Newman
[23], has been widely accepted in literature. It is known as modularity. Symbolized by
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where the sum extends over all communities r, err is the fraction of edges that connect
two vertices from community r, and ar is the fraction of edges that point to a vertex
in community r (and, symmetrically, ar is also the fraction of edges that start in one
vertex in community r). An equivalent definition of modularity, which does not need to








where the sum extends over every pair of vertices, m is the total of edges, A is the
adjacency matrix of the graph (Avw is 1 if there is an edge connecting v and w, or 0
if not), ki is the degree of vertex i and δ(cv, cw) is 1 if v and w belong to the same
community, or 0 if not. The definition extends to directed networks by doing simple





where err and ar are equally defined and br is the fraction of edges that start in one














where now the adjacency matrix Avw takes into account the direction of the edges, there is
a distinction between in-degree and out-degree, and the denominators are not multiplied
by a factor of 2.
Modularity takes values between −1 and 1, and the greater this value, the better
the community structure found. Community partitions with only one community have
a value of Q equal to 0. Figure 2.7 contains four examples of evaluating community
structure. It is important to remark that Q is a measure which depends of a given
community partition, not from the whole graph. But it is common to associate Q to a
graph by considering its partition which gives the highest value.
A curious phenomena is that there are networks whose maximum values of modularity
are surprisingly low, even in their best community partitions. This fact was illustrated in
an article of Guimerà et al. [17], where it was proved that any network of 128 vertices
and 1024 edges has a maximum of modularity of 0.208.
The general problem of finding the partition which maximizes the value of Q in a
network is difficult, NP-Complete [8]. This fact and the big size of complex networks
makes exhaustive methods inapplicable. Because of these difficulties, the problem has
been approached heuristically from different backgrounds, as we will see in Section 2.5.
The study of community structure is the main part of our work. All analyses in
Chapters 4 and 5 are related to the study of community structure.
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(a) Only one community: Q = 0 (b) Bad community partition: Q = −0.22
(c) Bad community partition: Q = −0.08 (d) Good community partition: Q = 0.36
Figure 2.7: Four examples of evaluating community structure. The first two show
the complete graph on 3 vertices, K3. In 2.7a there is only one partition, with
modularity equal to Q = 6/6 − (6/6)2 = 0. In 2.7b there are two partitions,
and modularity is Q = 0/6 − (2/6)2 + 2/6 − (4/6)2 = −0.22, so we conclude
that this is not a good graph partition in communities. The last two show two
different partitions of a graph with, intuitively, clear community structure. In 2.7c
modularity is Q = 2/14− (6/14)2 + 4/14− (8/14)2 = −0.08, so we conclude that
this is not a good graph partition. On the contrary, in 2.7d, the value of Q is
Q = 6/14− (7/14)2 + 6/14− (7/14)2 = 0.36, confirming our intuition that this is the
really good partition. We remark that modularity is calculated as Q = ∑r(err − a2r),
where terms err correspond to the fraction of edges which start and end in vertices
of community r, and terms ar correspond to the fraction of edges that point to one
vertex in community r. Different colours show different communities of vertices.
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2.5 Methods for community detection
Several community detection algorithms have been developed in the last years. Surveys
are presented in an article of Danon et al. [11] and in a book of Caldarelli [9], although
since their publications new algorithms seem to perform better in terms of time or quality
of the partition found. More recently, a new summary is found in a review article of
Fortunato [15]. Two fundamental approaches to the problem are possible: the divisive
approach, which starts from the entire network as one big community and searches
for suitable sub-communities, and so on, and the agglomerative approach, which starts
placing each vertex into a different community and searches for bigger communities, and
so on. Another interesting approach is based on spectral analysis, focusing the study in
the properties of the adjacency matrix of the network, or in matrices obtained by simple
transformations from the adjacency one. In this work we use four methods, and now we
explain them in detail.
2.5.1 Extremal Optimization
Extremal Optimization for community detection, of Duch and Arenas [13], is a
divisive method which optimizes the modularity using an heuristic search based on the
Extremal Optimization (EO) algorithm. Basically, it consists in the optimization of a
global variable by improving extremal local variables. The performance of EO algorithms
have been shown to outperform in efficiency classical simulated annealing and genetic
algorithms.
In this case, the global variable to optimize is Q. New variables qi are defined,
qi = κr(i) − kiar(i),
where κr(i) is the number of edges that a vertex i belonging to community r has with
vertices into the same community, ki is the degree of vertex i, and ar(i) the fraction of
edges that point to a vertex in community r(i). We have Q = ∑i qi/2L, where L is the
total of edges in the network. Rescaling the local variable qi by the degree of vertex i we








These variables λi are the local variables to improve. They are called fitness.
The heuristic proposed to find the optimal partition is summarized in Algorithm 2.
It is absolutely deterministic, and like all local search methods, can be trapped into a
local maximum. Instead, a variant of it is used, consisting in choosing the vertex to be
changed by a probability selection based in a ranking of vertices according their fitness
values, instead of the vertex with worst λi value.
After the execution of the heuristic, an optimization takes place. It consists of
considering neighbourhood solutions of a given solution, with only one changed element.
If the new solution is better, this becomes the current solution. This process is repeated
until no improvement is found.
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Algorithm 2 Extremal Optimization
split the vertices of the whole graph in two random partitions having the same number
of vertices each one
repeat
move the vertex with lower fitness λi from one partition to another
recalculate the fitness of many vertices, because ar(i) involves them
until an optimal value of Q is reached
delete the edges between partitions
repeat the process with every resultant connected component, until no improvement
of Q can be done
The computational cost involved in the whole process is, for networks of size n,
O(n2 ln2 n), where a factor n lnn is the cost associated to the ranking process. However,
it can be reduced using heap data structures for the ranking selection up to O(n). Hence,
the total cost of the algorithm is O(n2 lnn).
2.5.2 Newman’s algorithm
Newman and Girvan proposed two famous methods for community detection [16] [23],
often taken as base line for comparative analysis of other methods. Apart from them,
Newman also developed an interesting divisive method based on spectral analysis [22],
whose main ideas are the following.
Given an undirected graph, the modularity matrix B, a real symmetric matrix, is
defined as
Bij = Aij − kikj2m ,
where Aij are the elements of the adjacency matrix, m the total number of edges, and ki
and kj , are the degrees of i and j vertices.
Using this matrix and considering the problem of dividing a network in two commu-











where si = 1 if vertex i belongs to group 1 and si = −1 if vertex i belongs to group 2.
Vector s can be written as a linear combination of the normalized eigenvectors ui of
B, s = ∑ni=1 aiui, with ai = uTi · s. Then










where βi is the eigenvalue of B corresponding to eigenvector ui. From now on the study
focuses in Q′, omitting the constant value 1/4m.
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Assuming the eigenvectors are labelled in decreasing order, β1 ≥ β2 ≥ · · · ≥ βn, the
maximum value of Q′ is obtained by choosing the optimal values for the terms in s. This
means choosing s so as to concentrate as much weight as possible in the terms of the
sum involving the most positive eigenvalues. The problem is that elements of s must
take only two values: 1 or −1. This optimization problem is NP-hard, so it is practically
impossible to find the optimal value for s in big networks without heuristics.
The heuristic chosen by the method consists of maximizing the term involving the
leading eigenvalue and completely ignore the others. In other words, s is chosen to
maximize (uT1 · s), with si taking a positive value if the ith element of u1 is positive, and
a negative value if not.
The method can be generalised to more than two communities. For this case, a new
modularity matrix B(g) is defined for each subgraph g as follows:
B
(g)











where, k(g)i is the degree of vertex i within subgraph g and dg is the sum of the total
degrees ki of the vertices in the subgraph. The subgraph modularity Qg = sTB(g)s gives
the additional contribution to the total modularity made by the subgraph’s division.
The main part of Newman’s algorithm, explained in Algorithm 3, uses these concepts.
Algorithm 3 Newman’s algorithm. Main part
construct the modularity matrix for the network
find its leading (most positive) eigenvalue and eigenvector
if the proposed split makes a zero or negative contribution to the total modularity of
the network then
leave the corresponding subgraph undivided
else
divide the network into two parts according to the signs of the elements of this
vector
end if
repeat the process for each of the parts
The results are improved with another heuristic which moves vertices from one
partition to the other finding better values of modularity, detailed in Algorithm 4.
The full method is the combination of the two algorithms explained before. Firstly, it
uses the modularity matrix to find a good partition of the network according to the signs
of the leading eigenvector. Then, it applies the second optimization method to get more
accurate results before the partition of the network in two communities. In addition, the
method is able to provide a hierarchical view of the community structure found, as the
entire process consists in the division in two parts of groups of vertices.
The computational cost of the method scales with the number of vertices as O(n2 logn).
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Algorithm 4 Newman’s algorithm. Second heuristic
start from a given partition of the network
repeat
find the vertex that, when moved to the other group, gives the biggest increase in
the modularity of the network, or the smallest decrease if no increase is possible
make the move
until all vertices are moved, with the restriction that one vertex can only be moved
one time
search the set of intermediate states occupied by the network during the operation
and find the state that has the greatest modularity
repeat the process starting from this state, until no improvement can be done
2.5.3 PBD algorithm
The Pujol, Béjar, and Delgado algorithm [26], abbreviated PBD algorithm, is an
agglomerative method based on the combination of spectral analysis and modularity
optimization. Spectral analysis is used to reduce the number of initial vertices of the
network by creating an smaller number of groups. This is done by applying random
walkers through the network and associating each vertex to the most probable random
walker. After this, a hierarchical classification of the groups takes place, and the best
partition is the one which gives the higher modularity.
In this process, s random walkers go through the network. The transition probability
matrix M is defined as
M = (A+ I)D−1,
where I is the identity matrix and D is a diagonal matrix of the form Dii = 1 +
∑
j Aij .
The process carried out by random walkers is defined by
Gt+1 = M ′Gt,
until GT with T equal to 3.
After this, the n vertices of the network are classified into s groups, each one in the
group of the random walker visited most. This method allows a reduction of the initial
number of groups, although the number cannot be equal to s: a random walker can be
precluded, when all vertices visited by it are also visited more often by another random
walker; and, since the Markov process is iterated only T times, there is no guarantee that
all vertices are visited by at least one random walker.
An important aspect is that the partition of the network depends on which vertices
are seeds, or origins, of the random walkers. In order to select the initial vertices G0,
an heuristic is proposed. Let R be the approximate fraction of vertices chosen as seeds,
initially the ones with higher degree. R takes values between 0 and 1, experimentally
found 1/5 as a good one. Let z be the maximum value that makes the partition composed
of the vertices with higher degree larger or equal to R, ∑j≤max(k)j=z p(kj) ≤ R, where p(kj)
is the proportion of vertices with degree kj . Then, if vertex i has degree ki greater or
equal than z, a random walker starts at this vertex.
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Once the initial partition is created, the method builds a hierarchical clustering,
creating partitions Cs, Cs−1, . . . , C1 of the data, where Cs consists of s clusters, the ones
obtained with the random walkers, and C1 consists of a single group containing all the
vertices. The method iteratively joins the two groups that are most similar. As a result,
after s− 1 join operations, the clustering is finished and the result is a dendogram, which
reveals the structure of the data.
This is done in the following manner. For each group j of the s initials, their
contribution to the total modularity is qj = ejj − a2j . The group j that contributes less to
the total modularity is selected to be joined to the group i that maximizes the increment
of modularity:
∆Q = (2eij + eii + ejj)− (ai + aj)2 − (eii − a2i )− (ejj − a2j ) = 2(eij − aiaj),
where the first two terms in the second equality are contribution of the merged group
and the lasts the contribution of each single group.
The method is summarized in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 PBD algorithm
choose the initial positions for the s random walkers
process the s random walkers traversing the network
classify the n vertices of the network into s groups, each vertex in the group of the
random walker visited most
construct a hierarchical clustering with the s groups, merging the group with lower
contribution to modularity with the group which makes a bigger increment
select the partition with highest modularity
The computational cost of the method for n vertices is O(n2) in the worst case,
specifically O(ns). The complexity of finding the seeds for the random walkers is O(n).
The multiplication of M and G can be done in O(ms), where m is the number of edges of
the network, due to the sparseness of M and G. For each random walker j, its probability
scenario can be calculated in cost O(m). Hence, the final cost can be considered O(ns),
as the number of edges scales with n in the case of bigger values of n. The contribution
of each group to the total modularity can be calculated in O(s), and the s − 1 merge
operations are linear with the number of groups, so they perform in O(s2).
2.5.4 Louvain
The last method, of Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, and Lefebre [7], is called Louvain
in honour to the university where it was developed. It is an agglomerative method able
to find partitions of large networks in short time, and it provides a complete hierarchical
structure for the network, like the previous two explained methods.
The method is divided in two phases that are repeated iteratively. Firstly, it assigns
a different community to each vertex in the network, resulting in as many communities
as vertices. Then, for each vertex i their neighbours j are considered. It evaluates the
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gain of modularity that would occur if i was removed from its community and placed
in the community of j. After it, vertex i is placed in the community for which the gain
is maximum, but only if the gain is positive. This process is applied repeatedly and
sequentially for all vertices until no improvement can be done.
The gain of modularity ∆Q obtained by moving an isolated vertex i into a community























where ∑in is the sum of the weights of the edges inside C, ∑tot is the sum of the weights
of the edges incident to vertices in C, ki is the sum of the weights of the edges incident
to vertex i, ki,in is the sum of the weights of the edges from i to vertices in C and m is
the sum of the weights of all the edges in the network. A similar expression is used when
evaluating the change of modularity when i is removed from its community.
The second phase consists in the construction of a new network whose vertices are
the communities found during the first phase. When doing this, the weights of the
edges between the new vertices are calculated as the sum of the weight of the edges
between vertices in the corresponding communities. Edges between vertices of the same
community become self-loops in the new network.
The two phases are repeated successively until no more changes happen, and the




construct a network whose vertices are the communities of the previous step, with
the corresponding edges. In the first step, each vertex of the original network is
considered
repeat
for each vertex i do
select the neighbour j with the best gain of modularity when placing i together
with j
if the gain is positive then
assign vertex i to the community of vertex j
end if
end for
until no improvement of modularity can be done
until no changes in the network
This method is extremely fast. This is because the gains in modularity can easily be
computed and the number of communities decreases drastically after few iterations, so
most of the running time is concentrated in the first iterations.
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In Chapter 4 we check the performance of these methods over the .cat domain
network. After analysing the results we will select the best one, and we will continue
realizing studies with the results of this method.
2.6 Clustering in common data sets
Community detection in complex networks can be viewed as a particular case of the
classic problem of classify elements into different groups. Some approaches to the general
clustering problem have been proposed. We review only the simplest because these are
the ones we use. Besides, in Section 2.7, we review some techniques from clustering
research that we further use in our community detection problems.
Usual datasets do not have the structure of graphs: they look as large tables where
rows are elements and columns element attributes. Clustering techniques to put elements
into similar groups are a bit different. They are based in similarity measures between
elements, or distances, which are obtained from the numeric values of their attributes.
The main idea of these methods is to put together elements with high high similarities,
or small distance values.
Once some elements are joined in a group, they are not considered any more as
individuals to classify and the whole group is taken into account. Its attributes are often
the average values of those from their elements. We explain briefly two classic methods
for clustering: k-means and hierarchical clustering.
2.6.1 K-means
Direct partition is a method which consists in partitioning the n elements into k
groups, maximizing the similarity between elements of the same cluster (intra-cluster
similarity) and minimizing the similarity between elements of different clusters (inter-
cluster similarity). This process is computationally hard, NP-complete, and some
heuristics are used. K-means, in their classic heuristic form, is one of them. It consists in
considering k positions, called centres, and grouping the elements to the closest center.
The process is repeated iteratively, choosing each time the center as the center of the
group, until there is convergence. The method is summarized in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 K-means
select, randomly or not, k centres
for a concrete number of iterations do
assign each individual to the closest center
define the new partition of elements
update the k centres of each group
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The main advantage of this method is its computational cost, linear with the number
of elements. In contrast, it presents two problems: the number of groups, k, must be
known a priory and it finds a local optimal partition, which depends strongly of the
initial choice of centrers. In fact, this method is known to be quite unstable.
2.6.2 Hierarchical clustering
The main idea of hierarchical clustering is to classify the n elements in a dendogram,
like the one in Figure 2.6. A dendogram is basically a tree, in which nodes can contain
single elements or groups of them.
Initially, individual elements are considered as distinct nodes. Then, the hierarchical
structure is built by joining pairs of nodes with a low distance between them. The full
process consists of n− 1 joining operations. The method is summarized in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Hierarchical clustering
consider the initial elements to be clustered as nodes
calculate the distances between nodes
while the number of nodes to be clustered > 1 do
find the nearest pair of nodes
join them in a single node
update the list of nodes, removing the two older and introducing the new one
update the matrix of distances between nodes
end while
Hierarchical clustering is not as efficient as k-means, as it uses quadratic time with
the number of elements, but it gives the full classification of elements within groups,
allowing the a-posteriori selection of any number of groups. It also informs of the whole
process of finding the clusters.
These methods, k-means and hierarchical clustering, can also be applied to graphs,
for example defining a similarity measure between vertices as the weight of the edge
between them. However, they do not perform as well as specific community detection
methods, specially adapted to the graph structure of data and the sparseness of complex
networks, the fact that the number of edges is low, usually proportional to the number
of vertices. In Chapter 4 we propose a meta-method for community detection which uses
hierarchical clustering. It takes as attributes of vertices community assignments from
other methods.
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2.7 Similarity measures between clusterings
In the previous sections we have reviewed community detection and clustering methods.
As we have seen, these methods are heuristics, and results from different methods can
vary between them. However, it is clear that networks, or data frames, with clear group
structure will exhibit less differences between results than others with a non well-defined
structure. The property which compares results from different clusterings, or community
partitions, is called similarity. It is important to differentiate similarity measures between
elements, which are useful for clustering them into similar groups (used in the clustering
methods we explained before in Section 2.6) and measures to evaluate similarity between
given clusterings (the focus of this section). We review three of them: one based in pair
matching, the other in set matching, and the last in information theory. Each of them
has advantages in some sense and disadvantages in other aspects.
In this section we use the definitions and the notation of Meila [19]. It defines a
clustering C = C1, C2, . . . , CK as a partition of a set of points, or a data set D of n
elements into mutually disjoint subsets C1, C2, . . . , CK called clusters, each of them with
n1, n2, . . . , nK elements, with n =
∑K
k=1 nk. It also defines a second clustering of the
same data set D, C′ = C ′1, C ′2, . . . , C ′K′ , with cluster sizes n′k′ .
2.7.1 Counting pairs measure: Rand index
A pair of points from D fall under one of this four possible cases, counted by variables
Nij :
N11 number of point pairs that are in the same cluster both C and C′ ,
N00 number of point pairs in different clusters under both C and C′,
N10 number of point pairs in the same cluster under C but not under C′,
N01 number of point pairs in the same cluster under C′ but not under C.
The four counts always satisfy N11 +N00 +N10 +N01 = n(n− 1)/2.
Rand index [27] is a measure based in counting pairs of points. It is defined as:
R(C, C′) = N11 +N00
n(n− 1)/2 .
It takes values in the interval [0, 1], with higher values when the clusters are more similar.
This measure is intuitive, but presents two problems: it has most of their values
concentrated in a small interval near 1, and the value for the worst case differs a lot when
considering different sets and partitions, in most cases it is in the interval [0.5, 0.95]. It
complicates the interpretation of the numerical result.
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2.7.2 Set matching measure: Dongen metric
Given two elements Ck and C ′k′ from clusters C and C′, respectively, we denote with
nkk′ the number of elements of their intersection,
nkk′ = |Ck ∩ C ′k′ |.
Dongen metric [12] is based on identifying each element in one clustering with the
most similar in the other, and vice-versa. Formally,











This measure, which is a metric, takes values in the interval [0, 2n], but in our work
we will consider its normalized form, which consists in dividing the value by 2n,








measure called normalized Dongen metric, or, for more simplicity, also Dongen metric.
It presents the problem that it only finds a best match for each cluster, and does not
analyse what happens to the unmatched part of the cluster.
2.7.3 Information theory measure: variation of information
This measure, of Meila [19], is a criterion based on information theory. In order to
understand it, we need two concepts: how much information is in each of the clusterings,
and how much information one clustering gives about the other.
Given the probability of a point to be in cluster k, P (k) = nkn , which is a random
variable taking K values, the uncertainty about which cluster is it going to be in is equal




P (k) logP (k),
known as the entropy associated with clustering C. Entropy is always non-negative, and
takes the value 0 only when there is no uncertainty, when there is only one cluster.
Entropy is measured in bits.
Defining P (k, k′) as the probability that a point belongs to Ck in cluster C and to C ′k
in C′,
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Mutual information between clusterings is interpreted as the information that one
clustering has about the other. Intuitively, given a point, the uncertainty about its cluster
in C′ is measured by H(C′). Then, if we know which cluster the point belongs to in C,
the value of how much does this knowledge reduce the uncertainty about C′ is equal to
I(C, C′).
Variation of information, or VI, is defined as the the total uncertainty of the clusterings
of all points in C and in C′ minus the mutual information we know of one clustering
knowing the other,
VI(C, C′) = [H(C)− I(C, C′)] + [H(C′ − I(C, C′)]
= H(C) +H(C′)− 2I(C, C′)
= −∑Kk=1∑K′k′=1 [P (k, k′) log (P (k,k′)P (k′) )+ P (k, k′) log (P (k,k′)P (k) )] .
VI is a metric which takes values in the interval [0, logn]. It does not have the
problems we have discussed for the previous measures, although its interpretation is not
as intuitive as the interpretation of them.
In our work we will use its normalized form, which is called normalized variation of
information or, for more simplicity, variation of information,



















In our work we use similarity measures to compare results of community detection
methods when applied to the .cat sites network. We are interested in evaluating how
similar are this results in order to decide if communities found are significant or not. We
use normalized Dongen metric and normalized variation of information in Chapters 4
and 5, although we will call them simply Dongen metric and VI.
2.8 Robustness
Once a community partition is obtained by some method, for example one of the
explained ones in Section 2.5, we may ask ourselves if the division found is statistically
significant or it could be as a result of chance. One approach to answer this question is
based in the property of robustness, explained in an article of Karrer et al. [18].
The idea is that networks with a clear community structure have a global modularity
maximum, while networks without it have many maximums of similar value, competing
between them. This idea is inspired in physical experiments about glassy annealing,
which revealed that high temperatures favoured poor divisions, whereas low temperatures
facilitated better ones. In this second case, with good partitions, small changes to a
network, for example the addition or removal of a few edges, would result in small changes
in the modularity of the network. But the behaviour of the partitions found would be
different depending on the strength of its community structure. In a network with a
well-defined structure, small changes would result in small changes in the groups, but in a
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network with a non-clear structure they may provoke important changes in the structure
of communities, due to the fact of the many modularity maximums competing between
them.
As a result, a simple way to determine if a network has a good community partition
is to perturb the network and observe the resulting change in the optimal partition. The
complete description of the method involves two problems:
1. How can we perturb a network?
2. How can we quantify changes in community structure?
We summarize a method, also from the same article [18], which succeeds in answering
the two problems. This proposal is valid for undirected unweighted networks, although
with little changes it could be applied to weighted and/or directed networks. It needs
a community detection method to perform the study: the selected one is Newman’s
algorithm.
The approach to the first problem is the following. Consider the network of study as
a graph G, with degree of vertex i equal to ki. Then build a random graph G′ with n
vertices and m edges with the same edge distribution as the original one, an expected




G and G′ share some properties: both have the same number of vertices and edges and
the same edge distribution, but G′ does not have community structure. The method,
hence, consists of transforming the G into a new graph G′′ with a random part and a
part which remains equal to the original, both controlled with a parameter α. This is
done in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 Method to perturb a network
for each edge in the network do
specify a threshold number α
pick a random number r in the interval [0, 1]
if r ≤ α then
remove the edge from the network
add a new edge to the network between a pair of vertices (i, j) chosen with
probability eij/m
else
leave the edge as it is
end if
end for
When α is equal to zero, no edges are moved and the method preserves the original
network G. When α is equal to one, all edges are moved and the method generates a
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random graph similar to G′. For intermediate values of α the method generates graphs
similar to the original but with a random component, adjusted by the parameter.
This method can be arranged to consider direction of edges. In this case, the
probability of each edge depends of the order of their vertices.
When applying this method, it can happen that some vertices become isolated, i.e.,
not related with others in the network. In this case, this vertex is considered to form a
communities of only one element.
The second problem is answered using one of the measures explained in Section 2.7,
intended to evaluate similarity between clusters. The measure chosen in the article of
Karrer et al. is VI, variation of information, in its normalized form.
Similarity measures need to have the same vertices in each of the partitions considered.
For this reason, in the first part of the method, all vertices are given in the partition,
including those which are isolated from others.
The full method consists in the repetition of the two steps for different values of α,
and applying the community detection method. Firstly the network is perturbed. Then
the community detection method is applied to the perturbed network. In the original
document, it was Newman’s algorithm. Finally, VI is evaluated between structure of the
initial networks and structure of this new network. The process is done in parallel with
the original network and with a random one with the same degree distribution as the
original.
This process is repeated several times (10 or 100), depending on the size of the
network. In each of them, a different random network is generated. The average results
are considered, as this helps to avoid the bias of one single execution. The VI results are
the average of all repetitions. The step for α values is fixed to 0.025. As a result, α takes
around 40 different values in the interval [0, 1].
The interpretation of results is not trivial. In Figure 2.8 we show the examples
discussed in the original document. Summarizing the main idea, VI on networks with
no robustness of community structure has a similar evolution in the original and in the
associated random network. In contrast, robust networks have values of VI substantially
lower for the first values of alpha when compared to their respective random networks.
Although this is true in general, interpretations must be done carefully, as other factors,
like the concrete values of VI, give information about its robustness.
In our work we check the robustness of the .cat domain network, in Chapter 4. We
apply the method developed by Karrer et al., although we may vary the community
detection algorithm and the similarity measure.
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Figure 2.8: Variation of information as a function of the perturbation parameter α.
Examples and figures from the original article of Karrer et al. [18]. In each case
two networks are compared: the original one, with squares as symbols, and the
random one with the same edge distribution, represented with triangles. In the first
case, the community structure of the network is substantially more robust against
perturbation than in the random graph, because in the first steps VI is much bigger
for the random one. In the second network, VI is quite similar in the two cases,
suggesting the community structure found in the original graph is not robust. The
third example is perfect to illustrate a robust network. VI for the original network
is approximately zero in the first steps of the perturbation, in contrast to what
happens with the random network. Finally, the last example shows a graph that,
although their community structure is substantially more robust than the one in the
random, VI takes high values since the first steps, suggesting that possibly this is




In this chapter we explain the available data for the realization of studies. We
contextualize it, explaining why it is interesting, and we detail specifically in what data
consists.
3.1 Context
As we explained in Section 1.2, the .cat top level domain is relatively young, opened
up for registration in February 2009. It is administered by Fundació puntCat,1 a non
profit organization whose main objective is to promote the Catalan culture and language.
The number of registered domains has been increasing since its opening: in April 2009 it
had around 35.000 registered domains. In Figure 3.1 we have a graphic of its growing,
and in Table A.1 the specific data.
Fundació puntCat is also interested in research around it. Since early days, this
foundation has been performing monthly crawls of the pages of the whole domain, using
WIRE, the web crawler described in Section 2.2. Now, three years after the opening, the
size of the data collected is enough to be analysed. As Fundació puntCat collected data
since the fist months, one of the most interesting studies that can be done is the study of
its evolution, from the beginning to a reasonable level of maturity.
Fundació puntCat and Universitat Politènica de Catalunya (UPC) signed an agreement
with the one puntCat data can be studied by researchers from UPC. This work is the
result of this accord.
1Fundació puntCat. http://www.domini.cat
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of the number of registered domains in the .cat top level domain.
Information from Fundació puntCat web page, http://www.domini.cat. The
number of domains increases continually. During the opening period of February-
April 2006 the number of registered domains grew up until around 8.000. This
quantity arrived to 35.000 in April 2009, the last month with available information.
3.2 Data selection
Initially, we disposed of the whole content of a .cat WIRE crawling, corresponding
to March 2008. The dataset, including raw data, reports, and statistics, had a size of
approximately 100 GB. We extracted two different graphs from this data: the .cat page
network and and the .cat site network. The page network had more than a million
vertices, whereas the site network had around 3.000 vertices. We applied community
detection algorithms to this networks, and we observed that results for the page network
were that most or all pages from the same domain appeared together in the same
community. On the contrary, the site network was fully unforeseeable. With this results
we discarded to analyse the page networks and we decided to focus our attention in the
site ones, as presumably, analyzing at the site level provides the same information with
much smaller cost.
After analysing the full dataset and defining our work, we decided that we needed
the following files from the .cat crawlings for the realization of our studies:
• The list of existing sites in each specific moment.
• The Web component in which each of them belongs to, which we will use to perform
Web dynamics studies, like the ones in Subsection 2.3.1.
• The weighted directed graph structure of the links between sites in each specific
moment. It would allow the possibility of considering graphs in different manners:
– undirected unweighted













Fundació puntCat informed us that data collected in the first months was not reliable,
because only a little part of the domain was taken into account in the crawlings, and
that information stored by them, in those first months, only contained some statistics,
not the whole graph.
Despite this problem, we intended to study data from many months, even if it did
not include the beginning of the domain. We only avoid using data from consecutive
months, as we thought it was not relevant when analysing evolution during a relatively
long period of time. We preferred to have data from as well distributed as possible
months. We also found the problem that data from some months was unusable, due to
the fact that some configuration parameters, including the used version of WIRE, were
not known. Finally, we got data from seven different months, May 2007, September 2007,
January 2008, March 2008, May 2008, January 2009, and March 2009. They are shown
in Table 3.1.
We were a bit disappointed for not not disposing of data from the first months, but
we solved it by reorienting our studies, focused since then in community detection and
community analysis, instead of community evolution. Probably, if we had disposed of
the full data, we could have observed evolution of communities since its beginning. Also
it could have been interesting to check the moment in which the .cat network became
an scale-free network, or if since its beginning the network exhibited this property.
We observed that the collection of data of Fundació puntCat only included sites
following the format http://www.*.cat, with * replaced by any word without full
stops. This fact is a bit surprising for us, as we carried out independent crawlings of
the .cat domain and we found an amount of sites which did not follow this format.
For example, we collected around 2.000 sites from the page http://www.bloc.cat,
specialised in blogs, which had the format http://*.bloc.cat. On the contrary, data
from Fundació puntCat only included the site http://www.bloc.cat on its repository.
There are reasons supporting the two options. If we do not accept sites without the
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www prefix and without full stops in its middle part, we avoid repetition of sites which
have the two formats, with the prefix and without it, like http://www.bloc.cat and
http://bloc.cat. But, if we allow all possible sites, we collect a greater number of
sites when compared to the other possible collection.
To sum up, our available data consists on the http://www.*.cat site network of
seven months, which we will call the .cat site network, with additional information
as the Web component in which each site belongs to and the complete list of existing
sites in each concrete moment. The total size of this data is of approximately 10 MB, a
number extremely low when compared to the initial 100 GB of a simple month. This
is because we only got specific information necessary for our studies and we avoided
getting unnecessary data, reports, and statistics. This data allows us to perform studies
about the .cat domain, checking its evolution and growth during a period of two years,
approximately. Additionally, data permits the realization of community structure studies
to check if the .cat sites are grouped in any understandable way, or if not.
Chapter 4
Static studies
We present in this chapter the studies carried out involving in each time only one
collection of data of one month, which we call static studies. Firstly, we study general
properties of this graphs: basic properties, degree distributions, and migration of sites.
We reproduce studies from works of Baeza-Yates et al. [1] [3], where national Web
domains are considered. After it, we focus in studies about community structure of
networks, the main part of this project. Specifically, they are: modularity of graphs,
distribution of communities encountered, similarity of distinct community partitions and
robustness of community structure. We also reproduce some experiments with little
variations on the structure of networks in order to see particularities of them. Finally,
we provide a method to characterise the found communities, which is not based on
subjectivity of the expert, but in an objective measure. Its main idea is the following:
words which appear in most sites of one community provide meaningful information
about which community it is.
As we displayed in Table 3.1, we analyse data from non-consecutive months. In most
of cases we consider networks in their undirected unweighted form, as it is the simplest
way to analyse them. When no explicit distinction will be done, we will understand
networks in this way, which we will call classic form.
The key point of the chapter is the study of community partitions obtained with
different methods. This part is basic for further studies: similarity, robustness and the
identification of communities depend strongly of it. For this reason we will explain this
part in detail. We divide this chapter in two parts, for more clarity: methodology and
results. In methodology, we describe the studies performed, and we include references
to previous related work. In results, we show the obtained results, and we discuss and
analyse them. We suggest two possible ways to read this chapter. One is to switch
between the explanation of the methodology and the results of each study. This is the
way in which we have written the chapter, so it will be understood perfectly. The other,
of course, consists on reading the chapter linearly, starting with all the methodology and
finalising with the obtained results, or only focusing in one of these two parts.
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4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Basic graph properties
Initially we perform the study of basic properties of the .cat site network. They are
the following:
• Number of sites
• Number of links between sites
• Number of sites with links
• Number of connected components, considering the network in its classic form
• Size of the main connected component, considering the network in its classic form
The objective of this study is to observe their evolution with the passage of time, how
these properties change with the advance of months. As the .cat domain, and the Web
in general, are still in a growing phase, expected results should show a growing tendency
in most of measures. In addition, results should show the fact that sites are becoming
more related between them. One important thing must be remarked: when we study
the number of connected components, there are shown only components of size greater
than one: we do not consider sites which are not linked with any other site in the .cat
domain. Recall again that networks are considered in their classic form, which means
they are undirected and unweighted.
Like in all studies carried out in this chapter, results are shown and discussed further.
Results of basic graph properties are in Subsection 4.2.1.
4.1.2 In and out-degree distributions
The next study of the .cat domain is focused on the in and out-degree distributions of
the sites. Clearly, in this study networks are directed. We consider them also unweighted.
This study consists in calculating how frequent are sites with a concrete value of the
in or out-degree. As we saw in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 previously, the expected results are
that degree distributions follow power laws: functions of the form Pin(k) ∝ k−λ, where
Pin(k) is the fraction of sites with in-degree equal to k, and similarly for the out-degree.
In these distributions, a high number of sites have a low degree, whereas only few of
them exhibit a high degree. They are the tail of the distribution.
In order to estimate the coefficient λ of the power law we have used the method
power.law.fit from the igraph library,1 which is based in maximum likelihood
methods, as it is recommended in an article of Newman [21].
This study is important to check if the .cat site network has a complex network
behaviour, with degree distributions according with their corresponding power laws, or
1igraph library for complex network research. http://igraph.sourceforge.net
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in contrast it exhibits a different behaviour corresponding to a transitory state until the
moment the graph becomes a complex network.
Results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.2. Their structure is like the ones
appeared in the study of other national Web domains [1].
4.1.3 Web graph
The next study puts its attention in web dynamics: how, with the passage of time,
sites become related with other sites in terms of the web graph structure shown in Figure
2.2. Here we reproduce one study of dynamics of a national domain [3] applied to the
.cat site network. We analyse the number of elements of each component of the Web
graph. We want to know if there is any tendency in the sites in this graph. In this
study we take profit of additional data provided with the crawler, which for each site it
indicates in which component of the graph it belongs to.
Results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.3.
4.1.4 Community partition: modularity
From now on we study characteristics related with the property of community structure.
We apply the methods for community detection explained in Section 2.5 to the .cat
site network: Extremal Optimization, a divisive method, Newman’s algorithm, based
on spectral analysis, PBD algorithm, which combines spectral analysis and modularity
optimization, and Louvain, based on the construction of simple networks where vertices are
communities. We analyse the quality of the partitions obtained in terms of modularity and
number of communities. In the case of EO method, which generates different community
partitions in each execution, as it has a random part, we apply it 3 times, and the
modularity we take into account is the average of them.
When checking the performance of methods for community detection, six networks
have become a benchmark. Lots of methods are tested by analysing their performance in
them. Before analysing the .cat site network, we have repeated the experiments with
our available methods, in order to check if our implementation of Newman’s algorithm
[22] (we do not have the original source), is correct, and to evaluate the behaviour of all
methods. The benchmark networks are the following:
karate The first of these networks is the karate network. It represents the social
interaction between a group of 34 people which were members of a karate club.
jazz The second is the jazz network, a network of 198 jazz musicians in which two
musicians are related if they have played together in at least one occasion.
celegans The third is the celegans network, a network of 453 vertices representing the
metabolism of this organism.
email The fourth is the email network, representing the emails between 1133 students.
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key The fifth is the key network, representing the 10680 users of the PGP algorithm for
secure transactions.2
phis The last is the physicists network, consisting of 27519 authors and their coautorship
relations in the field of condensed matter.3
A new meta-method: cluster algorithm
Apart from the four explained methods, we propose a new one which uses the
information generated by the others. Our idea is to have a method that, with results
from the other ones, will be good enough to correct particular classification errors of a
single method. We also want to check how a method not based in evaluate modularity
performs in the problem of community detection.
This new method works as follows: from the partitions found by the four known
methods, it generates a hierarchical clustering. In order to do this, we define a dissimilarity
measure between each pair of sites of the following manner:
d(i, j) = 1− [cEO(i, j) + cN (i, j) + cPBD(i, j) + cL(i, j)]4 ,
where ck(i, j) is 1 if method k classifies site i and site j in the same community and 0 if
not. As we can see, d(i, j) is a measure which takes values between 0 and 1, with low
values if i and j are more similar. We remark that this measure is not proved to be
a distance, it only compares how similar are each pair of vertices. But this is exactly
what hierarchical clustering methods need for their classification. Once we have the
hierarchical structure, we search the split of the hierarchical structure which gives the
higher value of modularity. In order to avoid an excessive computation time, we only
evaluate the results with a number of communities multiple of 10: 10, 20, 30, 40, and so
on. Algorithm 10 summarizes the process.
Algorithm 10 Cluster algorithm using information from other methods
read the community partitions of EO, Newman, PBD and Louvain
construct the dissimilarity structure d(i, j) as explained in the text
perform a hierarchical clustering of the sites
choose the partition which gives the best value of modularity
We check all the methods to networks in their classic form (undirected unweighted),
for more simplicity. However, we also check the methods we can with different cases,
taking the network weighted and/or directed. As we said previously, we are interested in
finding the method which gives the best community partition, in terms of modularity, for
further use in our studies.
All results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.4.
2jazz, celegans, email, and key networks available in Arenas network datasets: http://deim.
urv.cat/~aarenas/data/welcome.htm
3 karate and phis networks available in Newman’s data repository: http://www-personal.
umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/
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4.1.5 Size of communities
Size of community partitions is also a characteristic property of scale free networks.
We analyse if the size of the communities found by our methods also follow power laws,
which would be another confirmation of the complex network property of these networks.
Results are shown in Subsection 4.2.5.
4.1.6 Similarity
As we explained in Subsection 2.7, we can compare different community partitions of
the same data found by different methods by using similarity measures. We use normalized
Dongen metric, based on set matching, and normalized variation of information metric,
based on information theory, and we will call them simply Dongen metric and VI. Both
of them take values in the interval [0, 1].
We compare the methods for undirected unweighted networks in each of the months.
Additionally we show results of other networks. In this case, we consider separately
each different execution of EO method. We think it is interesting to check if results
of this algorithm are more similar between them or they are equally similar to results
from other methods. We show the results in two ways, in tables and in two-dimensional
plots, with methods related in a square matrix and similarity results shown in different
colours, which indicate if the distance between partitions is small (high similarity, in
clear colours), or big (low similarity, in dark colours).
All results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.6.
4.1.7 Robustness
We apply the method explained in Section 2.8 to check robustness of the .cat site
network against small perturbations, in order to evaluate the quality of the community
partitions found.
We use, like in the article of Karrer et al. [18], VI to compare similarity between
the successive partitions of the modified network respect to the initial ones. However,
there are two differences between our application and the methodology of the original
article. The fist one is the method used to detect community structure. In contrast
to Newman’s algorithm, used in the original article, we use Louvain algorithm, which
performs faster and gives better results in terms of modularity for our networks. The
second one is the fact that we do not repeat several times the process, due to time
reasons. Our networks are substantially larger and in each execution we need to perturb
two networks, the original and the random one, find the best community partition and
evaluate its VI respect to the original ones. A single process of perturbing, finding
community partition and evaluation of VI takes approximately 15 minutes in a standard
PC. Variance generated with this simplification of the method is not meaningful, as we
will see in the results, because we do not observe important perturbations in the tendency
of VI. Therefore, we consider good enough this method in the way we apply it.
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Before applying the method to our study case we have repeated the study with the
first network of these studied in the original article, the karate network, in order to
validate our method implementation. Our results coincide visually with the original ones.
After this test, we consider that we are in conditions to carry out this experiment with
our networks.
Our .cat site network is studied in their classic form (undirected unweighted). We
do it in this way because the method to perturb networks does not consider direction of
edges, and there is no meaningful difference between results considering weights and/or
directions or without.
All results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.7.
4.1.8 Variations
This subsection contains studies in which we have used variations of the .cat site
network: studies with only the main connected component and studies with only the
largest communities.
Networks of the .cat site domain are composed by a considerable number of connected
components, as we have in Subsection 4.2.1. Now we ask if studies involving only the
main connected component give the same or different results. We focus in the network
of March 2008, studying modularity, similarity and robustness of the main connected
component.
We also want to know if similarity changes when considering only the largest com-
munities of each method, the minimum number of them which contain the 60% of the
total number of sites, and not taking into account the dissimilarity caused by the small
communities. We also use Dongen metric and VI, but now there is a difference with
the way we applied these similarity measures before. Now, order of methods considered
matters. The selection of the most relevant communities and sites depends of one method,
so it is necessary to repeat the study two times, one of them depending of the first
method, i, and the other depending of the second, j. Recall that similarity measures
need to have the same elements in the two partitions evaluated. As a result, we have
that VI(i, j) can be different of VI(j, i), and the same happens with D(i, j) and D(j, i).
In results we show the pair of results or each pair of methods measured.
All results are shown and discussed in Subsection 4.2.8.
4.1.9 Characterization of communities
The last study of this chapter is focused on the problem of community characterization.
After the application of community detection methods to a network we obtain a list of
communities with vertices belonging to one of them. The problem of our attention is
how can we make the result easily understandable even if the number of elements and
communities is substantially big.
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A semantic problem
This study is a bit different from the others explained previously in this work: all
what we have done until now is valid for all kind of complex networks: biological networks,
economic networks, personal relationship networks, Web networks... The interpretation
of the resulting communities, however, is specific of each concrete network semantics.
This means that it is necessary to know what the network’s vertices and edges mean,
and go back to the specific area of knowledge to interpret the results. We illustrate this
with one example: the food relation web between organisms.
Example 1 Suppose we have applied community detection algorithms on the food relation
web and we have found some communities in it. A possible way to summarize them
consists in analysing which vertices of the network are related, looking for common
characteristics of organisms classified in the same community. Probably we will have
found a different community for each subcategory of eukaryotes organisms: animals,
plants, fungi..., or maybe communities will have divided organisms depending on their
ecosystems: aquatic, terrestrial, marine, desert, rainforest, urban...
The interpretation analysing the vertices classified into the same community is an
interesting way to proceed. We have applied this method to the .cat site network.
First approach: analysing communities by site names
Firstly, we analyse the .cat site network as it is done in Example 1: by looking at
sites classified together in the same community. Since we have to perform this study
manually, for time and effort reasons we have used only the data from the last available
month, March 2009. Of course, the process described here can be applied to the other
months without any extra problem, only the time required to classify each community.
Although this first approach is interesting, its problems are, of course, the subjective
interpretation inherent in it, and the effort required to carry it out for large communities.
For communities of small size it is not an important problem, as every subjective
interpretation coincides in global terms. However, with communities of large size (more
than 100 elements, for example) disagreements can be important between interpretations
of different people. We comment the results obtained after the application of Louvain’s
method to the .cat site network of March 2009. This discussion is found in Subsection
4.2.9. Recall that the community has 6.400 sites and 180 communities.
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Second approach: analysing communities by site contents
We perform a second study to analyse communities. Like the previous one, we have
focused in the interpretation of communities of March 2009, although the method we
explain is valid for all available months.
Using the fact that Web pages contain information, we propose a method which
analyses the content of each site, and elaborates a ranking of the most frequent words,
which are used to facilitate the interpretation of communities. In order to perform
this study we make three assumptions which, from our point of view, do not interfere
decisively in the results. They are the following:
• We only study the content of the main page of each site, for simplicity and size
restrictions.
• We assume that the topic of a site was the same when we performed this study,
in May 2009, and when the original crawling took place, in March 2009. With
this assumption we consider that the words found with our method are similar to
the words that were in sites in the moment of the original crawling. A possible
variation of the study consists in studying directly the raw data obtained from the
crawling. However, we discarded this possibility due to size restrictions and due to
the impossibility of collecting data from all the months we studied. This method
has the advantage that does not depend of the crawler used, as data is collected
independently of it.
• We assume that the content of the pages is written in Catalan language.
Our initial approaches to the problem, consisting basically in elaborating a ranking
of the most frequent words for each community, were not successful. We needed to do
modifications so as to get meaningful results. We took into account several facts in our
final method, which are:
• Avoid the most frequent Catalan words. In our initial approaches we found the
most frequent Catalan words in the most frequent words of communities, so we
decided to avoid them by filtering around 250 words from a fixed list.
• Consider only words appearing in at least the 10 % of sites from each community.
We decided to incorporate this restriction because we found results in which the
most frequent words were exclusive from only a little portion of the sites of a
community.
• Normalize the frequency of words, in order to avoid the fact that sites with long
content have their words more well considered than sites with short content. We
explain this with more detail in the following paragraphs.
In order to explain the proposed method we need to define some measures. Given
the content of a site, we define the frequency of word w in site s, fws , as the number of
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times word w appears on site s,
fws = number of apparitions of w in s.
We also define the normalized frequency of word w in site s, nws , as their frequency





This measure allows us to correct the bias given by pages with an extensive content,







The normalized frequency of word w in community c, Nwc , is obtained by adding the
normalized frequencies of w in all sites from c and dividing the value by the number of




size of community c .
The normalized frequency of word also takes values between 0 and 1, and the total sum,
for all words in a community, is 1, ∑
w∈c
Nwc = 1.
This measure allows us to consider the most frequent words of each community c, with
each site from community c contributing in the same quantity to the ranking. However,
we must compare these frequencies with the frequencies of words in all sites, in order to
detect words that are specifically important in each concrete community. To do this, we
define the total frequency of word w, Fw, as the number of apparitions of word w in all
sites,
Fw = number of apparitions of w in all sites,
and the normalized total frequency of word w, Nw, defined as its total frequency divided






Finally, we remark that the sum of the normalized total frequencies of all words is 1,∑
w
Nw = 1.
The measure in which we focus our attention is the significance of a word w in a
community c, defined as the quotient between the frequency of w in c and the normalized
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Basically, the higher the value of swc , the more meaningful word w for community c.
Supposing all communities of the same size, and the same distribution of words in each
of them, we would find values of swc equal to 1, as the normalized frequency of word w in
each community would be the same as the normalized frequency of w in the full network.
We summarize it saying that meaningful words in communities must have a value of
significance greater than 1. We illustrate the calculus of these measures, specially the
significance, with a simple example.
Example 2 Suppose we have two communities, 1 and 2, two pages in each of them, a
and b in community 1 and c and d in community 2, and only two words, w and v in each
of them, with the following frequencies:
w v
1 a fwa = 1 fva = 2
b fwb = 1 fvb = 1
2 c fwc = 2 fvc = 0
d fwd = 2 fvd = 1
then we have
Nw = 6/10 N v = 4/10
Nw1 =
1/3+1/2





2 = 5/6 Nv2 =
0+1/3
2 = 1/6
and the significance, for each word an community, is
sw1 =
5/12












We observe that the meaningful words are v for community 1 and w for community 2,
and, although w appears more times in 2 than v in 1, the fact of considering normalized
frequencies contributes to give similar values of significance for them, with sw2 equal to
1.39 and sv1 equal to 1.46. These values are not far from 1, so the interpretation must be
done carefully. We can only say that, in community 1, word v has more presence and, in
community 2, word w is the dominant one.
Our method consists in obtaining the most significant words for each community,
with the restrictions that they must not belong to the list of the Catalan language most
common words, and they must be present in at least a 10 % of the total sites of the
community. We decided to select 20 words from each community, as it is a quantity lower
enough to make interpretations and higher enough to produce interesting results.
The explanation of the full method is the following, which we also summarize in
algorithm 11 for a better understanding. Initially, we get the content of the associated
Web pages of all sites (with the command wget), we convert the format from HTML to
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plain text (with the command html2text) and we store their content. We calculate
the normalized frequency of each word w in each site s, nws . Once we have analysed
all sites we calculate the total normalized frequency of each word w, Nw. Then, for
each community c we calculate the normalized frequency for each word w, Nwc , and
its significance, swc , dividing Nwc by Nw. Finally, we select the 20 words with higher
significance, with the conditions that they cannot belong to the most common words of
Catalan language, and they must be present in at least a 10 % of the total sites of the
community. These selected words are the ones we will use to identify the community.
Algorithm 11 Method to obtain meaningful words for a community
for each site s do
get the content of the site’s main page
convert the HTML page to plain text
for each word w do
calculate the normalized frequency of w in s, nws
end for
end for
for each word w do
obtain its normalized total frequency, Nw
end for
for each community c do
for each word w do
calculate the normalized frequency of w in c, Nwc
calculate the significance of w in c, swc , dividing Nwc by Nw
end for
select, from the words that are not common of the Catalan language, the 20 ones
with higher significance in community c and that are present in at least in the 10 %
of the total sites of community c
end for
In Subsection 4.2.9 we show and comment the obtained results of our method when
applied to the communities found by Louvain’s algorithm in the .cat site network of
March 2009. We use the method in two ways. Initially we check its performance with
the well known communities, the ones we were able to identify only with the names
of the sites belonging to them. Then, we use this method to describe the unidentified
communities.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Basic graph properties
We show results of basic graph properties in two ways, which contain the same
information: in Figure 4.1, graphically, better for a general overview, and in Table A.2 in
one appendix, numerically. They contain the values for the basic graph properties of the
.cat site network.
The analysis of the concrete values for each of the properties, considering the .cat
site network in its classic form, is the following.
Sites The number of sites was bounded to 20.000 in the first two months (May 2007 and
November 2007), due to errors in configuration parameters of the crawler. After this
little problem, the value increases in successive months finishing on approximately
35.000 in the last month, March 2009.
Links The number of links between sites decreases between the first (7.550) and the
second month (7.004). This fact is probably related with the bounded number of
sites. Not all the sites were studied in these months and the ones selected in the
first month had more links than the ones selected in the second month. In the
other months the number of links increases, finishing with a value of approximately
30.000.
Sites with links A surprising fact is the low number of sites with links when compared
with the total number of sites. Less than the 20 % of sites had links in each month.
One plausible explanation is that Fundació puntCat used the full list of registered
sites when doing their crawling, although many of them were relatively recent and
did not have interesting content in their pages. These sites would not have appeared
in the list if the crawling were not done using this a priori knowledge. The number
of sites decreases between the first and the second month, and then increases, from
around 2.500 to 6.500.
Number of connected components The number of connected components increases
in each pair of consecutive months, from 84 in the first to 158 in the last. We
remark again that this value only considers components of size greater than one:
isolated vertices are not considered.
Size of the main connected component More than the 85 % of sites with links in
each month belong to the main connected component of the network. We have also
checked that the size of the other connected components is low, most of them only
having two or three sites.
These measures agree with the growing tendency of the domain. In general we observe
growing values for the number of sites, links and sites with links. A somewhat surprising
result is the growing number of connected components. One could think that, as the





































































Figure 4.1: Plots of basic graph properties of the .cat domain. They are, from left to
right: number of sites, links, sites with links, number of connected components, and
size of the main connected component.
components should decrease with the pass of time. This is true, but we must also take
into account the fact that at every moment new sites appear to the domain, and some
of them exist for some time before adding links to their pages or being linked from
another sites, or only linked to sites they know very well, for example sites from the
same managerial group. These sites stay a lot of time in a connected component of small
size: our manual inspection of them shows that most of them have sizes of 2 or 3. The
increasing size of the main connected component is also a point in the fact of the growing
tendency.
4.2.2 In and out-degree distributions
Results of degree distributions are shown in the same way than in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
They are in Figure 4.2, for the in-degree, and in Figure 4.3, for the out-degree. These
figures contain the plots, in logarithmic axes, of the degree distributions of the .cat site
network. The plots also have the values of the average degree and the λ value of the
power laws: Pin(k) = k−λ and Pout(k) = k−λ.
As we can see, in both cases the distributions are well adjusted, at least for the first
values of degree, with straight lines corresponding to the power laws with the given
exponent. This confirms that, in all months, the graph has a complex network structure,
instead of an strange behaviour which would mean a transitory state. This transitory
state, an interesting study case, probably would be found in previous months, but,
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Figure 4.2: Plots of the in-degree distribution of the .cat site network of each month.
We observe they follow power laws P (k) = k−λ, with exponent λ around 2, at least
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Figure 4.3: Plots of the out-degree distribution of the .cat site network of each month.
We observe they follow power laws P (k) = k−λ, with exponent λ around 1.75, at
least for the first values of degree. They also include the average degree for sites
with at least one out-link.
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unfortunately, we do not have available data.
In the following lines we comment specifically each of the two distributions.
In-degree Values for the exponent of the power law in the in-degree distributions vary
from 1.81 to 2.05. These values coincide with the encountered values in other
national domains, for example the ones in Figure 2.4, where the values for the
in-degree went from 1.2 to 2.0. The average in-degree varies from 4.9 to 7.74. In
this case we observe different values when we compare these results to the average
in-degree of other domains, which are greater, with values between 5.4 and 138.8.
This is related with the fact that the .cat domain has few sites when compared to
other national domains, its lower average degree is probably caused because each
site has less possibilities to link other sites.
Out-degree Values for the exponent of the power law in the out-degree distributions
vary from 1.62 to 1.95. These values also coincide with the encountered values
in other national domains like the ones in Figure 2.5, with values from 1.3 to 1.9.
Again, like in the in-degree case, the average degree is substantially lower than the
values in other national domains. In the .cat domain, the average out-degree of
the site network takes values from 3.92 to 5.99, whereas in other countries it moves
between 8.0 and 112.2.
From the results we observe that the .cat site network has its degree distributions
following power laws even in the first month we analysed it. It could have been a
reasonable situation to have found a different structure for the network in the first studied
months, for example with degree distributions not following power laws. In this case
we could have studied differences between months exhibiting power law structures for
its degree distributions and months without it. As results in all months share similar
distributions, we do not distinguish any network and we continue our studies taking into
account all of them in the same manner.
The growing tendency of the average in and out-degrees suggests that the .cat
network has not reached yet an state in which we would observe stabilized average values.
We do not know if this state is typical from national networks, or not. Future research
around this measure would give more information: perhaps a situation with similar
average values for near periods of time would indicate the total maturity of a complex
network.
4.2.3 Web graph
Figure 4.4 contains a bar chart with the percentage of sites belonging to every
component of the .cat site network for the available months. An explanation of the
different components is found in Figure 2.2.
We observe that the structure is more or less the same in each studied month, so
we will discuss the results in general terms, not focusing in particularities of a concrete
month.
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Figure 4.4: Bar chart with the percentage of sites for each component of the .cat site
networks. The high number of sites from which the crawler does not know their
status is high, between 40 % and 50 % in each month.
A high percentage of sites, more than the 40 % in each month, stay in the undefined
component. This fact is surprising, and indicates that the crawler did not have enough
information to classify them into any component when it finished. We notice that the
percentage of sites belonging to this component decreases with the pass of time. This is
probably related with a better configuration of the crawler parameters, which allowed
obtaining better results. The group of ISLANDS, with disconnected vertices, is also high,
with a fraction of 30% of sites. It agrees with the idea of a growing domain, with lots of
pages appearing recently and not known yet by other pages. Even though this tendency
is interpretable in this way, what surprises is the high value of this percentage.
Components IN, OUT, and MAIN, this last including their subcomponents, have
approximately the same quantity of sites in each of them, corresponding with the 5 % of
the total. TENDRILS and TUNNEL components have a negligible percentage of sites.
We have compared these results with the original ones from the Chilean web of the
article of Baeza-Yates et al. [3]. Apart from the bias provided by the big number of
unknown sites in our networks, our plot and the plot of the literature share things in
common: in all of them the ISLANDS component is the largest one, followed by OUT,
IN and MAIN. TENDRILS and TUNNEL have only a low percentage of sites.





























































(b) Benchmark networks. Our modularity
Figure 4.5: Results in terms of modularity for the benchmark networks. Their sizes
are: 34 vertices for the karate network, 198 for the jazz, 453 for the celegans, 1133
for the email, 10680 for the key and 27519 for the physicists. Figure 4.5a shows
results appeared in literature, although they are incomplete. Figure 4.5b shows our
obtained results. They are nearly the same, except for Newman’s method, in which
our implementation is not perfect.
4.2.4 Community partition: modularity
Figure 4.5 and Table A.3 show values of modularity for each one of the six benchmark
networks explained in Subsection 4.1.4. Our results are the same than the known
ones except for Newman’s algorithm. We reimplemented Newman’s algorithm in C++
language, and we used the ARPACK4 library to find the required eigenvectors. One of
the parameters of this computation is the precision of the eigenvalues calculated. For
performance reasons, we used a lower precision, 10−3, for networks of big size, when
compared to the the precision we used for small networks, 10−5. These apparently little
changes in the precision of the calculus of eigenvectors resulted in different partitions of
the network: the more precision the calculus of eigenvectors, the better the community
partition found.
When performing our analysis we noticed that EO and Newman methods were slower
than PBD and Louvain. EO and Newman gave better results than the others in small
networks, whereas PBD and Louvain performed better in the larger ones. The better
results of Louvain are particularly interesting, because it is not a very well known method
in the research area, and we have not found any better method than it in the literature
when analysing large networks.
Focusing in the .cat site network, Figure 4.6 and Table A.4 contain the results for



























































(b) .cat site network. Other cases
Figure 4.6: Results in terms of modularity for each month and method of the .cat
site network, considering classic networks, in Figure 4.6a, and direction (d) and/or
weight (w), in Figure 4.6b. We observe a general decreasing tendency with the pass
of months. In nearly all of them Louvain is the best method.
each month. In Figure 4.6a networks are considered in their classic form, undirected and
unweighted. We see that modularity decreases with the pass of months. The method
which performs better is Louvain, followed by the average performance of EO. The third
is Newman. PBD method and the Cluster method we propose, both of them obtaining
less communities, perform in a similar way, worse than the others.
The results of our proposed method, Cluster, are comparable to the ones of the
other methods. The idea of using the knowledge of our methods to construct good
partitions seems useful. Probably future studies in this direction would show more visible
improvements.
Numerical results suggest that networks have a meaningful community structure.
Modularity of results from Louvain, the best method, takes values from 0.52, in the first
month, to 0.41, in the last, values clearly above the threshold of fluctuations of random
networks, which we can situate around 0.3.
For our available data, we have no doubt that Louvain is the best method. It has
also the advantage that performs faster than EO, allowing us to carry out the following
studies in less time.
Direction of edges and weights of them are considered in Figure 4.6b. We observe that
EO applied to a directed unweighted network gives worse values in terms of modularity
respect to the undirected case. However, results cannot be compared directly, because
the definition of modularity changes in each of the four cases.
When considering directed networks we find that the number of communities found
is substantially bigger. Methods which analyse directed networks find around 1.000
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the size distribution of the .cat site network communities found
by Louvain. They follow a power law P (s) = s−φ, at least for the first values of the
size.
communities, with lots of communities composed by a simple pair of sites, whereas
methods applied to undirected networks find around 100.
Values of modularity for weighted networks are considerably bigger than the ones for
unweighted networks, with values between 0.8 and 0.9. Two methods are applied to the
same network, allowing their comparison. In this case, undirected weighted networks,
Louvain method performs better than EO, similarly as what happened in the unweighted
case. These higher values of modularity, in the weighted case, indicate that networks
present a clear community structure when considered in this form. However, weighted
results are not interesting in the sense that there are only few communities of large
size and many of small size, with only two or three elements. We decided to focus our
studies in unweighted networks, because results showed a larger number of interesting
communities and because most of research we have consulted considers networks only in
its simplest form: undirected and unweighted.
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4.2.5 Size of communities
Figure 4.7 contains the size distribution of the .cat site network communities found
by Louvain, and the exponent of the power law function which adjusts these values.
We have found a high percentage of communities having only two or three sites, and
greater values for the size are less frequent. We observe that the power law adjustment
P (s) = s−φ is good for the first values of size s, but for the tail of the distribution the
adjustment is bad. The exponent φ takes values between 4.1 and 5.2, and the average
size of communities is located between 19.7 and 37.5.
4.2.6 Similarity
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 and Tables A.5 to A.11 show similarity between community
partitions found by different methods: Extremal Optimization, with three different
executions, Newman, PBD, Louvain and Cluster method. Interpretation of the plots
must be done in the following manner: we have a matrix of results, in different colours.
The color indicates the similarity results between the two methods compared, the one in
the row and the other in the column. As similarity results are symmetric we only show a
part of them, avoiding repetitions. The darker one square, the less similar results of the
two methods.
The first thing we observe is that values obtained by Dongen metric are sensibly
higher than values obtained with VI, as their colours are sensitively darker. But what
surprises most, when analysing the results, is that all of them differ considerably from
each other. There is not any pair of methods which gives a high grade of similarity, with
an small distance, and very clear colours in the plots. Different executions of the EO
method also result in different community partitions.
Although networks have community structure, as it was seen previously, it is not
strong in the sense that there is a clear best partition: there are a high number of
possible partitions of the network, like the ones chosen by our methods, that coincide in
dividing crucial parts of the network and give approximately the same good results in
our measures.
We expected to find that Cluster method, the method which uses partitions found
for other methods, would give better results in terms of similarity due to the process to
obtain its partitions: based in results of the other methods, as we explained in Subsection
4.1.4. Viewing the results, however, we do not found this hypothesis confirmed: Cluster
method performs like any other method in terms of similarity.
As every pair of methods differ in the same way, with values from 0.30 to 0.55 for
Dongen metric, and values from 0.25 to 0.45 for VI, approximately, we think that each
partition is as good as the others, because none of them shows better results. The most
similar pair of methods is PBD and Cluster method, with good scores in a pair of months.
Curiously, they are also the ones which give community partitions with the minimum
number of partitions.
Analysing results along the months we notice a growing tendency of the values taken
by distances. This can be related with the fact that every month the number of sites
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Figure 4.8: Dongen metric for the different partitions found by different methods in
the classic .cat site network. Methods checked are: Extremal Optimization (E1,
E2, E3), Newman (N), PBD, Louvain (L) and Cluster method (C).
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Figure 4.9: VI metric for the different partitions found by different methods in the
classic .cat site network. Methods checked are: Extremal Optimization (E1, E2,
E3), Newman (N), PBD, Louvain (L) and Cluster method (C).
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grows when compared to previous months.
Results for directed (d) and/or weighted (w) networks are in Tables A.12 to A.18,
together with some undirected unweighted methods, so as to be compared. Their tendency
and values of similarity are related with results of undirected unweighted networks. In the
case of directed networks, in which we have seen that methods found more communities,
values of similarity are lower. This fact is probably caused by the fact that, with a big
number of communities of little size, it is easier to identify similar communities in both
networks. For example, communities composed by only two sites probably are found in
all methods. Results when comparing methods taking into account networks in different
forms do not differ specially from results when networks are fixed in one form.
All this leads us to conclude that direction and weights of edges does not produce
important differences in community structure. For more simplicity, we will study what
happens to networks in their classic form.
4.2.7 Robustness
Figure 4.10 shows the results of robustness of the .cat site network for each month,
when considered in its classic form. The evolution of values of VI in each of the months
is quite similar. Our comments are around an overview of this evolution, being valid for
each month.
As we expected, perturbations in random networks are more important than perturba-
tions in original networks. This fact suggests that our networks do have some community
structure.
The first steps are the most important ones to study, when only little perturbations
appear to networks. In those, VI in random networks quickly result in values of
approximately 0.45. In contrast, in original networks, VI takes values around 0.25.
Although it could look as a proof of strong community structure in original networks,
values of VI of 0.25 are important, suggesting the existence of meaningful differences
between community partitions. Networks with a well defined community structure exhibit
substantially lower values of VI.
What happens to our networks is related to what is explained in the last two examples
of Figure 2.8. In the two cases there are differences between results of original and
random networks, but in one case VI for the original network is very low, suggesting
strong community structure, and in the other VI is bigger, not as big as VI of the
random network, but bigger enough to consider that that the network has not a very
strong community structure. Our study case is identifiable with the second case.
The last steps in our networks, like in all, exhibit similar values of VI in the original
and in the random network. Both of them finish the process with values of VI near 0.65.
This is due to the fact that networks are fully perturbed, and do not have anything in
common, except the distribution of their edges.
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Figure 4.10: Results of the site robustness of the .cat site network. We observe
differences between the behaviour of the random networks and the original ones.
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Month EO Louvain
March/09 .388 (.397) .410 (.414)
Table 4.1: Modularity for the main connected component of the .cat site network for
the EO and Louvain algorithms. In parenthesis, results for the whole network.
Month EO vs Louvain
March/09 .49 (.51) / .34 (.36)
Table 4.2: Similarity for the main connected component of the .cat site network
between EO and Louvain methods. In parenthesis, results for the whole network.
4.2.8 Variations
Recall that all the performed studies in this section have used the March 2009 network.
Results in terms of modularity for the main connected component of the .cat site
network are in Table 4.1. They are not substantially better than the results of the full
network, shown in parenthesis. It rejects the hypothesis that this component has more
community structure. It has similar structure than the whole network.
Table 4.2 contains the results in terms of similarity involving only the main connected
component. They do not differ substantially from the results of the full network, also
in parenthesis. This also leads us to conclude that the whole network ant their main
connected component have a similar behaviour.
Figure 4.11 contains plots with results of the other variations proposed Figure 4.11a
contains the results for the robustness of the main connected component. It exhibits the
same behaviour than robustness of full networks: this network has community structure
because it differs from the random network, although its structure is not strong, as with
small perturbations it changes considerably.
In the other plots, in Figures 4.11b and 4.11c and in Table A.19, we see the similarity of
the .cat site network for some methods, Extremal Optimization, Newman and Louvain
methods, when only are considered the largest communities, those which contains the
60% of sites.
As we explained, now the order of methods minds, because we select the vertices in
function of the first method. Plots show results in two dimensions, with the first method
in the horizontal axis and the second method in the vertical one.
The values are smaller than the ones for the whole network, but they do not differ a
lot. We do not observe differences between a pair of methods when changing their order:
in both cases similarity is approximately equal.
We conclude that these variations of networks do not imply substantial changes in
our analysis and studies of the whole networks in their classic form, undirected and
unweighted, are good enough to consider as a general their conclusions.
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(c) Similarity. VI metric
Figure 4.11: Plot 4.11a contains the results of the robustness of the .cat site network
when considering only the main connected component. The second plot, 4.11b, and
the third, 4.11c, contain the measures of similarity (Dongen metric and VI, respec-
tively) of the .cat site network when only are considered the biggest communities,
the minimum number of them which contain the 60% of sites.
4.2.9 Characterization of communities
We provide the results of the two community interpretation methods proposed. The
first one is based on site names, whereas the other is based on site contents.
First approach: analysing communities by site names
This approach to the problem consists in simply analysing the obtained results and
extracting the interpretation of the communities. We use results from Louvain, the best
method with our networks. In Section B.1 of the appendices there are the results of
Louvain in the .cat site network of March 2009, the selected dataset for the realization
of this study.
In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we show two examples of how we proceed to interpret the results.
For these two communities we display the community number, the community size, the
community sites and our interpretation of it, by giving a topic to it and a justification of
the election. They are, in terms of our topics, a group of sites from Tarragona’s region
and a group of sites of a political party.
We decide to center our attention only in communities with a considerable size, because
the interpretation of very small communities is trivial. In Table 4.5 we summarize the
number, size and selected topic of communities. Unfortunately, we are not able to identify
each one of the communities, due to several facts:
• Some communities are very large.
• We do not find any thematic relation between the sites of some communities.
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Community 95: 155 elements
www. v a l l s j o v e . cat
www. s o c t o r t o s a . cat
www. tgd . cat
www. molafm . cat
www. venturapons . cat
www. cana l t e . cat
www. amte . cat
www. d e l t a l l o g u e r . cat
www. c i u t a t d i g i t a l . cat
www. c en t r ep i c a s s o . cat
www. s an t a t e c l a . cat
www. iqua . cat
www. mont s e r r a tv i s i t a .
cat
www. auvenguen . cat
www. big . cat
www. debat . cat
www. e l i t . cat
www. rev i s taamposta . cat
www. dpc . cat
www. b ad i t r i . cat
www. s cu r o l o g i a . cat
www. tortuga . cat
www. r e g i s t r a d o r s . cat
www. xarxa t e c l a . cat
www. t o t s r u c s . cat
www. l l u e r t . cat
www. p e r a l e s . cat
www. gea . cat
www. code . cat
www. f e s t i v a l g u an t . cat
www. n a t a l i a f e r r e . cat
www. c u l t u r a i p a i s a t g e .
cat
www. e s p a i a r t s v i s u a l s .
cat
www. p i x i d i x i . cat
www. l l i g a c o n t r a e l c a n
cer . cat
www. e l s p a l l a r e s o s . cat
www. decomat . cat
www. asvo l . cat
www. spiderman . cat
www. concahabi tatge . cat
www. t i n e t b i b l i o t e c a .
cat
www. d ipu tac i ode ta r r a
gona . cat
www. t i n e t . cat
www. a l t ane t . cat
www. baixebre−innova .
cat
www. t e l e c e n t r e b a i x e
bre . cat
www. joveba ixebre . cat
www. vimbodipoblet . cat
www. tar ragona jove . cat
www. a r x i u v i r t u a l . cat
www. educamposta . cat
www. montblancmedie va l
. cat
www. montblanc . cat
www. t e r r an i a . cat
www. pragmaedic ions . cat
www. verna l . cat
www. e b r e d i g i t a l . cat
www. molatv . cat
www. f e r randez . cat
www. calmaginet . cat
www.adm. cat
www. ca l e rmi ta . cat
www. gab intec . cat
www. masferran . cat
www. tren107 . cat
www. ebre lanpar ty . cat
www. xagatarragona . cat
www. l e s c i r e r e s . cat
www. lacasanovadenco lo
mer . cat
www. vimbodi . cat
www. concadebarbera . cat
www. to r t o s a . cat
www. altcamp . cat
www. amposta . cat
www. montsia . cat
www. l l o r a c . cat
www. masdenverge . cat
www. aoc . cat
www. goda l l . cat
www. ba ixebre . cat
www. esp lugade f ranco l i
. cat
www. v a l l s . cat
www. va l l f o gonade r i u
corb . cat
www. gandesa . cat
www. senan . cat
www. asco . cat
www. tcberga . cat
www. c i n e a l a c a r t a . cat
www. qu in ta f o r ca . cat
www. totcinema . cat
www. pa l l o l−f i nque s . cat
www. m i r e i a f e l i u . cat
www. acopde tec l a t . cat
www. mecanoscr i t . cat
www. j j o r da . cat
www. emsptortosa . cat
www. excur s i on s . cat
www. carmebosch . cat
www. c a s a c a r i t a t . cat
www. pares . cat
www. txus . cat
www. t i t u l a r s . cat
www. ingenium . cat
www. c on c ad i g i t a l . cat
www. i n f o rma t i u a l f o r j a .
cat
www. r e s t au r an t c o l l d e
nu l l e s . cat
www. la−ga l e r a . cat
www. c c o o l e a r v a l l s . cat
www. o rn i s . cat
www. e l smun t e l l s . cat
www. hote l f l amingo . cat
www. yupis . cat
www. femturisme . cat
www. c o l l a j o v e t o r t o s a .
cat
www. tas taverd . cat
www. gecko . cat
www. c a s a f o r t . cat
www. v e sp e r f e i n a . cat
www. nicanor . cat
www. re−canvi−v a l l s . cat
www. g rav ida r t . cat
www. pob l e v e l l . cat
www. g inkgob i loba . cat
www. ecad . cat
www. aemontsant . cat
www. san t e s c r eu s . cat
www. p i j f r a n c o l i . cat
www. c i r c u i t c a t a l a d e
c in emad ig i t a l . cat
www. cccd . cat
www. gegantsdemontblanc
. cat
www. v i c k y c r i s t i n aba r
c e l o n a l a p e l i c u l a .
cat
www. ta r r a con in s . cat
www. e l j a rd i d e lma r . cat
www. f o r a s t e r s . cat
www. esp lugatur i sme . cat
www. acmt . cat
www. gumtsa . cat
www. dipta . cat
www. s an t c l imen td e l l o
bregat . cat
www. mesebre . cat
www. radiomontblanc . cat
www. catalunya−l gb t . cat
www. r e f u g i e l sma s e t s .
cat
www. l a f i l a . cat
www. farmacs . cat
www. casainnova . cat
www. avvlapineda . cat
www. metrequadrat . cat
www. ceba ixebre . cat
www. d i v e r s i t a t f u n c i o
nal . cat
www. sy lvaner . cat
www. catalunyaconnec ta
. cat
www. s t c . cat
www. d ive r . cat
www. concaadvocats . cat
Topic: Tarragona’s region
Justification: We observe that several site names are related with the city and the
province of Tarragona. We find sites with names like Santa Tecla, the
patron saint of the city, Tarragona jove (young Tarragona), tarraconins
(the name of Tarragona’s people), and site names related to cities and
towns belonging to Tarragona’s province: Valls, Montblanc, Tortosa,
Amposta, or Tarragona’s comarques (organization of cities and towns,
like shires or counties): Montsià, Baix Ebre, or Conca de Barberà.
Table 4.3: Summary of the interpretation done with the first method in Louvain
community 95 of the .cat site network of March 2009. It contains the community
number, its size, content, and our selected topic for it, followed with the justification
of the election.
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Community 117: 88 elements
www. mestura . cat
www. magnetic . cat
www. an t i c s e s c o l a n s . cat
www. munic ipals2007 . cat
www. marcspalou . cat
www. simpleweb . cat
www. r i b a l t a l c a l d e . cat
www. macmobles . cat
www. trenpa lau . cat
www. d o n e s s o c i a l i s t e s .
cat
www. e l c e r c l e . cat
www. s o c i a l i s t e s p a l a
mos . cat
www. san tua r i e lm i r a c l e
. cat
www. c a l o p t i c . cat
www. ceeuropa . cat
www. s o c i a l i s t e s . cat
www. h i s t o r i e s h o r t a . cat
www. metalquimia . cat
www. psctv . cat
www. cu in e t e s . cat
www. p s c f o l g u e r o l e s . cat
www. c iumo l l e t . cat
www. avvcelm . cat
www. pres identmont i l l a
. cat
www. xav i e r f o r cada . cat
www. j s c . cat
www. herbahameli . cat
www. perenavarro . cat
www.mondemones . cat
www. p i l a r d i a z . cat
www. coralharmonia . cat
www. psc . cat
www. e s c o l an i a . cat
www. l l u i s o s h o r t a . cat
www. o r f e o g r a c i e n c . cat
www. f e s tamajordegra
c i a . cat
www. s iuranenc . cat
www. f c l l u i t a . cat
www. l l u i s o s d e g r a c i a .
cat
www. g ra c i ane t . cat
www. marccamprodon . cat
www. ner in . cat
www. c i r i c i . cat
www. barnaseguretat . cat
www. barnaporte r s . cat
www. i c e t a . cat
www. o r i g en s . cat
www. sat tva . cat
www. ce ipsant jo rd imo
l l e t . cat
www. l a t o r tuga . cat
www. gu i l l eme sp r i u . cat
www. gu iadebarce lona .
cat
www. pantere sgrogues .
cat
www. g r a c i a t e l e v i s i o .
cat
www. c a r r i o . cat
www. onzecongres . cat
www. co r l a f on tana . cat
www. tactum . cat
www. t a l l e r d a r t s a p l i c a
des . cat
www. bare l f ondo . cat
www. carmechacon . cat
www. krme . cat
www. europatv . cat
www. cncatalunya . cat
www. chvh . cat
www. cursmus icacervera .
cat
www. i g n i t o r . cat
www. g r a c i ad i v i na . cat
www. cmmollet . cat
www. molletama . cat
www.30 an i v e r s a r i p s c .
cat
www. cu ina r i a . cat
www. t a l l e r h i s t o r i a d e




v a l l e s . cat
www. home s i gua l i t a r i s .
cat
www. f e d e r a c i o d e c o l l e s
desantmedir . cat
www. adr iamart inez . cat
www. joseprodoreda . cat
www. ampa−e s c o l an i a . cat
www. e l c e n t r e g r a c i a . cat
www. a r c i r i s . cat
www. p a r c g a l l e c s . cat
www. av c l e s s ep s . cat
www. mesvdx . cat
www. r e s p o s t e s s o c i a l i s
t e s . cat
www.13 cong r e s j s c . cat
www. causacomuna . cat
Topic: Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya - Catalonia’s social-democrat party
Justification: We observe that several site names are related with the politician party
Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya (Catalonia’s social-democrat party),
abbreviated PSC. Between the site names we find references to the local
2007 elections, the names of three important politicians of this party:
the president of Catalonia, Montilla, a minister of Spain, Chacón, and
the secretary of the party: Iceta. We also find references to local organi-
zations of the party: Palamós and Folgueroles, and some other sites with
names related with this organization: Dones socialistes (social-democrat
women), socialistes (social-democrats), PSC TV, and a reference to the
filial organization of the party, JSC (youth social-democrat people): 13è
congrés JSC (13th congress of JSC). Surprisingly, one site of this com-
munity is from a local delegation of a rival politic party, Convergència
i Unió (Catalan nationalist cristian-democrat party), abbreviated CiU:
CiU Mollet (local CiU’s delegation of Mollet).
Table 4.4: Summary of the interpretation done with the first method in Louvain
community 95 of the .cat site network of March 2009. It contains the community
number, its size, content, and our selected topic for it, followed with the justification
of the election.
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Community Size Topic
27 13 Business group: EVP
52 425 —
70 376 —
84 190 Vic’s region
93 197 —
94 175 Convergència i Unió - Catalan nationalist cristian-democrat party
95 155 Tarragona’s region
112 921 Town halls and governmental institutions
117 88 Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya - Catalonia’s social-democrat party
127 388 Sports
129 736 Young people, education, town halls, business, official associations
136 352 Education
144 114 Manresa’s region
150 1124 —
162 258 —
165 190 Communication media
166 149 Traditional entities and celebrations
172 534 Girona’s region
Table 4.5: Table with the large communities found with Louvain in the .cat site
network of March 2009, and our interpretation done with the first method. For each
one we show its number, its size and the topic we have selected to identify it. In
Section B.1 of the appendix there is the full content of the communities.
• We find many relations between the sites, but all of them only involve few sites of
some communities.
In spite of these problems, we succeed in giving a topic to 13 of the 18 communities
studied, which means a 72 % of them. They are the following: a small community
belonging to a business group, sites belonging to different regions (Vic, Manresa, Tar-
ragona, and Girona), sports, education, two political parties, traditional entities and
celebrations, communication media, official institutions and a group in which we observe
different thematics: young people, education, town halls, and official institutions. As we
explained in the Methodology subsection, this kind of interpretations is very subjective,
and probably belong more to a sociological study than to a computer science one. We
think however that a larger study of this kind gives an additional, qualitative, perspective
of the information extracted by the community-finding algorithms.
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Second approach: analysing communities by site contents
As we did in the previous section, we focus only in the largest communities, the ones
which need new ideas to be interpreted. The results of this method’s application to the
Louvain communities of the .cat site network of March 2009 are shown in Section B.2
of the appendices. There are listed the 20 most meaningful words for each community,
and their values of significance, swc .
Initially we check the results of this new method in the communities identified with
the previous method. We show as examples the communities detailed before: Tarragona’s
region, and Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya (Catalonia’s social-democrat party).
Results for them with the new method are in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. These
tables contain the words in their original language, usually Catalan, their translation
to English, and their values of significance. In the following lines we comment general
aspects of the results.
We observe that the results of significant words do have some relation with the name
we gave to the communities, although we also find words without significance in the
context between the best ones. The same occurs when analysing the other communities in
which we gave a topic before: many of the words with higher significance have a meaning
according to the topic we gave to it, whereas some words do not mean anything special.
The second part of this study consists in using this method to extract information
from communities we were not successful to identify with the previous method. We have
selected two examples in order to illustrate the performance of our method: community
52, in Table 4.8 and community 93, in Table 4.9. The first community is a case in which
our method is not able to give an interpretation, whereas the second one is a case where
our method succeeds on it: its topic is Music and spectacles in Tarragona’s region.
We finish this part with a table reviewing our interpretation of the communities by
using this method. We show the table in the same format than Table 4.5. We considered
different possibilities when identifying communities with this new method and with the
old based on site names. They are summarized in the following list:
• Not being able to give a topic to some communities.
• Maintain the same topic with this method and with the old method.
• Change the topic given to some communities, in order to precise its meaning.
• Name unidentified communities with the previous method giving a topic to them.
Table 4.10 contains the results. Summarizing them, we say that, from the 18 considered
communities, 2 of them remain unidentified, 10 of them maintain the same topics, 3 of
them have changed their topics, and 3 are now named, what means that an 89 % of them
have been identified.
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Community 95: 155 elements
Word (usually in Catalan) English translation Significance swc
conca Conca (a region) 22.7251
tarragona Tarragona (a city) 7.99909
administracions administrations 7.01226






poden they can 2.79639
contacta contact 2.60725
portada front page 2.47265
programa program 2.06815
l’ajuntament the town hall 2.03686
vols do you wan 1.95553
jordi Jordi (man’s name) 1.91507
ajuntament town hall 1.91043
nom name 1.83367
english English 1.59084
són they are 1.58601
Topic: Tarragona’s region
Comments: We gave this topic to the community with the previous method. Here
we only check that the name was well given. The word Tarragona is the
second in terms of significance, clearly above 1, with a value of 8. The first
is the abbreviation of a Tarragona’s region, Conca de Barberà. We do not
find any other explicit word which references Tarragona or places related
to it. We find words like ajuntament (town hall) or administracions
(administrations) which confirm the fact that the community contains
sites from different towns. The results do have some relation with the
name we gave to the community, although we also find words without
significance in the context between the best ones.
Table 4.6: Performance of our method in Louvain community 95 of the .cat site
network of March 2009. The table contains the community number, its size, and the
20 words with higher significance, with their English translation, and the value of
swc . We comment the result.
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Community 117: 88 elements
Word (usually in Catalan) English translation Significance swc
nicaragua Nicaragua 71.2937



















Topic: Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya - Catalonia’s social-democrat party
Comments: We gave this topic to the community with the previous method. Here
we only check that the name was well given. The word PSC, the initials
of the politic party, is the second in terms of significance, clearly above
1, with a value of 23. The first word is Nicaragua, probably related
because the PSC headquarters in Barcelona are located in Nicaragua
street. A related word is the man’s name Miquel, a not very common
name, probably appeared in relation to the secretary of the party. Other
words like Barcelona, Catalonia and president (the president of Catalonia
now is from the PSC party) also appear in the list. Between the other
words we find a month, May, probably due to the fact that it was in
May when the last local elections took part, in 2007. In this case, and
although some noisy words, the result is pretty good, with some words
clearly describing the semantic of the community.
Table 4.7: Performance of our method in Louvain community 117 of the .cat site
network of March 2009. The table contains the community number, its size, and the
20 words with higher significance, with their English translation and the value of swc .
We comment the result.
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Community 52: 425 elements
Word (usually in Catalan) English translation Significance swc













Comments: We observe that only 13 words appear to the list, when we allow the
apparition of 20. It means that all other words are typical from the
Catalan language or they do not appear in at least the 10 % of the total
sites in the community. We discard the last five words because their
values of significance are below 1. Analysing the others we do not find
any special word. All of them are generic words that can be applied in
multiple fields: Web, Spanish, English, Catalonia... the word cap does
not provide any information to us, because it has several meanings in
Catalan language: head, any, to fit, the initials of a health service... We
suppose that this words are not special of this community. They were
the ones which got to pass the two restrictions we imposed on the words.
Probably, if we had used a more complete list of Catalan common words,
many of this would have been discarded.
Selected topic: —
Justification: Unfortunately, with the available information, we are not able to give a
topic to the community.
Table 4.8: Performance of our method in Louvain community 52 of the .cat site
network of March 2009. The table contains the community number, its size, and the
20 words with higher significance, with their English translation and the value of swc .
We comment the result, decide a topic for the community and justify our election.
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Community 93: 197 elements
Word (usually in Catalan) English translation Significance swc
concerts concerts 10.7852
reus Reus (a city) 10.1337
festival festival 5.15291
premsa press 5.12676
















Comments: We observe that all the words have values of significance above 1, what
suggests that they are meaningful in the community. However, we find
words not illustrative of anything like part, are, year, past, Web, or
contact. All the others, including the ones with higher significance are
words from the area of music and spectacles. We also find references to
two cities: Reus and Tarragona. The higher values of significance are
greater than 10, what means that this words are very important in the
community.
Selected topic: Music and spectacles in Tarragona’s region
Justification: Considering the six more significant words of the results, clearly above
the others, we extract the conclusion that the content of the community
is based in two ideas: music, concerts, and spectacles and the Tarragona’s
region. Our choice for the name of the community takes these two aspects
into account.
Table 4.9: Performance of our method in Louvain community 93 of the .cat site
network of March 2009. The table contains the community number, its size, and the
20 words with higher significance, with their English translation and the value of swc .
We comment the result, decide a topic for the community and justify our election.
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Com. Size Topic No topic Maint. Changed Named
27 13 Business group related with water X
52 425 — X
70 376 — X
84 190 Vic’s region X
93 197 Music and spectacles in Tarragona’s
region
X
94 175 Convergència i Unió - Catalan na-
tionalist cristian-democrat party
X
95 155 Tarragona’s region X
112 921 Town halls and governmental insti-
tutions
X
117 88 Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya
- Catalonia’s social-democrat party
X
127 388 Sports X
129 736 Business, official associations, and
work
X
136 352 Education X
144 114 Manresa’s region X
150 1124 Catalan language X
162 258 Barcelona X
165 190 Culture and communication media X
166 149 Traditional entities and celebrations X
172 534 Girona’s region X
Total 2 10 3 3
Table 4.10: Table with the large communities found with Louvain in the .cat site
network of March 2009. For each one we show its number, its size and the topic
we have selected to identify it, using our method based on the content of its sites.
We contemplate different possibilities between the topics given with the site names
method and this method: not being able to give a topic, maintain the same topic,
change the topic, and name communities with the new method. In Section B.2 of the
appendix there is the full content of the most significant words for each community,
including the small ones.
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Summary of large communities
Now we comment the 16 identified communities with a bit of detail, explaining if we
consider their apparition as a normal phenomena.
Five regional communities Analysing the 16 identified communities we observe that
five of them depend strongly from important cities of Catalonia. They are, listed in
decreasing size of population, Barcelona, Tarragona, Girona, Manresa, and Vic. All
of them are cities with a long history, capital cities. We expected to find another
important city, Lleida, with its own community, but it is not present. We think
that the method has identified correctly these communities, as it is highly possible
that sites of each one of these regions are connected more frequently with sites
from their region.
Two political communities We also have found two communities depending of the
most important political parties of Catalonia: PSC and CiU. It is logical that
sites from each one of these organizations are more related with sites of the same
political ideology. We consider these two communities perfectly identified.
Traditional entities, sports, education, and a music community It is clear that
sites of these communities are linked between them. Entities of the same city
are probably related: they may share members, activities, spaces... Entities also
maintain relation with others from different regions focused in the same hobbies.
Also sites from sports clubs, of the same city or of the same sport, are linked, as
they have common interests. Sites of official organizations, like association registers
or federations, contribute to the strong structure of these communities, due to their
full lists of entities or clubs. The same occurs with the other two communities.
These four communities present very good results in terms of the most significant
words. Significance of words takes values of 21, 6, 6, and 10, respectively, for the
first word, and many of the first ones are related with the topic we have chosen for
the community.
Four other large communities There are four communities which, although they are
not as well defined as the previous ones, clearly belong to a concrete area. They
are a governmental community, with most of the town halls and official institutions
sites, a community focused in Catalan language, with institutions and personal
sites dedicated to this thematic, a community containing communication media and
sites related with the promotion of culture, and another one containing business,
official associations and sites related with work in general. The limits between
these communities are probably not as well defined as in the other networks. For
example, it is not clear which difference do the sites of Catalan language community
have when compared to the ones from culture community.
The small network of a business group The last community is composed only by
13 sites, and its name is business related with water. As its size is relatively small,
we have checked all the sites belonging to it. All of them are part of a business
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group involving water works: purification, treatment of residual water... This
community has been found because many of the sites are linked between them.
To sum up, we consider this method as a good tool to facilitate the interpretation of
large communities, specially when used as a complement of the general method of looking
to the site’s names. It is a fact that we have not succeed in identifying all communities.
Surely, our method is not good enough to make clear the thematic and name of each
community. But we are convinced that the problem is not only in our method. The
structure of the network is not robust enough to facilitate clear community partitions. In
each execution of community detection methods different communities are found. The
part of the network with a well defined structure probably will remain approximately in
the same manner with the execution of each method, with the same communities, but
the part of the network not clearly defined is likely to result in different communities
when we apply different methods. These last communities, we think, are the ones in
which we have not succeed in the problem of identifying them. But, probably, anybody
can identify them. They are not representing anything. They are the ugly part of the
interpretation of results, the part without clear meaning. In general, the part of the
networks with a less robust community structure will be the first one to change when we
apply different community detection methods.
Chapter 5
Dynamic studies
In this chapter we present the studies carried out involving at the same time data
collections of different months, which we call dynamic studies. These studies, in contrast
to the previous ones of Chapter 4, are very preliminary: they are only an initial approach
to the problem of comparing different collections of communities from different months.
The first one of them consists in evaluating similarity of communities in different months.
The second tests a proposed model of communities evolution throughout the time. The
last are an special kind of graphs which permit the visualization of evolution between big
communities. As we did in the previous chapter, we divide this chapter in methodology
and results, allowing both the reading of each concrete study or a linear lecture of
methodology, initially, and finalizing with results.
5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Similarity of communities between different months
In the previous chapter, in Subsection 4.1.6, we analysed similarity of community
partitions between different methods, but restricting results to the same month. Now we
want to evaluate how related community partitions of data from consecutive months are.
We understand as consecutive months without any available month between them, i.e.
May 2007 and September 2007, September 2007 and January 2008, and so on, following
the months listed in Table 3.1. We perform this study in the same way we did previously,
using normalized Dongen metric and normalized variation of information, and calling
them, for more simplicity, Dongen metric and VI.
We take into account Louvain community partitions, as we saw previously in Sub-
section 4.2.4 that they were the ones with higher modularity. This study presents a
problem: sites of the .cat site network of two analysed months are not necessarily the
same, but similarity measures need the same elements in the two data sets compared,
as it is explained in Section 2.7. In order to avoid this, we decided to study only sites
belonging to both months studied in each evaluation of similarity, i.e. their intersection.
The months compared are summarized in the first columns of Table 5.1.
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First month Second month
May 2007 September 2007
September 2007 January 2008
January 2008 March 2008
March 2008 May 2008
May 2008 January 2009
January 2009 March 2009
Table 5.1: Pairs of consecutive months. We compare similarity between their communi-
ties.
To evaluate quality of results, we also evaluated similarity between a month and a
random network for the following month which substitutes the original one. This random
network is chosen so as to have the same edge distribution than the original, in the same
manner we did in Subsection 4.1.7. Specifically, the probability of the existence of an
edge between vertices i and j is eij = kikj/2m, where ki are kj are the out and in-degrees
(in undirected networks, our case of study, in and out-degrees coincide for each vertex)
of i and j and 2m is the total number of edges. These networks do not have any relation
with the community structure found in the .cat site networks, so we expect them to
result in high values for the similarity metrics.
We show, compare, and comment results in Subsection 5.2.1.
5.1.2 A community evolution model
We propose a simple model to simulate evolution of communities with the pass of
time. This model is inspired in our intuition of what happens to human communities,
in which we have unions of communities, splits, apparitions of new communities... We
consider interesting to check if communities in the Web also evolve in a similar way.
Specifically, our model analyses different transformations, which are shown in the
following list and also graphically in Figure 5.1.
• Apparition of a community
• Extinction of a community
• A community which remains Equal
• Union of two communities
• Split of two communities
• Growth of a community





Figure 5.1: Illustration of the different transformations between consecutive instants
studied with our method. They are: Apparition, Extinction, Equal, Union,
Split, Growth, and Shrink.
We denote by t and t+ 1 the consecutive moments considered and by ct, dt, ct+1, and
dt+1 communities at times t or t+1, respectively. We also take into account communities
with the sites which do not exist at each time t, denoted as nt, and we call them the
non-existing communities. The idea is to maintain them in order to observe apparitions
of new communities, extinctions, growths, or shrinks. With the explained notation we
define formally when each situation takes place:
Apparition A community ct+1 appears in instant t + 1 if its intersection with the
community of non-existing sites in instant t is greater than a threshold α multiplied
by the size of ct+1:
|ct+1 ∩ nt| ≥ α|ct+1|.
Extinction Analogously, a community ct disappears in instant t if its intersection with
the community of non-existing sites in instant t+ 1 is greater than α multiplied by
the size of ct:
|ct ∩ nt+1| ≥ α|ct|.
Equal A community ct remains equal to a community ct+1 different of the non-existing
community if its intersection is greater than α multiplied by the size of ct:
ct ∩ ct+1 ≥ α|ct|.
Union The union of communities ct and dt into ct+1 takes place if ct, dt, and ct+1 are
different from the non-existing communities and its intersection has a great part of
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sites, specifically:
|ct ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct| and |dt ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|dt| and |(ct ∪ dt) ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct+1|.
Split The split of community ct into ct+1 and dt+1 takes place if ct, ct+1, and dt+1 are
different from the non-existing communities and its intersection has a great part of
sites, specifically:
|ct ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct+1| and |ct ∩ dt+1| ≥ α|dt+1| and |ct ∩ (ct+1 ∪ dt+1)| ≥ α|ct|.
Growth We consider a community ct grows to ct+1 if there is an union when considering
the non-existing community nt:
|ct ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct| and |(ct ∪ nt) ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct+1|.
Shrink Analogously, we consider a community ct shrinks to ct+1 if there is a division
when considering the non-existing community nt+1:
|ct ∩ ct+1| ≥ α|ct+1| and |ct ∩ (ct+1 ∪ nt+1)| ≥ α|ct|.
Our proposed model depends on a threshold parameter α which must be between 0
and 1, preferably with values around the upper bound. The different possibilities of our
model are not unique. In some cases it can classify a phenomena into different situations,
for example Equal and Shrink, or Equal and Growth, depending of the size of
communities and the value of α. The lower values of α we choose, the more overlapping
situations we find.
We also centred our attention in communities with more than 10 elements. We do not
study what happens with small communities, as we think results in these communities
can be too much influenced by random fluctuations.
In Subsection 5.2.2 we show the results of our model applied to Louvain communities
detected in the .cat site network.
5.1.3 Visualization of evolution between big communities
Our final proposal is the definition of a kind of graphs which easily allow us to visualise
evolution between big communities. These graphs compare communities between two
consecutive months. The analysed communities are the vertices, and the size, color, and
strength of the edges between them depend on different parameters. For example, an
edge between vertices exists if the two associated communities have at least one site in
common, i.e. its intersection is not empty. Edge parameters are the width and color, the
same ones as vertices have.
Like in the previous study, we consider instants t and t+ 1, and by ct and ct+1 we
denote two communities in instant t and t+ 1, respectively. We also take into account,
as we did before, the non-existing communities nt and nt+1, which also have associated
vertices in the graphs.
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These graphs are bipartite, as two communities from the same instant cannot have any
repeated site. In the following list we describe in detail the parameters of the proposed
graphs:
Vertices A vertex in the graph corresponds to a community in a concrete instant of the
two instants taken into account, which we denote t and t+ 1. Additionally, we add
a vertex for each instant including the non-existing vertices in that moment, in
order to consider apparitions and extinctions of communities. In our study we only
include communities greater than a threshold, fixed in 10 elements.
Vertex sizes Size of a vertex is proportional, logarithmically for a better visualization,
to the size of the associated community, ct, log(|ct|).
Vertex colours There are four vertex colours: in dark colours we have communities of
instant t, with the non-existing one differenced from the others; in clear colours we
have communities of instant t+ 1, with the non-existing one also differenced.
Edges A directed edge between vertices i and j exists if the community associated
to vertex i belongs to communities of instant t, ct, the community associated to
vertex j belongs to communities of instant t+ 1, dt+1, and its intersection ct ∩ dt+1
is not empty, i.e. they have at least one site in common. Here we observe that
these graphs are bipartite, with edges going only from vertices corresponding to
communities in instant t to vertices corresponding to communities in instant t+ 1.
Edge widths The width of an edge between vertices i and j, if this edge exists, is loga-
rithmically proportional to the size of the intersection of the associated communities,
ct for vertex i and dt+1 for vertex j, log(|ct ∩ ct+1|).
Edge colours The color of an edge linking vertices i and j, with associated communities
ct and dt+1, depends of the proportion of elements which are in the intersection of





The more elements communities have in common, the greater this number, and the
darker the edge.
Each graph refers to a pair of consecutive months. The obtained results are shown
and discussed in Subsection 5.2.3.
































Figure 5.2: Plots of similarity measures, Dongen metric and VI of two consecutive
months of the .cat site network. Months are listed in Table 5.1. We observe
differences between the two measures, with values of Dongen metric higher than
values of VI, and between the ones with a random graph and the ones with real
data, with the firsts having higher values.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Similarity of communities between different months
Figure 5.2 and Table A.20 contain the results for consecutive .cat site networks.
Values of Dongen metric for consecutive months and pairs of real data are between 0.4
and 0.55, with lower values when months compared are nearer in time. VI exhibits an
analogous behaviour, but values are lower, between 0.35 and 0.45.
We observe differences in similarity between real community partitions and partitions
with a random graph. These last ones have higher values, with values of Dongen metric
between 0.75 and 0.8 and values of VI between 0.6 and 0.7. This fact indicates that a
part of community structure found in the .cat site network of one month is preserved
in the following month. We must notice, however, that values of similarity higher than
0.3, like the ones we have, indicate that the two analysed community partitions are
significantly different.
Variations in the values can be caused because the intervals of time are not homoge-
neous. For example, between the first two months taken into account, May 2007 and
September 2007 there are four months of difference, whereas between January 2009 and
March 2009 there are only two. This fact explains in great part the variations in the
values of similarity: the shorter the period of time, the smaller the value of similarity.
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We also have that available sites in each pair of months increase with the passage of
time, although we do not observe variations caused by this fact. In Figures 4.8 and 4.9
we studied similarity between results of different methods applied to the same month.
Values from those studies are, as we expected, substantially below the ones from the
actual studies.
Summarizing this study, we consider that values of similarity are influenced by two
factors: the variance caused by imprecisions of the community detection method and
differences caused by changes in communities in different months. Future related studies
should consider possibilities for reducing the first factor, maybe using results from different
methods, in order to focus the attention in the important factor, the second one.
5.2.2 A community evolution model
Results for this study are not what we expected. We have tried different values for the
threshold α and we have not got any sign that our model explains the data reasonably.
We comment results when using α = 0.75, as we think it is an intermediate value between
the higher ones, in which we have not found nearly anything, and the lower ones, in
which we have found lots of situations but they do not correspond to our original idea.
Table 5.2 contains results for our method. As we see, only few transformations of
those in our list are detected, and most of them are overlapped by other transformations.
For example, we have found, between May 2007 and September 2007, that communities
3 and 34 are considered Equal, Shrink, and Growth, or, between January 2008 and
March 2008, that communities 27 and 2 are considered also in these three different cases.
Additionally, we noticed that the in nearly all situations the same communities
appeared: community 3 in May 2007, community 34 in September 2007, community
27 in January 2008, community 2 in March 2008, and community 31 in May 2007. A
manual site names analysis of these communities showed that they were always the
same community: a community which we could call the sex community, with pages of
pornographic and erotic content. Probably, its extinction after May 2008 took place
because Fundació puntCat banned its sites.
After these results, we cannot consider this model as a valid one. We think, however,
that this study is a first approach to the problem of identifying relations between
communities along the time. Our results indicate that this is going to be a complex
problem, where first investigations, like the ones performed by us, cannot end with
satisfactorily. We are confident that further proposals of new models will obtain more
meaningful results. The next study of Subsection 5.2.3, for example, could be an initial
point for getting ideas of the direction this future studies should take.
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Period May 2007 - September 2007
Situation Shrink
Community 1, with 11 elements, shrinks to community 1, with 9 elements.
Situation Equal
Community 3, with 30 elements, remains equal to community 34, with 28
elements.
Situation Shrink
Community 3, with 30 elements, shrinks to community 34, with 28 elements.
Situation Growth
Community 3, with 30 elements, grows to community 34, with 28 elements.
Period September 2007 - January 2008
Situation Equal
Community 34, with 28 elements, remains equal to community 27, with 31
elements.
Situation Growth
Community 34, with 28 elements, grows to community 27, with 31 elements.
Period January 2008 - March 2008
Situation Equal
Community 27, with 31 elements, remains equal to community 2, with 29
elements.
Situation Shrink
Community 27, with 31 elements, shrinks to community 2, with 29 elements.
Situation Growth
Community 27, with 31 elements, grows to community 2, with 29 elements.
Situation Growth
Community 15, with 10 elements, grows to community 117, with 13 elements.
Period March 2008 - May 2008
Situation Equal
Community 2, with 29 elements, remains equal to community 31, with 30
elements.
Situation Growth
Community 2, with 29 elements, grows to community 31, with 30 elements.
Situation Growth
Community 111, with 10 elements, grows to community 157, with 11 elements.
Period May 2008 - January 2009
Situation Extinction
Community 31, with 30 elements is extinct
Situation Growth
Community 135, with 5 elements, grows to community 121, with 12 elements.
Period January 2009 - March 2009
Situation Growth
Community 102, with 4 elements, grows to community 27, with 13 elements.
Table 5.2: Different situations detected by our method. We observe overlapping and
poor results, with less than five situations detected between each consecutive months.
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Figure 5.3: Graphs with the evolution between consecutive months for big communities
and for pairs of consecutive months: May - September 2007 and September 2007
- January 2008. Parameters are explained in Subsection 5.1.3. Vertices associated
to the non-existing communities are shown in lightly different colours, but also
maintaining the tonality clear/dark depending on its associated month.
5.2.3 Visualization of evolution between big communities
Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 contain results for the visualization method. We observe
that graphs show a complex structure, far from the simple one we expected to found
with the method proposed in the previous study, which we illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Viewing the graphs, we observe that the .cat site network has a complicated
community structure, with communities related in a non-elementary form with the pass
of time. Focusing in the parameters of the graphs, we observe few dark edges, which
indicates that most of them do not include a high percentage of communities involved,
and vertices with darker edges are usually the smallest ones. The darkest ones, observed
in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, corresponds always to the same community, the one which we
detected with the community evolution method of Subsection 5.2.2.
These plots are an evidence that the study of community evolution needs even more
research. In the .cat site network, and in complex networks in general, its community
evolution is not explainable with few rules which are applied in some way. It is more
complex, with multiple unions or partitions of communities with the pass of time. Our
work in this direction, at least, has been useful as we have noticed the scope of this
complexity and avoids us to change a bit the orientation in this research area.
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Figure 5.4: Graphs with the evolution between consecutive months for big communities
and for pairs of consecutive months: January - March 2008 and March - May 2008.
















































Figure 5.5: Graphs with the evolution between consecutive months for big communities
and for pairs of consecutive months: May 2008 - January 2009 and January - March
2009.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this last chapter we summarize the work carried out in this project, we review its
specific contributions, and we indicate possible directions for future related studies.
6.1 Work done
Our work has taken ideas from different knowledge areas: data mining, complex
network research, Web crawling, Web studies, and community detection methods. Specif-
ically, our work has included:
• Understanding how a web crawler (WIRE) works and modifying it to obtain the
desired data.
• Research of the state of the art of community detection in complex networks
methods.
• Implementation of some methods (the ones for which we did not have the code).
• Comparison in terms of performance between them and selection of the best for
our study.
• Development and application of a methodology for the static studies of the .cat
domain.
• Initial approaches to the study of community evolution in the .cat domain.
Carrying out this variety of work has been an interesting task, as we have learned the
state of the art from different research areas, some of them totally unknown for us before
the starting of these studies. In addition, we have investigated in the field of complex
network research, in which we have performed various studies.
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6.2 Specific contributions of this work
Apart from the laborious task of doing research from different areas, our work
has performed original contributions to the complex network literature. They are the
following:
• In Subsection 4.2.4 we have tested four community detection methods (Extremal
Optimization, Newman’s algorithm, PBD algorithm, and Louvain algorithm) with
six famous benchmark networks, obtaining that EO and Newman perform better
for small networks and Louvain is the best with networks of big size.
• Also in the same Subsection we have developed a new meta-method which consists
in using results from the four known methods to obtain new community partitions,
by defining a distance between the elements in function of how many methods
classify them in the same community. With this distance we have performed a
hierarchical clustering to classify similar elements in the same community.
• We have checked some specific properties well-known in the .cat top level domain
along Chapter 4. It presents a mature structure, comparable to other top level
domains, at least since the first month studied, May 2007. We have checked
properties specific from the complex network area: modularity and robustness, and
we have used similarity, a property of clustering, to compare different community
partitions.
• We have developed, in Subsection 4.1.9, a method to study the discovered com-
munities, which selects the most meaningful words of the sites content in order to
facilitate the identification task. Words are selected in terms of significance, a new
measure proposed also in this study.
• We have analysed the different .cat site communities using the proposed method,
obtaining regional, political, sports, and educational communities among others.
• From our work we can extract a methodology to study complex networks. Summa-
rizing it consists in:
– Studying basic graph properties
– Plotting the in and out-degree distributions
– Applying different community detection methods and select the best in terms
of modularity
– Comparing the results in terms of similarity
– Checking robustness of the network with the selected method
– Performing, if it is possible, an in-depth study of the encountered communities,
with ideas from our proposed method in Subsection 4.1.9.
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• We have studied evolution of communities in Chapter 5, proposing three different
approaches to this problem. This studies have not produced meaningful results,
but they are an initial approach to this difficult problem.
6.3 Future work
Our work has left ideas for future studies in different directions. We list the ones we
identify with more clarity:
• A sociological study of communities encountered in the .cat domain, comparing
results for the seven available months, in order to observe social tendencies in the
results.
• An study focused in the evolution of the in and out-degree distributions of the
.cat and other complex networks, in order to check if there is any relation between
the average degrees and the maturity of networks.
• Development of a method which obtains good results in terms of similarity with
other methods, and in terms of modularity. This new method would be the one
used in communities studies. This method can take ideas from the meta-method
we proposed in Subsection 4.2.4, consisting in a hierarchical clustering from results
of different community detection methods.
• New tools and methods for studying community evolution. Our studies, performed
in Chapter 5, have not given meaningful conclusions, and only have warned us that
it is going to be a complicated problem.
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In this appendix we show tables with numerical values of studies realised. We list the
tables and specify its content.
• Table A.1 contains the number of registered domains in the .cat top level domain
• Table A.2 contains numerical values for basic .cat sites network properties.
• Table A.3 contains modularity for different methods when applied to benchmark
networks.
• Table A.4 contains modularity and number of communities for different methods
when applied to the .cat sites network.
• Tables A.5 to A.11 contain similarity values of the results of community detection
methods when applied to the .cat sites network, considering only its undirected
unweighted form.
• Tables A.12 to A.18 contain similarity values of the results of community detection
methods when applied to the .cat sites network, considering direction and/or weights
of edges in some cases.
• Table A.19 contains similarity values of the results of community detection methods
when applied to the .cat sites network, but considering only the biggest communities.
• Table A.20 contains similarity values of community partitions when comparing
Louvain results from consecutive months.
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Day Reg. domains Day Reg. domains
23/Apr/06 8.364 1/Jan/08 26.373
1/Jul/06 15.633 1/Apr/08 28.500
1/Oct/06 17.719 1/Jul/08 29.748
1/Jan/07 19.623 1/Oct/08 31.198
1/Apr/07 21.798 1/Jan/09 33.410
1/Jul/07 23.050 1/Apr/09 35.609
1/Oct/07 24.097
Table A.1: Number of registered domains in the .cat top level domain. Data from
its opening to April 2009. Information from Fundació puntCat webpage, http:
//www.domini.cat.
Month Sites Links Sites with links CC Size MCC
May/07 20000 7550 2507 84 2271
Sep/07 20000 7004 2461 105 2188
Jan/08 26342 11715 3751 121 3440
Mar/08 28380 13879 4187 138 3842
May/08 29609 14813 4412 132 4076
Jan/09 33611 25457 6036 139 5712
Mar/09 35016 32326 6756 158 6400
Table A.2: Basic graph properties of the .cat sites network. This table contains, for
each month, the number of sites, links, sites with links, connected components and
the size of the main connected component. We observe the growing tendency of the
network with the pass of the months.
karate jazz celegans email key phis
EO .418 (.418) .445 (.445) .444 (.434) .574 (.574) .860 (.845) .680 (.679)
Newman .417 (.419) .442 (.442) .436 (.435) .568 (.572) .836 (.855) .670 (.723)
PBD .402 (.394) .433 (—) .416 (.416) .536 (—) .862 (—) .725 (.725)
Louvain .417 (.42) .443 (—) .438 (—) .544 (—) .883 (—) .750 (—)
Table A.3: Results in terms of modularity for the benchmark networks. Our results
are the first ones, and in parenthesis there are the results published in literature.
They are more or less the same except for Newman method, in which we use our
implementation, not as good as the original one.
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Month
May/07 Sep/07 Jan/08 Mar/08 May/08 Jan/09 Mar/09
Method Q C Q C Q C Q C Q C Q C Q C
eouu (1st) .524 98 .526 119 .491 136 .486 158 .479 146 .422 157 .397 173
eouu (2nd) .525 97 .534 123 .493 138 .478 154 .491 149 .426 157 .390 168
eouu (3rd) .521 98 .534 117 .491 135 .486 155 .478 144 .421 150 .406 169
eodu (1st) .444 816 .465 820 .461 1114 .429 1247 .428 1342 .378 1535 .377 1668
eodu (2nd) .461 815 .470 840 .466 1091 .451 1245 .442 1322 .371 1592 .371 1703
eodu (3rd) .465 828 .462 817 .450 1090 .454 1228 .451 1314 .394 1620 .357 1647
newman .520 105 .503 125 .483 134 .483 161 .461 139 .412 152 .393 197
pbd .498 20 .492 19 .476 18 .454 17 .455 14 .390 17 .356 11
louvain .526 100 .536 125 .510 152 .494 161 .504 168 .436 171 .414 180
cluster .505 30 .497 90 .464 30 .459 40 .463 30 .387 34 .352 30
eouw (1st) .600 124 .836 154 .852 168 .822 192 .826 178 .832 234 .862 244
eouw (2nd) .713 133 .845 145 .846 167 .812 190 .837 185 .834 207 .860 233
eodw (1st) .789 967 .828 911 .826 1246 .747 1342 .812 1516 .818 1900 .851 2058
eodw (2nd) .788 918 .817 895 .820 1243 .780 1391 .823 1489 .800 1893 .837 2029
lWeighted .843 133 .887 158 .852 188 .829 207 .849 206 .833 218 .873 260
Table A.4: Results in terms of modularity for the .cat site network in different months.
Different methods and different forms of the network are considered. The best results
in each month are highlighted.
May/07 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .38/.27 .43/.32 .44/.32 .50/.39 .41/.31 .33/.24
EO2 .41/.31 .38/.28 .50/.40 .41/.30 .42/.32
EO3 .43/.31 .51/.40 .45/.33 .48/.37
Newman .51/.40 .47/.33 .34/.27
PBD .47/.37 .40/.30
Louvain .39/.28
Table A.5: Similarity, in May 2007, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Sep/07 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .35/.28 .35/.27 .45/.31 .54/.43 .39/.31 .38/.27
EO2 .27/.24 .43/.30 .53/.43 .32/.28 .44/.32
EO3 .43/.29 .56/.44 .31/.28 .41/.31
Newman .53/.43 .46/.33 .19/.16
PBD .51/.40 .45/.36
Louvain .40/.29
Table A.6: Similarity, in September 2007, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
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Jan/08 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .45/.32 .49/.33 .40/.30 .57/.43 .48/.34 .37/.29
EO2 .47/.34 .46/.31 .56/.44 .47/.35 .53/.39
EO3 .48/.32 .58/.44 .49/.36 .55/.40
Newman .55/.42 .48/.34 .33/.27
PBD .47/.37 .42/.30
Louvain .42/.31
Table A.7: Similarity, in January 2008, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Mar/08 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .48/.33 .43/.32 .44/.31 .56/.44 .48/.35 .34/.27
EO2 .44/.31 .40/.29 .57/.43 .47/.34 .53/.40
EO3 .37/.29 .55/.43 .49/.36 .48/.39
Newman .57/.43 .48/.35 .40/.31
PBD .53/.41 .44/.34
Louvain .37/.29
Table A.8: Similarity, in March 2008, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
May/08 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .46/.32 .50/.34 .50/.32 .59/.45 .46/.33 .31/.25
EO2 .48/.33 .47/.30 .59/.42 .45/.32 .51/.38
EO3 .47/.31 .58/.43 .44/.34 .52/.41
Newman .58/.42 .46/.34 .42/.30
PBD .50/.40 .47/.35
Louvain .39/.30
Table A.9: Similarity, in May 2008, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
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Jan/09 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .51/.34 .45/.31 .53/.35 .60/.44 .50/.36 .33/.28
EO2 .45/.29 .49/.32 .55/.42 .47/.34 .54/.41
EO3 .49/.30 .56/.42 .47/.34 .53/.40
Newman .59/.44 .52/.36 .44/.32
PBD .54/.42 .51/.37
Louvain .42/.34
Table A.10: Similarity, in January 2009, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Mar/09 EO2 EO3 Newman PBD Louvain Cluster
EO1 .51/.32 .50/.31 .52/.32 .64/.44 .51/.36 .49/.34
EO2 .55/.32 .47/.31 .62/.42 .55/.37 .56/.40
EO3 .50/.30 .63/.42 .48/.34 .55/.39
Newman .59/.41 .48/.34 .27/.22
PBD .59/.43 .48/.33
Louvain .48/.36
Table A.11: Similarity, in March 2009, of the .cat undirected unweighted site network.
Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
May/07 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .38/.27 .43/.32 .43/.45 .45/.46 .46/.46 .44/.32 .41/.31 .47/.36 .47/.37 .45/.50 .46/.49 .49/.38
eouu2 .41/.31 .41/.43 .42/.44 .44/.45 .38/.28 .45/.33 .48/.35 .5/.38 .46/.49 .47/.48 .49/.37
eouu3 .44/.43 .44/.44 .45/.45 .43/.31 .45/.33 .51/.37 .51/.39 .46/.49 .45/.48 .52/.40
eodu1 .20/.14 .21/.14 .40/.42 .43/.44 .42/.44 .46/.46 .27/.25 .29/.24 .47/.46
eodu2 .14/.13 .40/.43 .44/.44 .44/.46 .47/.46 .27/.25 .27/.22 .47/.45
eodu3 .41/.43 .44/.44 .46/.47 .47/.46 .27/.25 .27/.23 .48/.46
newman .47/.33 .46/.34 .47/.37 .44/.48 .45/.48 .45/.35
louvain .5/.39 .5/.39 .44/.46 .46/.47 .51/.39
eouw1 .39/.32 .44/.51 .44/.49 .43/.33
eouw2 .39/.44 .40/.44 .32/.26
eodw1 .15/.15 .38/.42
eodw2 .40/.42
Table A.12: Similarity, in May 2007, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/V I metric. The smallest values are highlited.
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Sep/07 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .35/.28 .35/.27 .45/.45 .43/.45 .44/.45 .45/.31 .39/.31 .53/.41 .48/.37 .46/.49 .46/.48 .46/.37
eouu2 .27/.24 .42/.44 .43/.44 .44/.45 .43/.3 .32/.28 .49/.39 .47/.38 .44/.46 .44/.47 .45/.36
eouu3 .4/.44 .42/.45 .42/.44 .43/.29 .31/.28 .5/.4 .45/.37 .43/.48 .44/.48 .43/.35
eodu1 .22/.18 .23/.18 .43/.46 .42/.43 .48/.46 .47/.47 .26/.22 .27/.23 .47/.47
eodu2 .23/.18 .43/.46 .42/.43 .48/.46 .46/.46 .26/.22 .27/.22 .45/.46
eodu3 .43/.46 .44/.44 .49/.47 .48/.47 .27/.22 .28/.23 .48/.47
newman .46/.33 .52/.4 .5/.37 .47/.51 .47/.5 .49/.37
louvain .51/.4 .48/.38 .43/.46 .45/.46 .46/.37
eouw1 .28/.24 .41/.41 .43/.42 .36/.28
eouw2 .39/.43 .4/.43 .27/.23
eodw1 .16/.15 .36/.4
eodw2 .38/.41
Table A.13: Similarity, in September 2007, of the .cat site network considering its
different forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Jan/08 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .45/.32 .49/.33 .46/.46 .47/.45 .47/.46 .4/.3 .48/.34 .57/.42 .55/.41 .49/.51 .52/.51 .57/.42
eouu2 .47/.34 .44/.45 .44/.44 .46/.45 .46/.31 .47/.35 .56/.41 .56/.42 .47/.5 .5/.51 .57/.43
eouu3 .47/.46 .44/.45 .47/.46 .48/.32 .49/.36 .56/.41 .56/.41 .48/.51 .5/.52 .57/.43
eodu1 .26/.2 .27/.2 .45/.47 .46/.45 .51/.49 .52/.49 .31/.26 .32/.26 .52/.48
eodu2 .27/.19 .44/.45 .46/.45 .51/.48 .5/.47 .3/.26 .3/.26 .52/.48
eodu3 .44/.46 .45/.45 .51/.49 .51/.48 .32/.27 .33/.27 .53/.48
newman .48/.34 .51/.38 .51/.39 .48/.52 .5/.53 .54/.41
louvain .57/.42 .53/.41 .48/.49 .49/.5 .53/.41
eouw1 .33/.27 .44/.46 .46/.47 .36/.28
eouw2 .43/.45 .44/.45 .38/.29
eodw1 .2/.16 .4/.4
eodw2 .41/.41
Table A.14: Similarity, in January 2008, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Mar/03 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .48/.33 .43/.32 .48/.46 .44/.44 .49/.46 .44/.31 .48/.35 .58/.44 .56/.42 .48/.49 .5/.5 .55/.43
eouu2 .44/.31 .45/.46 .43/.44 .46/.45 .4/.29 .47/.34 .53/.4 .55/.4 .49/.5 .5/.52 .54/.41
eouu3 .47/.46 .45/.44 .5/.46 .37/.29 .49/.36 .58/.43 .56/.41 .49/.5 .5/.51 .54/.42
eodu1 .24/.18 .27/.2 .44/.44 .47/.45 .51/.48 .51/.48 .28/.24 .3/.26 .5/.47
eodu2 .25/.18 .45/.43 .46/.44 .52/.48 .51/.48 .31/.25 .32/.26 .49/.46
eodu3 .45/.44 .48/.45 .51/.48 .52/.48 .31/.25 .33/.27 .5/.47
newman .48/.35 .55/.41 .56/.4 .47/.49 .48/.5 .52/.4
louvain .53/.42 .56/.42 .49/.49 .5/.49 .52/.4
eouw1 .39/.3 .45/.45 .44/.45 .33/.27
eouw2 .47/.46 .47/.46 .35/.28
eodw1 .18/.18 .42/.42
eodw2 .4/.41
Table A.15: Similarity, in March 2008, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
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May/08 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .46/.32 .5/.34 .5/.48 .48/.47 .48/.46 .5/.32 .46/.33 .61/.45 .54/.41 .51/.54 .5/.52 .55/.43
eouu2 .48/.33 .51/.48 .48/.48 .46/.46 .47/.31 .45/.32 .59/.43 .51/.4 .49/.53 .49/.52 .54/.42
eouu3 .48/.48 .5/.48 .46/.46 .47/.31 .44/.34 .58/.43 .53/.4 .5/.55 .5/.53 .55/.42
eodu1 .29/.2 .27/.18 .45/.47 .49/.47 .54/.5 .52/.5 .31/.27 .31/.25 .51/.48
eodu2 .25/.18 .48/.48 .51/.48 .54/.5 .52/.5 .3/.27 .32/.26 .51/.47
eodu3 .44/.46 .46/.45 .52/.49 .5/.49 .3/.27 .3/.26 .5/.47
newman .46/.34 .58/.42 .5/.39 .5/.57 .49/.55 .53/.42
louvain .58/.44 .54/.42 .51/.52 .51/.51 .54/.41
eouw1 .39/.3 .46/.46 .47/.46 .39/.3
eouw2 .46/.47 .45/.46 .39/.31
eodw1 .23/.18 .44/.43
eodw2 .38/.4
Table A.16: Similarity, in May 2008, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Jan/09 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .51/.34 .45/.31 .48/.42 .46/.43 .46/.43 .53/.35 .5/.36 .61/.47 .62/.46 .53/.54 .55/.54 .59/.47
eouu2 .45/.29 .43/.41 .43/.42 .46/.44 .49/.32 .47/.34 .64/.48 .62/.46 .54/.55 .53/.54 .61/.47
eouu3 .41/.41 .45/.43 .47/.44 .49/.3 .47/.34 .64/.47 .6/.44 .53/.56 .54/.55 .6/.46
eodu1 .27/.17 .27/.17 .48/.41 .45/.42 .55/.48 .53/.48 .36/.31 .35/.31 .53/.48
eodu2 .27/.17 .48/.43 .47/.44 .55/.48 .53/.48 .36/.31 .37/.3 .55/.49
eodu3 .47/.43 .48/.45 .57/.5 .54/.5 .36/.31 .35/.3 .54/.49
newman .52/.36 .65/.48 .61/.45 .54/.55 .54/.54 .61/.47
louvain .62/.47 .6/.46 .52/.52 .54/.52 .59/.46
eouw1 .46/.34 .47/.44 .48/.44 .43/.32
eouw2 .48/.48 .49/.48 .48/.34
eodw1 .22/.19 .4/.39
eodw2 .42/.41
Table A.17: Similarity, in January 2009, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
Mar/09 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .51/.32 .5/.31 .51/.45 .52/.45 .48/.42 .52/.32 .51/.36 .61/.46 .63/.47 .55/.56 .55/.55 .62/.48
eouu2 .55/.32 .52/.44 .47/.44 .46/.41 .47/.31 .55/.37 .62/.45 .63/.45 .54/.55 .54/.55 .62/.47
eouu3 .51/.45 .52/.45 .47/.42 .5/.3 .48/.34 .62/.45 .65/.46 .54/.55 .54/.55 .62/.47
eodu1 .38/.22 .33/.2 .49/.44 .48/.45 .54/.48 .57/.49 .38/.33 .41/.33 .54/.49
eodu2 .32/.19 .45/.43 .5/.45 .56/.5 .58/.5 .4/.33 .4/.33 .56/.5
eodu3 .43/.4 .47/.43 .54/.48 .54/.48 .37/.33 .38/.33 .53/.48
newman .48/.34 .6/.44 .6/.44 .52/.54 .52/.54 .59/.45
louvain .6/.46 .63/.47 .52/.52 .52/.52 .59/.46
eouw1 .36/.29 .46/.45 .46/.45 .39/.31
eouw2 .47/.46 .47/.46 .4/.32
eodw1 .21/.18 .38/.39
eodw2 .41/.4
Table A.18: Similarity, in March 2009, of the .cat site network considering its different
forms. Dongen metric/VI metric. The smallest values are highlited.
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Mar/09 eouu1 eouu2 eouu3 eodu1 eoud2 eoud3 newman louvain eouw1 eouw2 eodw1 eodw2 lWeig
eouu1 .49/.27 .4/.26 .44/.43 .47/.44 .4/.4 .43/.26 .41/.3 .57/.45 .58/.44 .53/.59 .53/.58 .57/.47
eouu2 .46/.29 .5/.29 .47/.45 .44/.44 .42/.42 .4/.26 .48/.35 .6/.45 .61/.46 .52/.6 .54/.59 .6/.47
eouu3 .42/.27 .48/.28 .5/.47 .47/.45 .43/.42 .43/.27 .42/.3 .58/.44 .61/.45 .52/.58 .52/.58 .58/.46
eodu1 .55/.34 .56/.32 .55/.33 .55/.32 .47/.27 .53/.32 .51/.37 .6/.46 .64/.47 .55 /.49 .59/.49 .61/.48
eodu2 .56/.34 .48/.3 .56/.33 .55/.31 .47/.26 .47/.3 .54/.38 .63/.48 .65/48 .57/.5 .58/.49 .63/.5
eodu3 .5/.3 .48/.27 .49/.29 .47/.27 .46/.27 .43/.27 .49/.35 .6/.45 .59/.45 .52/.49 .54/.49 .58/.47
newman .43/.26 .35/.23 .42/.24 .44/.44 .39/.42 .34/.39 .4/.3 .53/.42 .54/.42 .5/.58 .5/.58 .54/.45
louvain .44/.29 .5/.32 .4/.27 .43/.43 .47/.44 .42/.41 .39/.26 .57/.44 .59/.45 .51/.56 .51/.56 .58/.46
eouw1 .6/.41 .62/.39 .61/.39 .54/.48 .56/.5 .54/.47 .59/.38 .58/.43 .35/.3 .46/.51 .46/.51 .38/.34
eouw2 .61/.42 .62/.39 .65/.41 .58/.5 .59/.51 .54/.48 .59/.39 .63/.45 .36/.3 .47/.52 .49/.52 .42/.34
eodw1 .62/.49 .6/.46 .6/.47 .54/.43 .56/.44 .51/.42 .57/.45 .56/.46 .48/.38 .48/.39 .31/.26 .35/.3
eodw2 .61/.48 .6/.45 .61/.46 .58/.43 .57/.43 .53/.42 .57/.45 .57/.46 .48/.39 .49/.39 .31/.27 .39/.32
lWeig .6/.43 .62/.41 .62/.42 .55/.49 .58/.51 .54/.48 .6/.4 .58/.44 .38/.31 .4/.32 .38/44 .42/.46
Table A.19: Similarity in March 2009. Only big communities. Dongen metric/VI
metric. The smallest values are highlited.
May 2007 Sep 2007 Jan 2008 Mar 2008 May 2008 Jan 2008
Sep 2007 Jan 2008 Mar 2008 May 2008 Jan 2008 Mar 2008
.5/.42 .51/.43 .4/.35 .43/.36 .52/.43 .47/.39
May 2007 Sep 2007 Jan 2008 Mar 2008 May 2008 Jan 2008
Ale Sep 2007 Ale Jan 2008 Ale Mar 2008 Ale May 2008 Ale Jan 2008 Ale Mar 2008
.76/.69 .77/.68 .76/.66 .78/.67 .78/.64 .79/.63
Table A.20: Similarity values when comparing community partitions of different months.
We show, in the first rows, values of found community partitions in the .cat sites
domain, and in the last rows, values when comparing a real community partition
with another from an aleatory graph. Values of Dongen metric/VI.
Appendix B
Lists of sites and words
In this appendix we show the result of Louvain’s algorithm when applied to the .cat
sites network of March 2009, in section B.1, and the most significant words for each of
their communities obtained with our method, in section B.2.
B.1 Sites of communities
We list the result of Louvain’s algorithm when applied to the .cat sites network of
March 2009. We also have the results of other months, but in this appendix we decided to
show only one month of them, the last. We indicate the number and size of each community
before listing its nodes. In all sites we omitted its prefix, www., and its suffix, .cat, always
the same for each site in the .cat domain, for space reasons. For example, the first site listed
is fotografiadental, although its full name is www.fotografiadental.cat, or,
more specifically, http://www.fotografiadental.cat. We show the full list in
this and in the following pages.
Communities of Louvain’s algorithm.
.cat site network of March 2009
===============
Com 1 − 2 elems
===============
f o t o g r a f i a d e n t a l
f o t o l and i a
===============
Com 2 − 2 elems
===============
ag e n t s f o r e s t a l s
f o r e s t a l s
===============
Com 3 − 5 elems
===============
banccamins




ca ixaeng inye r s ca
mins
===============
Com 4 − 2 elems
===============
osonaglobus
a i r c a t
===============
Com 5 − 2 elems
===============
pa i dop s i qu i a t r i a
novasageta
===============





cur so sdenaut i ca
===============




















Com 11 − 3 elems
===============




Com 12 − 2 elems
===============
nouarc
ga l i b
===============
Com 13 − 2 elems
===============
s in c r on i a
obac
===============
Com 14 − 3 elems
===============
opt i ca
op t i c a s a l a s
s a l a s o p t i c
===============
Com 15 − 2 elems
===============
ub i l i b e t
e squ i
===============










Com 18 − 2 elems
===============
shops
in fo rmac io
===============
Com 19 − 2 elems
===============
c i r c u t o r
sumin i s t radora
===============
Com 20 − 2 elems
===============
pereporquet
quade rn sde ta l l e r
===============
Com 21 − 2 elems
===============
ar luk
p t l l
===============
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Com 25 − 2 elems
===============
phoen ixp s i c o l og i a
phoenix
===============
Com 26 − 2 elems
===============
fa r r e c o n s u l t i n g
mu l t ip i s
===============
Com 27 − 13 elems
===============
f s c a s t e l l n o u
garden









evpconsu l t ing
chatar ras sanchez
===============
Com 28 − 2 elems
===============
campdepadros
e l f o j o b s
===============
Com 29 − 2 elems
===============
lami s ta t
t e a t r e l am i s t a t
===============
Com 30 − 2 elems
===============
l a t r e s c a
proeixample
===============
Com 31 − 2 elems
===============
i p i c
s i e s t a
===============
Com 32 − 3 elems
===============
es tud i
j o a n r o s e l l
novaegara
===============
Com 33 − 2 elems
===============
siscom
t r i a t l o c o s t ab r a v a
===============
Com 34 − 3 elems
===============
eimsa
f a d i s e l
t e l s t a r
===============
Com 35 − 2 elems
===============
impromptu
em i l i pu l i d o
===============
Com 36 − 2 elems
===============
microtech
b a t l l o r i
===============
Com 37 − 2 elems
===============
j o r d i f r e i x a n e t
f r e i x a n e t
===============
Com 38 − 2 elems
===============
pujadasca l ca t
pujadas
===============
Com 39 − 2 elems
===============
s e r v i t e c
marente
===============
Com 40 − 2 elems
===============
arnaude l r i o
montserratsanz
===============
Com 41 − 2 elems
===============
ru t a l i a
empresesdecatalunya
===============
Com 42 − 2 elems
===============
b i v s e l e c t e
b i v s e l e c t e v i n s
===============
Com 43 − 2 elems
===============
v i v e r i s t e s
to r tade s
===============
Com 44 − 2 elems
===============
in s t a c a t
xamba
===============









g a b r i e l e s c u l t o r
===============




l e s p i n g a r i
===============
Com 48 − 4 elems
===============
s i n t e s i
bosco
mirson
r e s comse rav id r e r e s
===============
Com 49 − 3 elems
===============
f i l n e t
t o r r a
no r t e l
===============





Com 51 − 2 elems
===============
l l i b r e s e n c a t a l a
segonavida
===============
Com 52 − 425
elems
===============





fundac i ova l v i
apunts
mobi ld i sco
t e t i
pockets
t a r r a g onad i g i t a l
cana l z ina
casamit jana
mapamundi





a i s f
j o c s
lavakan
joan foguet







r e c ep t e s
darwin
f e s t i v a l n e o
a r g i l a gu e t
d e l i
vege ta r i ana
aeg




i g l u
r i b a l s
c e l
f a r r e r a can
icon
natura iaventura
f e s t e s d e l c ampe l l o
mintaka
to r r en t e
e l s c a r l i n s
x e f l i s
weblogs
mccb
met eo e s t a r t i t
ombu
e c o l o g i s t e s e n a c c i o
b lackb lanc
rede
s t o p s e l f
quesoni
pa r en t e s i
xarxaprod
rede s sa
ma s i a c a s t e l l o
matria
i d e e s
menssana
k r i ck
marketing
saveu
s e r r e s d e lme s t r a l
dexeus
p a r t i c i p a r i p o l l e s
j o f r e
maratocatalunya
xvac
f o t o g r a f i a
tucasa
a f c
ange lpv i co
a l t e r n a t i v a
lamugacaula
n i t d a r t i s t e s
a ransa sk i
cavok
broad
en s e s o f t
e l caudesantbo i




muray−a s s t s










i o ga l a t r i buna
exp lora







c a l v a l l s
f s j d
acna
ind ika
casadecu l tu ra
canjoan
suca r r a t s
l a i e
e s p a i f o t o g r a f i c
panorama
ideant
a v e l l a n a d i g i t a l
mobles
dos
v i l l a r o d e l b o s c
ues
c r u e l l s
xav i s s
cemcardedeu
i d e a s o s t e n i b l e
tcmsl
v i l l a r o






a c c i o c i v i c a c a l d e r i
na
be r epub l i c




j o r d i s t
e l b l o c d e l s d i j o u s
a l exandr i
c a n v a r i l l a




c c c a r t o g r a f i c a
rocaumbert
gramanet
i gua lada jove
campav iac io l a sen ia
c r e a f
p a r c s i j a r d i n s
n o s a l t r e s
e c o s o c i a l i s t e s
c a s aba t l l o
f o t o e s p a i
raulromeva
adetca
d i c c i o n a r i
excurs ion i sme
premsagratu i ta
h i p e r b o l i c
r e v i s t a c ambr i l s
a l t e r e g o f i lm s
ceram
f i r a g i r o n a
campaments
e s c o l t e s i g u i e s
f undac i o j s an s






co l l a r ebombor i
obsam
ime
sa l abe ck e t t
c e f a r n e r s
f e e c
cvbarce lona
cec
e s p e l e o l o g i a
amicsderiudoms
uecgrac i a
c o l l a
aemuntanya
madteam
l a x i c r a
ambit7
acca
c e o l o t
joan
pujades
agu i r r e
noemi
f o r n i o l
sa ragos sa
bartomeus
ca rbone l l





a r t r i v i t y
r e i k i c a t a l unya
vietkong
c e r e f a l g a r i
t a i j i
c a l t a l a v e r o
i c a s e l l a s −
f o t o g r a f i a








i c a r i a
foment
te thys
l a cu ina
c a s i n o t o r r en t
sa raua l cud i enc
tekhnikos




l a s e n i a
vande l los−
ho s p i t a l e t
f o n t c o l o r
canse lva ta
i e s l e ona rdodav i n c i
castany
s a l s a










a l i o t h
spa raga r i a
t i u




v i a t j a r
cecb
j o r d i p i n y o l
l e t o n i a
obra
a e t a l a i a
cmai l
l a fundac i o





















p rod i g i
c cdras sanes
p i s c i n a
endote rap i avege ta l
artbcn
sbdweb
s i u r e l l





a g i l
natcha
i n f o d e t e c t i u s
gentdemar
hote lde lp rado
sa lutmenta l
centpeus
vu i tvent s
dispunt
jo rd iguardans
ta l l e rd emus i c a
cangirona





ed i c i on s s a r a go s s a
ebrenavegable




p o l e p o s i t i o n l l e i d a
l amerce r i a
po s t e r s a i gua
conzentra
bonart
f e i n e s p e r t r e b a l l a r
grander
martilhuma
ta l l e r d e i o gap r em ia
l l e g i r l l i b r e s
t r n a r qu i t e c t e s
educadordegats
quih iha





pe r epu jo l
c rea
c o r a l e g r e
f r i c o r s a
gaia2148





e l o a s i s














g eog ra f s
encenguemlamar
l a c i v i c a
joanpons
l l a n c e r
i e s c o s t a f r e d a
quimroser
f i t f e s t i v a l
l i t t e r a rum
l i t e r a t t o u r s
t on i r od r i gu e z












l l e i d a p a r t i c i p a
agendasaraus
anton i rodr i guez
parapente
superkong




















e spor t s10
bonadona




v i l e s ambpe r sona l i
ta t
===============
Com 53 − 4 elems
===============
consu l t i ng
a s s e s s o r a r
a s e s o r i a
a s s e s s o r
===============
Com 54 − 2 elems
===============
ra f a t o t e a t r e
montsemira l l e s
===============
Com 55 − 2 elems
===============
mire ia
computergra f i c
===============










Com 58 − 2 elems
===============
zen
zento r to sa
===============
Com 59 − 6 elems
===============
webmaster
m in i go l f










j b s i
===============






Com 62 − 2 elems
===============
f ranc e s cpa r e s
s i s cumar i s cu
===============





Com 64 − 2 elems
===============
asso l im
c o l l f r e d
===============
Com 65 − 2 elems
===============
ge s t i o
p igmal io
===============





Com 67 − 3 elems
===============
pi−2
samv i t ou l i s
t a l e s
===============
Com 68 − 3 elems
===============
dis seny
e r i g i n
f o t o g r a f i e s
===============
Com 69 − 2 elems
===============
gsm
p e t i t s r e s i d u s
===============





c o l l a j o v e s
f o r a td e l v en t
r e c e r c a ena c c i o
i d i b e l l
e l j o c c a s t e l l e r
l l i g a l l
d o n e s j u r i s t e s
tmb
e i c c
porta l comunicac io
cata lansuk
coe t t c
id i ap
g r up e l s i s a r d s
f a s t
itm
mtc
co lomencspe lcanv i
c a s t e l l e r s d e s a n t f e
l i u
a l imarahote l
anson
eappoblesec
hab i t a t s
c iuv i l anova
santpau
moixiganguers
mat e r i a g r i s
l a f ontanad ibreda
c r e s i b
v a i l e t s
f o rumsan i t a r i
mosqu i t ig re
fundacio−f r an c e s c
pu j o l s
americat
campusperlapau
tau l e rdanunc i s
ccnoguera
c a s t e l l e r s d e b ada l o
na




c l u b c e s i
e n t e s a j un t spa l a f r u
g e l l
l a v i l a
f c h i p i c a
f o rumsan i ta r i o
montbu i rac ingva l l e s
edreams
c e t i t
dominios
capitat iumaresme




f i c c a t
aspe
c a s t e l l e r s d e l p o b l e
sec
x iquet sdetar ragona
mane l f e r r e
c l c
ba r ru f e t
ta r ragonarad io
f e s t i v a l a l t a v e u





f e r s a l u t
autocam
f o t o g r a f s
vinseum
s c i e n c i a
coec






c o l l a j o v e l h










i rbba r c e l ona
e x i t v a l l e s
scn
a t o l l e t
b a s i c a s s e s s o r s
ramc
b ioca t
c e r c l e s a b a d e l l e s
acup
c3po
c a s t e l l e r s d e r u b i
motor
humor i s a l u t l l e i d a
quimics
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l a c a s a d e l s e n t r e
mesos
ange l r o s
parau l e s
tosca
e rg in




l o t a l l
combtv




me t g e s a l e x i l i










b i b l i o t e c amo l l e
rus sa
d i a r i d eba r c e l ona
tvpenedes
mo l l e rus sa
i c 3
l l e t r a
c r e i







c c e t i c





d i g i t a l




ac t i ve24
pamsa
v i s i b l e
grec
cad ipedra fo r ca
l e s r e v i s t e s
e squ i tx
e l t o t g r a n o l l e r s
bondia
l a f u r a
lacomarca
e l 3devu i t
ca ta lon ia today
r t v v i l a f r a n c a
rad ioba laguer
r a d i o s a n t f e l i u
apcc
s aga l s
i cag
c a s t e l l e r s d e l l e i
da
a r r e p l e g a t s
i e e
comb
c i r c
x ique t sde r eus
humoralia
tor rens−i be rn
cquatre
accc
f c r i
c a s t e l l e r s d e v i l a
f ranca
ctv
c e t i l l
cd l
cat−s c i e n c e






c i c a c
d r a cdeva l l i r ana
cccc
x i c s
l a p a s s i o
marrecs
bo r ino t s






e spor t sdh ive rn
f ceh




l ap r imavera r epub l i
cana
blanca−r i b e r a
r a f e l b o s ch
v a l l d e l l o b r e g o s
wap
l a p r i n c i p a l d e l a n i t
ram
c u n i l l
productesmedics
c e s i b
mag−photo
tor ra i r e sdemont
blanc




c a s t e l l e r s d e c o r
n e l l a
f a l c on sdeba r c e l ona
bandabarret ina
webscata lans
mones t i rdegua l t e r
joanmel ia






c a s t e l l e r s d emo l l e t
u r o l o g i a
r e v i s t a r e l a t s
ub





i c r e a








c a s t e l l e r s d e s a n t s
nurburgr ing















premsa−e spo r t i va
a l um in i s g r ano l l e r s
eblagest iodocumen
t a l
e s co lamontse r ra t
r i a
e lme t g ed i g i t a l
c a t a l unya i n t e r cu l
t u r a l
casap
b t t add i c t e s
nad
madore l l




l a goon e l e c t r o l ux
ent renuvo l s
fundac iocoromines
aco
e l c a r g o l
i r b
e l t emp sd e l e s c i r e r e s
l a co l l anada
formacioneu
an a l i s i s−bayo
totmaresme
infomed
b e l l v i t g e h o s p i t a l
c ana l cu l tu ra tv
enblanc
balaguereduca
c a s t e l l e r s d e s p a r r e
guera







eb a c e n t e l l e s
f o rmac l i ck
r e v i s t a c a s t e l l s
t i c s i p a i s a t g e
petitmon
a n g e l e t s d e l v a l l e s
p i r
s e r r ado r
gadex
l a c e n t r a l d e l c i r c
t i r a n t o n l i n e
f e sneu
darwin2009
c o v l l









e l c o r r e c t o r
cu r so sdeve l a
c i f o l c
covt
t a l l e r h i s t o r i a
c e l r a
f empo l i t i c a
n o i s d e l a t o r r e
e s p o r t s g a e l i c s
c a t a l unya c r i s t i a na
a c f i d
a j i l c
themobi l i tynode
i c tus−mitjans
eng inee r ing
c a s t e l l e r s d e l a s a
g rada fami l i a
x a f a t o l l s
ccccb
quantya
c a s t e l l e r s a l t a f u l l a
l a s a n t j o r d i
f inquesmora
f u t b o l c a s t e l l e r
formaciocont inuada
coec
akemi fu j i t a
l l i b r e r i a c a t a l o n i a
covg i
amicsdemontserrat
r o s e sped i a
gno
i e s v i l a d e g r a c i a
motorant icgarrotxa
b i oa rqueo l og i a
j o an c l imen t f e r r e
angcorco l e s−ps i co
t e r ap i a




a s s o c i a c i o v e l a l l a
t inama l l o r ca
===============
Com 71 − 3 elems
===============
matiasguarro−id
mat ia sguar roe spa i s
matiasguarro
===============
Com 72 − 2 elems
===============
aclam
l l e v i n a c
===============
Com 73 − 2 elems
===============
maya
e xp l o t a c i o n s r a f o l s
===============
Com 74 − 2 elems
===============
drop
p r e v e n c i o t e x t i l
===============
Com 75 − 2 elems
===============
e i x g a r r a f
l v a c a r e s
===============





Com 77 − 2 elems
===============
ve t e r i n a r i a v i l a n ova
mimans
===============
Com 78 − 2 elems
===============
r e f e r e n c i e s
amazonia
===============
Com 79 − 7 elems
===============
ca l i d a e
gane l l a
j s o l a
totmusica
c ana l c a t a l avo r i en
t a l
roge r s egura
puigroca
===============






Com 81 − 2 elems
===============
rosa
xav i e rma r t o r e l l
===============
Com 82 − 2 elems
===============
sush i s t ud i o
o rb i t a g i r on i n a
===============
Com 83 − 2 elems
===============
t r e s i t r e s
n e x e l i n g u i s t i c
===============




ob s e r v a t o r i d e l e s
port
l a l l a una






campde l e s l l o s e s
c a r n a v a l t o r e l l o




p i c an t i
i n f o rmat i c
fav
o s onap i l a t e s
pa t r imon ide l ga r r a f
ramonportet
l e s c a r p e s





b i b l i o t e c a t ona
mecakim
nur i e ta
adfo
b ib l i o t e caman l l eu
sex−shop




mar t i i po l
ivo
un ig r e s ca
sant joande l e saba
de s s e s
v i c e n l l a c
ccparcsandaru
me r c e i g l e s i a s
acamisinha
r a t a f i abo s ch
e s p a i s e s c r i t s
v ig
l a d i s c o
baula






e s p o r t u n i v e r s i t a r i
s a l a v i r t u a l
immovic
g i r o n a e r o t i c a
donasex
barr ierm
g e s t s o f t
fundac io joanbros sa
roca fo rcada
sauco l l s a c ab ra
ge sb i saura
l e sma s i e sd evo l t r e ga
a j t o r e l l o
a j s an tqu i r z e
armandquintana







v i c v i r t u a l





r ad i ov i c
ca s i nodev i c
sexe




ba t e td e l a s e r r a
e spa i c a t
l l e i d a e r o t i c a
ca ta l unyae ro t i c a
r o s t o l l
skando lpub l i c
f i r a d e l j o c
g e s t o r i a
c r o n i s t e s
t e r r i t o r iw eb
gg s e r v e i s
l e s q u i r o l
t av e rno l e s
f o l g u e r o l e s
rodadeter
s tpe r e






up i s i nd i
v igatans
s an t v i c e n cd e t o r e l l o
fussimanya
o sonae ro t i c a
c a r l e s s a l v ado r





s t y l i n ox
tce
santtomas
t e r r a s s a e r o t i c a
nonsolum
ru t ad e l t e r
gombau
s e rv i t ona
i n f o r a i d
igebcn
ba r c e l ona e r o t i c a
maresmerotica
g e g an t s t o r e l l o




andre scuar te ro
manli
t o t f e s t a
g i r o c i u t a t
cextona
e l b a i x e r o t i c a
curtdegambals
o sonad i a r i
s a n t h i p o l i t d e v o l
t r ega
t e r r i t o r i s e r e n s
paremtaula
o sono s f e r a
t o r n e r i a c a s t e l l s
pdcat
sang la s
s i p s
e sba r tdan sa i r e c a s
t e l l d e t ona
i s a a c p e r a i r e
i n cogn i t
c a l f u s t e r d e c i v i s
f h i s o
museude latorner ia






l a t e r r a
l e smas i e sde roda
op t i bu s i n e s s
a s to r
acud i t
youbraga
so c i e t a tv e rdague r
c u b e l l e s e r o t i c a
zxx1
f i s t b a l l
l a f e r r e r i a v e l l a
mide
t i c o sona




i educac i o
badanadal
p ep r i f a
l a p i s c i n a d e t o r e l l o
sgmultimedia
t o r e l l o j o v e
===============
Com 85 − 2 elems
===============
cl imbingwor ld
l a s s u t
===============
Com 86 − 2 elems
===============
quincacau
j oanca r r e r a
===============
Com 87 − 2 elems
===============
laus
a r e av i s ua l
===============
Com 88 − 2 elems
===============
l lu i sme r cade r
gambarreta
===============
Com 89 − 2 elems
===============
f e d e r a c i o a v i c o l a
t rabec
===============










Com 92 − 2 elems
===============
caude l l l op
gep
===============












f cdeta r ragona




e l s g r o u l l e r s
r e v i s t a c a r ame l l a















p r o j e c t e a l c o v e r
u l t ima l l a r
migdia
e lpoblenou
e spa i su c r e
cabina
sosa
j a s s e r a






reus t r an spo r t
c razynotes
mmvv
ant ropo log i a
bur roca ta l a
t e l en t r ada
t enn i s c a t
l i n k s














d e c i b e l
gaud icent re
d i s c c a t a l ad e l any
avub lanca fo r t





g r a l l a
f i r a t a r r e g a
ca t a l ana r t s
reus
s f r e u s
l a t r o c a
barce lona
f i g u e r e s
innova
pes sebre
ed ic ionsmedo l
g r em i ed i t o r s
in f o rmat ivo s
ape i ron
e l c ent r epob l enou
t r a d i t e
t r a d i c i o n a r i u s
s ag rada f ami l i a
c l ub t r e s c
t r e s c c l ub
t r e s c
c lub3c
3 cc lub
f c e c
armatstorredem
barra
l a v a l l e s a n a
e s cac s
gimcat
i g l e s i e s
vesc
o r f e o r eu s enc
lamost ra igua lada
nua




s i n i b a l d
morros
esdansa




g l o r i e s
marboleny
p ra t sd e l l u c ane s
torredembarra
ccblanquerna
under l i ne
tnc
escacs juneda
maiv i s to s
esmuc
i s i d r e
c a s t e l l v e l l d e l c amp
apa joanrebu l l
barad
croma
samfa inadeco lo r s
s a f r ana r
j oan i s aa c
arcata lunya
f i r a c a r r e r
fups
pos idon ia
p r i n c ep t o t i l a u
compromesos
r e u s d i g i t a l
escena
estramp
adav i l a ro
g u e r r a c i v i l
e spardenyateat re
museuex i l i
amuntproduccions
cordyapason
e l p a l l o l
mus i ca t rape l l a
ovq
pa l augue l l
j o r d i b e r t r an
e c o l o g i a
comvulguis
220
c e n t r e d e l p a l l o l
p r o j e c t e u l i s s e s
e s c a c s o l o t
dotarragona





de i ad i s s eny
v i s caba r c e l ona
qadar
l a ca r rau




g i r o v i
mi l lorquenou
turismebcn2015













t r a ckv end r e l l
r i tmicatorredem
barra
r e u s v i u e l v i
h o t e l v i c t o r i a
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c e s t u d i s a l t a f u l l a
e l b u f f e t d a l t a f u l l a
rosabcn
===============
Com 94 − 175
elems
===============
te r s a
s i r e s a
s a n t i v i l a








a l ca ldedegava






f e r r a n f a l c o
c d c r i p o l l e t
c i u l a g a r r i g a
txt




s e r v e i s d e l p r i n c i p a t
j o r d i t u r u l l
e s c l a t
b i c i
v i a en e r g e t i c a
i e s j u l i o a n t o n i o
b i c i c l e t a
t on i f e r r a n
abacus
s o t s
e s co l amus i ca l a
ga r r i g a




c iupa lauto rde ra
salutemporda
feedback
p u b i l l a v i l a s s a r
demar
r a d i o s i l e n c i
ba r c e l onaene rg i a
c iumonts ia
e i x i da
c i u l l i s s a d e v a l l
v e d e l l a p i r i n e u s
d i a r i d e san t cuga t
mer i txe l lbudo
aval
orangutan
e l s i n d i
c iubadalona
vimar
c e n t r e s o s t e n i b i l i
ta t
l l u i s b a d i a










e lb rugue r s
gavac iutat
r a d i o s e l l a r e s
amet l la
patr imonigava
c e t i b
convergenc ia
udc
e l p r a t r ad i o
port tar ragona
userda
a j l a g a r r i g a
l a g a r r i g a
c iu
cdc
conve rgenc i a iun io
ocm
f d t r i a s f a r g a s
a i g u e s d e v i l a s s a r
saas
ang l a t e cn i c
un iode joves
c a nd i n i x c a l e l l a
fontde l senamorats
e c o d i a r i
j o anv i l a
i z qu i e rdo
e lpo r ta ldegava
e c o e s t a l v i
s a n t f e l i u d e c od i n e s
be ep l aga r r i ga
pintorbcn
l ax i n e s c a
v i l a f a n t
t e i a
bar ce l one s
s a n t f e l i u c o d i n e s
r a d i o v i l a f a n t
cana l r eus tv
s i nd i c a tu r a
in tu s
i e sa cume l l a




e s t u d i s e n e r g e t i c s
p c i v i l ame t l l a
danone
s en t i t−comu
prismax
i r e c
ciu−v i l adecans
comunicaglobal
p l a t a f o rmav i l a s s a r
amper its
e l f i l a b e r q u i
pomadegirona
ca ta lunyavo lvo l a r
mesalt
c i u e l p r a t
c f s a n t f e l i u
parlem−ne
dav i t
t r i a t l o ame t l l a
masblanc
du r an i l l e i d a
c i u t e r r a s s a
v i l a s s a r d i g i t a l
ap lecdeba lenya
b i c i n s t i t u t
ecogent
ciumanresa
l l u i s r e c o d e r
to t ta r ragona
b30
d e i x a l l e s 8 1
anton iv iv e s
c i r k a l i a
v e r s i o o r i g i n a l
p a s t i s s e r i a s a n t j o r d i




vo l em lab ib l i o t e c a
anar f ent
s a n c h e z l l i b r e
v e r s i o n o r i g i n a l





c l a s s e a
lamp
ciu−actuem
j od i c
onacodinenca
r e u t i l
cdcreus
t e i a t v
c i u l h
grupmunic ipa lc iu
reus
a s i c
i c e s
c i u g e l i d a
===============
Com 95 − 155
elems
===============
va l l s j o v e




cana l t e
amte
d e l t a l l o g u e r
c i u t a t d i g i t a l
c en t r ep i c a s s o
s an t a t e c l a
iqua




e l i t
rev i s taamposta
dpc
b ad i t r i
s c u r o l o g i a
tortuga
r e g i s t r a d o r s
xa rxa t e c l a
t o t s r u c s
l l u e r t
p e r a l e s
gea
code
f e s t i v a l g u an t
n a t a l i a f e r r e
c u l t u r a i p a i s a t g e
e s p a i a r t s v i s u a l s
p i x i d i x i
l l i g a c o n t r a e l c a n c e r





t i n e t b i b l i o t e c a
d ipu tac i ode ta r r a
gona
t i n e t
a l t ane t
baixebre−innova
t e l e c e n t r e ba i x eb r e
joveba ixebre
vimbodipoblet
ta r ragona jove




t e r r an i a
pragmaedic ions
verna l
e b r e d i g i t a l
molatv
f e r randez
calmaginet
adm




















e s p l u g ad e f r an c o l i
v a l l s





c i n e a l a c a r t a
qu in ta f o r ca
totcinema
pa l l o l−f i nque s
m i r e i a f e l i u
acopde tec l a t
mecanoscr i t
j j o r da
emsptortosa
excu r s i on s
carmebosch
c a s a c a r i t a t
pares
txus
t i t u l a r s
ingenium
con c ad i g i t a l
i n f o rma t i u a l f o r j a
r e s t au r an t c o l l d e
nu l l e s
la−ga l e r a
c c o o l e a r v a l l s
o rn i s
e l smun t e l l s
ho te l f l amingo
yupis
femturisme
c o l l a j o v e t o r t o s a
tas taverd
gecko
c a s a f o r t
v e sp e r f e i n a
n icanor
re−canvi−v a l l s
g rav ida r t
p ob l e v e l l
g inkgob i loba
ecad
aemontsant
s an t e s c r eu s
p i j f r a n c o l i
c i r c u i t c a t a l a d e
c in emad ig i t a l
cccd
gegantsdemontblanc
v i c k y c r i s t i n aba r c e
l o n a l a p e l i c u l a
t a r r a con in s
e l j a r d i d e lma r
f o r a s t e r s









r e f u g i e l sma s e t s













Com 96 − 2 elems
===============
alxe
p l e cmeta l l
===============
Com 97 − 2 elems
===============
e l r o c i o
arac
===============
Com 98 − 2 elems
===============
e s c a s t e l l
canmauric i
===============
Com 99 − 2 elems
===============
ca l enda r i o s
c a l e nda r i s
===============
Com 100 − 2 elems
===============
roviramontblanc
e l l i b r e s
===============




v i d a l a s s o c i a t s
===============
Com 102 − 2 elems
===============
xavi f e rnandez
ars longa2002
===============
Com 103 − 2 elems
===============
b ina r i
garatgeun io
===============
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Com 105 − 6 elems
===============
ntc
e s s en c i a
c e n t r a l e d i c i o n s
guiadetona
gu i a d e c a l e l l a
gu iadev i c
===============
Com 106 − 3 elems
===============
in s e t
re fo rmesbarce lona
re formasbarce lona
===============




















Com 111 − 2 elems
===============
j e t
s o l a r t e c
===============
Com 112 − 921
elems
===============
joventu tde l a f a r an
dula
c e r cado r expe r t e s
gremipa
co lacata lana−co l a
l l i u r e
c s i t a l
cora lmixta
pa s t o r e t sd e ca t a l u
nya
r e s i l i s
l l o p g e s t i o
i s a c
donesenxarxa
a r a l i a
barodemaials




j u s t s o l i d a r i
c a f e t r i o
serve ismediambien
t a l s s i t g e s
i nd e s i n en t e r
i d i s c




f r u i t s d e l b a i x
ba c c ab r i l s
s a r f a
c c ga r r a f
c i c s a
rad ioabre ra
d rac e l c ab ro t
basquetpratenc
g u i e s c i n g l e s
baixbus
s a r r i o
r e c i c l o i l




r e d a l l
p a l a d e t o r r o e l l a
xim






xa t i c




d i o l a
d e s p i e n t i t a t s
baumafolk
robaamiga
impre s s i ons
tax iba r c e l ona
f e s t i v a l d e c a l a f
v i a rub r i c a tu s
t a x i c a s t e l l b i s b a l
e s c a c s c o l o n i a g u e l l















bce s tud i
pmeigualada
calmonjo
a t e n eu t o r r e l l e n c
au ledes
amtu
pas to r e t sde l v en
d r e l l
amicsdecorbera
t robarhotot
i n s t i t u t c e r d a














i r l anda
r e s t au r an t l abo l e r a
barr imina
ub c en t e l l e s
fcampalans
t ranspor t
a r t s i o f i c i s
au t obu so s l l e i d a
cuca f e ra
sicom
ar ro s e s tanydepa l s
t r o s d e s o r t
campingsdelbergueda
l a s a l a t e a t r e
f e s t a ca ta lunya
hab i t a t g e t e r r a s s a
i emo l i n s d e r e i
c o l o n i e s e l p i n a r
v o l e i s o r r a
poblesdecata lunya
g r em i s e r r a l l e r s
vue l ing
ategsa
rad i o to rde ra
be t r i u




g r a n j a s o l d e v i l a
fundac iopa lau
c cb s e r v e i s
coralmontau
ca l joanpau




g i n e s t a v i l a
greenwor ldg i rona




f e s t a
bayar r i
b i b l i o ab r e r a
abac
fogarsdemontc lus
v i s i t p a l a f r u g e l l
t e a t r e aud i t o r i d e g r a
n o l l e r s




v o l un t a r i s p e r a l f u t u r




ba s t i d e s
pccamira l
v i ny e sd e l s a sp r e s
ipep
fp t





r e l l
e n t i t a t s c a s t e l l d e
f e l s
forumsd
fccb27
c i t v e n d r e l l
c a l r e l l o t g e r
e n t i t a t s r u b i
modernal
t v l f
campinge l sprats





rad ioco rbe ra
res idus iconsum
ceg r a c i a
c i e s c






s i s a l
bu s g r ano l l e r s
premiadedalt
v i l a r s r u r a l s
a l tbergueda
culturamatadepera
pa s t o r e t sba l s a r eny
s a l u td en t a l
canboix
i e smo l i d e l a v i l a
e s co l avedrunaar t e s
c o f t
laveu
penyablaugranaberga
s a n t f r u i t o s e n t i t a t s
abu l i
canc l a r en s
ca s t e l l noudebage s
s l o t−car






lu l l d ebou
ca l s enyo r e t
matadeperajove
t o t v i d r e
arenys innova
indeco
s e g u r i f o c
c an co l l
e l b r o g i t
grupcerca
en t e s a cub e l l e s
santandreude l lava
nere s
l av encde co rn e l l a
atmgirona
mo l ib l anchote l
canperemart i
l i sm ivo
coopac
r o s i t a
h o s t a l e t s d e p i e r o l a
faktotum
turismematadepera
consorc ip ra tnord
g r em iho s t a l e r i a
v i l a o f i c i n e s
enquestadecondi
c i onsdev ida
atml l e ida
acav
f e s t a d e l a i g u a
brgprogres
a j r ub i
nava rc l e s
s an t j u s t
donesempresar i e s
argentona
s i n d i c
acm







p a r c f l u v i a l






l a r o ca
conso r c i o cupac i o
v a l l e s
r a d i o 7 v a l l e s
s a l d e s
g r a n o l l e r s t v
cas sa
t o r r e l l e s
ps ip
ajuntamentabrera
v i l a f r an cade l p en e
des
g rano l l e r smer ca t
s an t f o s t
cabrerademar
conesa
s a n t f e l i u
osor
sabarca
s e s e n t i t a t s
f i r a d e l g a l l
s ant joandesp i
cambr i l s
f o rmac io rub i
palamos
impic
s j d e s p i
s an t j u l i ad e c e rda
nyola
a j r i p o l l
s i t g e s
compremasantfe l iu
do s r i u s
sbg
e l s h o s t a l e t s d e p i e
r o l a
matadepera
esp lugues




v i l a f r a n c a
mont−roigdelcamp
c a l l u s
cardona
v i l a d e s a l t
rub i
v a l l f o s c a
ca longe
tur i smeberga
f e s t a d e l a c a r x o f a
h o s t a l r i c
promecberga
g r a n o l l e r s
santpo l




c c r i b e r aba i xa
corne l laweb
ecov iu r e
l l i n a r s d e l v a l l e s
s ind i cadegreugesbcn
igua lada
prat21
v i l a−seca




s o s t en i p r a
ce iptau la rodona
fvo
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apren
e l s t r e s t u r o n s
sant j o s ep
i e s v a l l t e n e s
ateneu
i n i c i a t i v a
e l s pa s t o r e t sd eb e r ga
grup−pumsa
abadiamontserrat




a v l e s b o t i g u e s d e s i t
ges
adpc
mar ius se r ra
punthabitatge
accents
v a l l e s v i s i o
etv
c o n s o r c i t e l e d i g i t a l
mol l e t





v a l l e s o r i e n t a l
salvaguardamontseny





e l t a tano
c a v a l l f o r t
bon ro t l l o
j o s o c
p o l i f o n i c a
e sba r tdansa i r e
c en t r epa r r oqu i a l a r
gentona




bmgrano l l e r s
mo l i d e l a t o r r e
campingr i e ramer le s
r e v i s t a i g ua l ada
edpac
c a s a l d e c a l a f




i l l a
moreu
e l s p a s t o r e t s
igualadaimagina
l a s a l a
comis s i o santmart i
ca lba r ru s ca
dan i e l gabar ro
esbartgua lba
xolva
p o r t e l l
c e c a l l d e t e n e s
c a va l l
int iam
o r t o g r a f i a
aeu
bese rne t
monest i r s
n i t s c u l t u r a l s
drece ra




c i n e c l u b v i l a
manubens
g en tde s an ta eu l a l i a
ism
l a l ba
ampaceiproncana
svh
s a v a l l




b i g u e s i r i e l l s
r e l l i n a r s
p a l l e j a
tous
montmelo
c ape l l ad e s
porqueres
s an taeu l a l i a r oncana
g i s c l a r e ny
c a s t e l l v i d e r o s a n e s
ga ia
ma r t o r e l l e s
s e s r o v i r e s
o l e s ab on e s v a l l s








s a n t f e l i u s a s s e r r a
e l b r u l l
montbui
v i l a n o v ad e l v a l l e s
olvan
g e l i d a
odena
o l o s t
p r a t s d e r e i
a l t a f u l l a
mont−r o i g
s an tagu s t i
seva
c a s t e l l d an s
va l l g o r gu ina
v i l adecans
more l l
c o l l s u s p i n a
a rbuc i e s
s a n t a e u l a l i a r i u
primer
v a l l c e b r e
cardedeu
s q v a l l e s
p e r a f i t a
canetmar
p o b l a l i l l e t
t a r a d e l l
be l l aguarda
muntanyola
po l inya
c a b r i l s
jo rba
begues
a l e l l a
r a j a d e l l
c a l d e r s
abrera
mataro
v a c a r i s s e s
gurb
v i l a s sa rdemar
staperpetua
o l e r d o l a
montornes
l l a g o s t a
masquefa
c a l l d e t e n e s
c a s t e l l a r v a l l e s
santquint imediona
s a l l e n t
santacolomadecerve
l l o
c e r c s
r i ub r ego s
rubio
c a l d e t e s
e l p r a t
palauplegamans
s a n t j u l i a v i l a t o r t a
s a n t i s c l e
montcada
l l i camunt
a l c o l e t g e
v i l amajor
val l romanes
s a n t f r u i t o s
monistro ldemontser
ra t
mo l in sde r e i
l l i s s a d e v a l l
c a l a f
a r t e s
santamar iapa lautor
dera
c anov e l l e s
montclar
bergueda
c o l l b a t o
avia
svmontalt
r i p o l l e t
premiademar
s an t c e l o n i
montmaneu
l l i n a r s
e l p ap i o l
s an t cuga t s e s g a r r i
gues
montgat
c a s t e l l b e l l i e l v i l a r
a lpens
p a l a f o l l s
s e s g u e i o l e s
moia
v i l a d e c a v a l l s
l e s f r a nqu e s e s
vec iana
mo l l e t v a l l e s
c a s t e l l o l i
caldesdemontbui
f on tana l s
c a s t e l l t e r s o l
b e l l p r a t
c any e l l e s
c a s s e r r e s
con s tan t i
santaeugeniadeberga
pu j a l t
puig−r e i g
f l i x
baixpenedes
c a s t e l l b i s b a l
pare t s
mar to r e l l
s an tv i
s u r i a
lapoblademontornes
s a l l a v i n e r a
baixcamp
c e r v e l l o
arenysdemar
v i l a j u i g a
avinyo
elmasnou
c e l r a
cabrera
c a s t e l l d e f e l s
t o r r e l a v i t












v i l a s s a r
f i r a d e c a l e l l a
ajmataro
v i l a d ep i e r a
montcadaire ixac
a jpo l i nya
secomsa
a t l l
atm
i e sm i l a i f o n t a n a l s
f g c
pa r c t au l i
atm−transmet
producc io in tegrada
ad igsa










c i s t e l l
c a t c e r t
f o rn s
cadvor
r u s c a l l e d a
kamchatka
g i s a
chp c en t e l l e s




so l v e rd
l e sdeusaventura
matadeperatv
ce rdanyo lacu l tu ra




s o l i danca
a l iment sdor i gen
comerc iantsdesanta
e u l a l i a
b e r t r a nv i l a g i n e s
totcamping
oa s y s s o f t
pas
cpnl
b d i g i t a l
moianes
ortopediaa lmenar
e−d i g i t a l
mnactec
f o t o l u i g i
l i l l e t
mutuaterrassa
sam
ob lat smontse r ra t
a l t a a l e l l a




i d e s c a t
yogamandir
f t a r a d e l l
p r em i s i n f anc i a
qdequads
b e s t s i t g e s
co lon iamodern i s ta
in t e r canv i ado r
bombonsmatadepera
donesambin i c ia t iva
p imes t i c
s a n t f r u i t o s d i g i t a l
e n t i t a t s c o r n e l l a
p i s o s c a s e s






s i o c
programamil lorasant




begue s en t i t a t s
imma−a j r ub i
f a c s
c a l g r a s
avscata lunya
expo l l eu r e
xa rxad i s t r i bu c i on s
ob r i n tv i a
e l d e l t an ega t
i ndus t r i adegue r r a
meteov i l a to r ta
g r ano l l e r s cup
dinamitzac iocomer
c i a l
c e r c l e i n f r a e s t r u c t u
r e s
f e r r o c a r r i l t u r i s t i c
va l l e s ana
museuciment





i e s l l i c a
fabra
puntca l l
g a s t r o t e ca
barakia
c e r c ap i s o s
montsenebrera
novo l s ca ldo
j o b v a l l e s
p a s t o r e t s d e c a l a f
t o r r e l l e s d e f o i x
enotur ismepenedes
s i t g e s c b
la to r redec la ramunt
en t i t a t s a r eny s




a r t e s e n t i t a t s
empresamatadepera
cevo
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f e s t i v a l c e l t a
gremid i s co teques
g i rona
entesa−a rbuc i e s
g i ronabons fogons
c l ub t enn i s a rbuc i e s
cetramsa
fondamas
c a l d i a b l e
garme
laut
ca sabe l l ana tu ra
aiguesmanresa
re s taurantantav iana
cn igua lada
ho t e l c e s a r
d i a r i a l c a l d e
c a s t e l l a r d e l r i u
e s c o l a r amon l l u l l
f e l i u g u i l l a ume s
atmcomarquescen
t r a l s
d i s senyrauxa
canmartinet
c r e s o l
e l foment
fundac i ov i l adecans
femelpr imerpas
joventutsantaco loma
campingg i rone l l a
f3p
e l p l ade l p enede s
xe i c













gran jav iade r
aecv
miau−ho r i t z on t a l
r o g l e s





imperd ib l e s
ano ia jove
c a l l l u i s 1 8 8 7
xinoxano
r a d i o p a l a f o l l s




sa ra svat imus i ca
un i ta tpe rv i l anova





v ed e l l a e c o l o g i c a
premiainforma
cemura
nav i s i on
l ima
pes s ebre smo l in s
micropobles
l a c e l l e r a d e t e r
matarobus
c on f r a r i a
ambiens
guia−web















f e s t e sdepr imavera
cedat
f i r a d e t i t e l l a i r e s
tamettut
a r q u i t e c t e s a s s o c i
a t s
conso r c i e cop4 r c
e l p a i s d e l s f a r i n o n s
ce santbo i
zonaxx1
p l a e s t r a t e g i c g r ano




mob i l i t a t e l p l a
artweb
d r e t s i n f a n t
p lacade lmercat
r e s t a u r a n t l e s o l l e s
a s s e s s o r i a o l i v e l l a
p a r c f l u v i a l a n o i a
okoba l l
donart




t ramuntana f e s t i va l
x av i a r i a s
b i b l a r i a
mon i s t r o l d e ca ld e r s
d i ab l e sde santcugat
yoganirmana
cano l i v e r
amunorchi−
v a l l e s o r i
en ta l
b i o a cu s t i c
e n t i t a t s s a v a l l
a n o i ad i a r i
consumsoc ia l
d e c i d i r
ca ldesmusart
auga
l l i b r e r i a l amu l a s s a




a eba l l
t r am i t s l e s f r a nqu e s e s




co ra l c onco rd i a
pe s s eb r ev iven t
s an t f o s t
anexia
a b e l l e s
upmball
euros tage
c n c e n t e l l e s
e l v end r e l l e duca
canoves i samalus
c a c i s
q−r a l
vigem
j o r e c i c l o
igua ladatur i sme
amb l e sa l f o r g e s
musicorum
aprendreadobe





l a c a l a g e s t i o
c o n s o r c i c a n f i l u a
pa lausaverdera
c i o c a l g a l l i f a
f em l l ob r ega t
o f i c i n ah ab i t a t g e
igua lada
museuco lon iav ida l
ave l l anade r eus
b i enna ld e l p e s s eb r e
08760
map−moia
c e n t r e b o l i v i a c a t a l a
c a l f o rn e r−f o rngar
c i a
a g i s i t g e s
c e rdanyo lae spo r t s
ajuntamentjove
gramenet imatgeso l i
dar ia
v i l a s s a r t u r i sme
promecomontgat
ra so s100desqu i
e n t i t a t s d e c a l d e s
e n t i t a t s l l a v a n e r e s





s i n t e t i t z a
i v a l l
to t sperargentona
esbar jo−ve rd i




Com 113 − 2 elems
===============
basquetmol ins
cbmo l in sde re i
===============





Com 115 − 2 elems
===============
a l b i
b i o s a l u t
===============
Com 116 − 2 elems
===============
gard i
c lubnaut i c santpe r e
===============









r i b a l t a l c a l d e
macmobles
t renpa lau
d o n e s s o c i a l i s t e s
e l c e r c l e
s o c i a l i s t e s p a l amo s
s an tua r i e lm i r a c l e
c a l o p t i c
ceeuropa
s o c i a l i s t e s
h i s t o r i e s h o r t a
metalquimia
psctv
cu in e t e s
p s c f o l g u e r o l e s
c i umo l l e t
avvcelm
pr e s i d en tmont i l l a





p i l a r d i a z
coralharmonia
psc
e s c o l an i a
l l u i s o s h o r t a
o r f e o g r a c i e n c
f e s t ama jo rdeg rac i a
s iuranenc
f c l l u i t a
l l u i s o s d e g r a c i a
g ra c i ane t
marccamprodon
ner in
c i r i c i
barnaseguretat
barnaporter s
i c e t a
o r i g en s
sat tva
c e i p s an t j o r d imo l l e t
l a t o r tuga
gu i l l eme sp r i u
gu iadebarce lona
pantere sgrogues
g r a c i a t e l e v i s i o
c a r r i o
onzecongres
co r l a f on tana
tactum
t a l l e r d a r t s a p l i c a
des







i g n i t o r
g r a c i ad i v i na
cmmollet
molletama
30 an i v e r s a r i p s c
cu ina r i a
t a l l e r h i s t o r i a d e
g ra c i a
grupbarnaporters
emmusicamolletdel
v a l l e s
h ome s i gua l i t a r i s




ampa−e s c o l an i a
e l c e n t r e g r a c i a
a r c i r i s
p a r c g a l l e c s
av c l e s s ep s
mesvdx
r e s p o s t e s s o c i a l i s
t e s
13 c ong r e s j s c
causacomuna
===============





Com 119 − 2 elems
===============
c iu t ad i l l amed i e v a l
medievals
===============





Com 121 − 2 elems
===============
lenmobaira
f a c t u r a r s e r v e i s
===============




fu s t e s an sa
===============














s e c r e t a r i a
===============
Com 126 − 2 elems
===============
jaumer ibas i templus
f l u i d
===============
Com 127 − 388
elems
===============







j o c s a l a i r e l l i u r e
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v e r t i x
hoqueiclubmontbui
cemaresme
c f s v i l ama j o r
hosp i ta lman l l eu
cnbanyoles
ca ixag i rona
barnacentre
f c p t t
m i t j a t e r r a s s a
c a i x a l a i e t ana
o f f r oad
i np r o j e c t
c i t r i c




e l j a r d i
murria




e s p o r t i u d i g i t a l
e s p o r t i c i u t adan i a





f edeca t judo
cpav i l a s s a r d eda l t
p e l l i
mcf
co r r edo r s
esportenmarxa
inventa
c f c un i t
casav iva
cn co rn e l l a
cbc i c
t enn i s g i r ona
l ami t j a
l a f on tdeprade s
coopsoses





c r eua l t a
s an r a f a e l
v i l a d o r d i s
c i r c u i t a l c a r r a s
c f ca ta lunya
e l c o n s e l l
c lubnatacioamposta
c lubpat ima lgrat
r a d i o s i o
t e r r a s s a f c





c l u b a t l e t i c b o r g e s






f c v o l e i
asepeyo
c reua l tabasque t
maiamedia
gih
t e n i s l l a f r a n c
cecot
c e ga r r a f
u e l e s t a r t i t
macol i




g epv i l a f r an ca
m i t j av end r e l l
cao
jmfa r r e s




c l ub t enn i s v i c
g imnast i cdetar rago
na
c a i x a t e r r a s s a
labodega
cpt




c a s t e l l o t
panath lonsabade l l
a t l e t i sm e c a l e l l a
championchip
par3
cur sa santanton i
cbo l e sa
r ad i o s an tqu i r z e
martirom
c e n t r e g r a f i c
km0
g r i o n s o r i e n t a c i o
ac ib
c f s a n t j u l i a
agss
cee s co l ade l ca rme
uehorta
magda
f ede rac i o comerc i an t
s s c
de so se s
e s po r t sma r t o r e l l
santcugatr ibuna
promusa
barce lonatur i sme
v a l l d o r e i x
r u b i d i g i t a l
g inebro
e sd i
e s co l ape te rpan
3−e
e spo r t c a t a l a
r a d i o a f i c i o n a t s
cugat
rad io santcugat
r ad i o s abade l l
l a c a i x a












oa rg ra c i a
f c f
f ecapa
c e p a l l a r s j u s s a
f u tbo l
c l a r o r
cep
t e nn i s p l a t j a
l l i n a r s p o r t
cemontsia
f c t e n n i s
c l u bd e t e nn i s l e s c a l a
f c a t l e t i sme
cav i c
c o n s e l l s a b a d e l l
f c f a
ucec
c t s
f c t t
co lomsmissatgers
natac io









v i c entede lgado
a l l o z a
r i c a rdmon i s t r o l
t o l o s a
puigbo
l en ca i x
thermomix
l a f a c t o r i a d e j o c s
f c o l o
daytona
g r a e l l s
a rch icad
ceca
a f i f o t o
j l l i n a s
dmoz
mussol
c l ubg imnas t i c f u tbo l
s a l a
c l ubpa t i v i c
molanta
t e n n i s f i g u e r e s
e lpontde sue r t
be l l−l l o c
ba laguer
s abade l l
a i tona
cebc
bur r i a ca tac
fundac ioe spor t saba
d e l l
d i g i c a t
top lud i
okcat




ord int lat rama
e s c o l a v a l l s f u t b o l
pbmontmelo
escolamontagut
t e nn i s v i l a f r a n c a
u e l l e i d a
e spo r t i u
manelmagrinya
e sbu f e c s





t r i c o t s
karate
i e s s a l v ado r e sp r i u
− s a l t
m i n i l i c o r
a l uv i s a
c lubpat imanresa
p r o j e c t i n g
p i t chputt
parramon
cambra l l i b r e
f ond i s t e spenede s
handbo l santqu i rze
serg imas
c a s a l t e n e r i f e




a i t onae t s tu
rocneu
s a n t s i l v e s t r e
f u n d a c i o a t l e t i c v i l a
f ranca
f u t s a l l l i v i a
menjabe
t e nn i s g i r o n i
uesantandreu
vo lunta r i s 2000
c e s abade l l
toner












c a r r e rd e s an t s
fcmart inenc
canb






c i r c u i t n a t a c i o
u n i o a t l e t i c a t e r r a s
sa
c u r s a e l c o r t e i n g l e s
marxa in f an t i l
t e l e s a b a d e l l
udagramenet
c e l l e r a c f
t o r r eneg ra
f i n a l f o u r−bcn
s a b a d e l l c i c l i s t a
p t e r o d a c t i l
ue santqu i r ze
c u i n ava l l e s
f c e s p o r t
s i n g l a
c i t
fcbcamp
g imnas t i c r ap i t enc
labocat
mi t j acun i t
be l l aqu i r z eband
i d e a l t e e
ep i c c a s i no
amercf
i n t e r f l o r a
odc
ca ta lunya fu tbo l
t enn i smo l l e ru s s a
s a i l a b i l i t y
c u r s a i n t e g r a c i o l a
maquinista
hcpalau
c l i c a p e r s a b a d e l l




f s p r a t s d e r e i
f s p a r e t s
hebron
ga l e r i e sma lda
s eng l a ro





cpaca lde sde s t r a c
handbo lvendre l l
c tv i l anova
pbsa for
c f a l e l l a




c i c l e s a b a d e l l
s a n t s i l v e s t r e c u n i t





bcnat l e t i sme
a e f s a r r e l s
juventus
run2 l ivebcn
penyabarce l on i s ta
e l s t ama r e l l s
e l s o t
l l e i e l e c t o r a l
captura
forumsamit ie r
pe t i t comi t e
l abo r s
c e r i uda r ene s
i n f o p e r au t e n t i c s
f an s f cb
uerubi
s e r v e i e n t r ad e s
dua t l on s t e r r a end in s
basquetmanyanet
u e f o r n e l l s
c l u b t e nn i s c e l r a
c f i gua l ada
cebergueda






f s f c a s t e l l d e f e l s
d u a t l o c e n t e l l e s
d e r b i s o l i d a r i o
c e a l t u r g e l l




d e r b i s o l i d a r i
e s t i u e s p o r t
===============
Com 128 − 2 elems
===============
comcom
b r i c o f l a s h
===============




ca rne t j ove
ac joventut
apps
cu ina ju s ta
puntj
xanascat
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ob i o l s
dav i l a c





l abo t i g ade l d r a c
ac c i ope rgu i s s ona
t r i nxa t
hemo f i l i a
l e s cabanyes
foeg
i t g l o b a l




c a l r o t e s
grc












e l s to rms
gesem
hosp i ta lde lmar
a c c i o s o l i d a r i a
au lacat
angle
f ede rac i oapps
c e v i r t u a l




p i c o r n e l l
uc f
index jove
e ldormi to r ivng
l i n c a t
ob r e r i a
o f i c i n a c anv i c l ima
t i c
co s j ove
a n e l l a i n d u s t r i a l
igman




t e l e v a l l
j c i
p roges t
o b s e r v a t o r i f o r e s t a l




i c a v i c
c e f c
t e l e j e t−garrotxa
c s i
e x p o r t e x t i l
a r r i s k a
fu tur
zeba
c on g r e s f o r e s t a l c a
t a l a
imat
adecat
i n s p i r a t




v i l anovatur i sme
l a c o o rd i
vanture
i q s
an e l l a
i n s t i t u t d e l t e a t r e
heura
aulagn
i n t e r g r i d
connecta fp
setem
co r r e t g e
eug
a r s ena l
e lg remi
dracmagic
d i a r i d ev i l anova
prod i s
ho sp i t a lmo l l e t
neorg
ava lo t





f i a s
fmr




f e c a t r a
acgp
env i t
f u nda c i o f i a s
con fo r ca t
pmt
s c a i c
v i v e l l o c
panxing
f e s
e q u i l i b r i a
d i r
coacb
a l ento rn




mutua l i ta t s
artyp lan
neopo l i s
aranvacances
casescerdanya
e s c o l a e l c im
sec
c r e sa
d iade lmigrant
i e s e l p e d r o





− l l e i d a
exporta





no i e s
t p a l l a r s s o b i r a
r i b e s c ome r c i a l
fecavem
pauta s e rv e i s
cet−arep
chc
htve rgec in ta
au t o e s c o l a g r e s o l
psnet
ae2
e d i t o r i a l f o n o l l
g rupa lv id







s a l u t a l e s t e r r e s d e
l e b r e
f i radenovembre
s e u d i g i t a l
api




s e r v i s o f t
grupaula
v i a t g e r s s e n s e f r o n
t e r e s
a l imentac i o
cavatas t
e l c imv i l anova





s e f ed
d i g i t a l 3 6 0
sh indoka i
t e r e sabaro
apttc
cocarmi





d en t e l l
ba r c e l onac t i va
lamanyana




a f r i
agent s comerc i a l s
bancde l s eng inye r s
r i b a s a l v a r e z
c e e s c










c l i c k
impo
l a i a
e s t any i v a r s v i l a s ana
un ide r i a
sa r c




p lap i lo tmac
clubemas
c ev i r t u a l b a r c e l ona
vedrunasantboi
peacock
g en t d a l e l l a
santbonaventura
acdn




i e s j o ano r o
c e v i r t u a l t e r r a s s a
labusca
s c i
c e v i r t u a l r e u s
o f i c i n a d e t r e b a l l
gremibcn
f i c c i o n s
guiabcn
cev i r tua lmanresa
manresaformacio
actas
s o s e r v e i s
quindos
c e v i r t u a l g i r o n a
t e c s a l s a
aspb




c i n e f i lm s
s o f t 4 c r i t
arc
i c f equ ipaments
cssbcn
i c f h
i c f e
a v a l i s c a t
i c f h o l d i n g
ava l i s−sg r
a v a l i s
i c f
noguerajove
neapo l i s
cambrasabadel l




mer ca t f l o r s
ampostapromocio
s i a j
n i v e l l 1 0
vapor l l onch
bellmunt
p e r e t a r r e s
debats
udl




e s co l a l apau
co lmontse r rat








c o f g i
l a g a l e r a
ed i c a t
de r i a
lapa lanca
f o n o l l
p i r i n eu s t v
r ad i o f l a i x b a c
rad io seu
f l a i x fm
c e e i l l e i d a
f j b
ap r enen ta tg e s e rve i
t e r c e r s e c t o r
f b o f i l l
inform
aes
s e g u r e t a t i n t e g r a l
t e a t r e l l i u r e




co e i c
t e l e c o s
canal
aenteg
o r f e o a r t e s e n c
d i a b l e s d e s i t g e s
ueu











nu r i a g a l l a r t
nepemial
guardia
ca r l e snogue ra
dvd
s u b t i l
david











c o n s e l l e v a n g e l i c
s l a v i a
l aun i ov i l anov ina
fab
bo las
s i n e r g i e s
bahia
sogas−r iba
b ib l i o l apa lma
a l t u r g e l l
s an t ao l i v a
p a l l a r s s o b i r a
roquete s
v i l a l b a s a s s e r r a
v i lanova
a r t e s a l l e i d a
s e g r i a
garrotxa
p r i o r a t
santsadurn i




c a s t e l l g a l i
r i b e r a eb r e
p l a u r g e l l
l l a du r s
moradebre
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ccau
l l e i d a t u r
d i p u t a c i o l l e i d a
hgv
mnac
a c o r d e s t r a t e g i c
i e s l a g a r r o t x a
f i n an c e s






g en e r a l i t a t d e c a t a
lunya
gen
ae ropor t s
a l c a l a
l a sa l avng




s o r o l l
h idro fou
icomercat
l a r e v i s t a c t e s c
fundac ioun io
o f i c i n a a c r e d i t a c i o
are saboat s
f i s i o c e n t e r
montcau
l a to rxa
i f e r c a t
i e s v i d a l i b a r r a qu e r
c t t c
copca
c en i t
v a l l d e p i
a c apa r t i c i p a c i o
e spa i j ovee ixample
ampa−c r e s p i n e l l
c t f c
jovesbe l lmunt
d i g i t a l e n t
cape lge
ccguatemala
c e v i r t u a l s a b ad e l l
i 2 c a t
f a e
j v ed runa t e r r a s s a
c e v i r t u a l l l e i d a
eapc
i t e c
r egad ius
s i n i a
fcd
macmillan− l i j
cvi−bcn







p ro j e c t ebo s co s
t r anu i t a
gent
g e n e r a l i t a t o f c a t a
l on i a
a i gue s s e ga r r aga r
r i gu e s






i v a r s d u r g e l l
radiopepe
e l c a s t e l l e t
punt joveact iu
i e s v i l a d e c a v a l l s
r i a l l e r a
kotoc
bages formacio
l a t a v e l l a
enxarxa
aqu i r e c i c l em
chv
agrupa
ca t ed r a l
t e cd enc i e s
p e s s eb r e s v i v en t s
l o t e r i ad e c a t a l unya
c l ubde l v i
innovadoc
p en ed e sd i g i t a l
b−b io sca
ecom






b a l l s p o pu l a r s v i l a
nova
c r e a l
deplan
t r en s
g rupcata lon ia
c ev i r t ua l t a r r a gona
c t e s c a t
v i u r e a l s p i r i n e u s
gubianas
p r e v i s i o t e r r a s s e n c a





ca ta lunyaon l ine




l av i d eo t e c a
ops








a n e l l a c u l t u r a l
migracat
acp r i
g l o b a l f i s i o t e r a p i a
regsa
ca ta l an f i lmsdb
tr ibunabarce lona
anexxan
c o l l sm i r a l p e i x
c o l l a j o v e r i b e s
l e squerda
bon i t a f i lms
ca ta lunyavo lunta r i a
t i c j o v e s
marsol
velanomada
a l imentac iococh
obe r t s a l a i nnovac i o
eutdh








ba r c e l o n a c e n t r e f i
nancer
i e s f f g
stopmotion






e s t i u s u n i v e r s i t a r i s
cpac
i u r i s d o c
j ov e s i c onducc i o
jaumegine





f l o r e j a c s
barpro
i n t e r n e t s o c i a l
2008
cev i r tua lpa lamos
puntt i c
c o c o l i a
rodadebera
c en t r e e s t ud i
c r e a t i a





co ra l r ena i x enca
c e l l e r r a imada
mi ra l i a





i n f o c e n t r e
d i x i t
a f r i c a t v
va l l v e rd
c en t r ep r oduc t i v i t a t
gospe l





ge s ta l−es
c o n s u l t o r s a c u s t i c s
corbera innova
s ine rg rup
eng i ny e r i a i n f o rma t i
ca
j a e c
barce lonaconnectada
v i c t o rba l ague r
i c t a
wwwacc10
dav idmur i l l o
v i a t g e s f ab r a
grupbages
p r omoc i o l i n gu i s t i c a
a j s an t v i
tracamuga
s em ina r i s g i c e
weus
s epa l
con su l t a j ove
iva lua
advent i s ta
vngeixamplenord
g i r ona t empsde f l o r s
c an t s i au t o r s
ap i on l i n e
t e r r a i s o l
l a c o s t a
p ra tde l a r i ba
ramonforns
a r cad i s a l vado r
s en i o r
g e n t e d i g i t a l
f e i c a t
brudieu75
f i r amo l l e t
p r o f i t
l a s eucomer c i a l









s c f i s i o t e r a p i a
cata lunyaesa lgomas
c l u s t e rb r and ing r e
t a i l
espai−a f r i c a
inserma
ajuntamentdelspa
l l a r e s o s
l i c e uba r c e l ona
ehva
mostra f i lmsdones
a e r o p o r t l l e i d a
p e s s e b r e l i n y o l a
de t e c t i u l ogan




c ong r e s t e r c e r s e c t o r
innopro
p r emi educac i o so c i a l
abussexual






n i t emp r e s a r i a l d e l
v a l l e s
d i ab l e s d e s an t ao l i v a
incorporatar ragona




imag i na l ab i b l i o t e c a
j o s e p ob i o l s
imet
r s c a t





au l a s abade l l
e s t i r ada
lapau
totcomunitats
api−on l i n e
de r i a2
secans
ampamontserrat
i e s c a s t e l l o 2
av i a t i onbu s i n e s s
cente r
c o n g r e s c a t a l a e s o c i a l




f r e t a n i s s o
mdserra




s r b a s e s o r e s
c edu l ahab i t ab i l i dad
g e l i d a e s p o r t s
artssantamonica
c a r l e s a l o y f u s t e r i a
v i c e n t i t a t s
e lmorter
===============





t e s e l e n
centre−euroarab
po l e s
===============










Com 133 − 2 elems
===============
dolor
r ad i o f r e qu enc i a
===============





Com 135 − 2 elems
===============
cas inodeca ld e s
tvpalau
===============




u l l a l u l l
ubaecent rede fo r
macio
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a rx i p r e s t a td e
g ra c i a







i e spu i gd e s a f on t
e s g l e s i a p l u r a l
e l s v a i l e t s
bartramuria
martabuzzi
f e r r e r i e s
s a l l e f i g u e r e s





c p s o n f e r r i o l
iesjmquadrado
b i sba t s o l s ona
r ius−camps
ugtdiba










j oan ro i g
ampabarrachina





r e l i g i o
mar i s tesbadalona
ho t e l t e r r a d e t s
l l puy
a c t e c i r
ampaiesronda
arqueb i sba t ta r
ragona
c l i j c a t
c a r i t a s g i r o n a
marinada
e l ba t e c
marduix
f e t eug t
pe t i taxarxa
pr ega r i a
amparc
s a l e s i a n s s a b a d e l l
opusdei
p a u l s d i g i t a l
t e o l og i a−
cata lunya
ampa i e s l ab i sba l
t ea t r e co rpus
j e s u i t e s
ecgames
arqbcn




g i t a n j a l i
p a r r oqu i e sba r r i




i e s s an ta eugen i a
der
cu l t u r ap r a c t i c a
e s co l aano i a
s e l e c t i v i d a d
je sus−maria
magenta
l l e r a
graduat
que s t i on s
maimes
a c c e s un i v e r s i t a t
s e l e c t i v i t a t
rouredecanroca
f r a n c i s c an s
fundaciojaumecasa
demont
aud i t o r i
edubcn
martojove
museugrano l l e r s
l a s a l l e
u i c
s a f a
b e l l e r a
c epa s t o r a l s
edn
i e s l a p i n eda
i e s v i r t u a l
i e s v i c
i e s g i l i g a y a
t e c l a s a l a
e s c o l a t e cno s
aprenents
mar i s t e s
e s c o l a s o l c
tecnos
i e s s a n t j u s t
patronatdomenech
fep





traduc to r s
c l a r e t
c r u i l l a
barcanova
d i c c i o n a r i s





p a s t i s s e r i a
webquestcat
ventde lp l a
i n t e r a c t i v a
penya
f c b j un i o r
s e t i
daina−i s a r d
uro
i gna s ib l anch
enr i c r ibasmontse
badia
ga t i u s
brusca
xeraco
gu t i e r r e z







i r c−cata lunya
amapei
i e s p f q
fundac io s iu rana
e l p r o f e
au ladre t
r ap id r e g i do r








i e s r i b o t i s e r r a
xtec
i e s c a s ab l an ca s
ce ip−ba r ru f e t





po r t a l g i r o n i
edu365
e l qu i n z e t
e d i t o r i a lmed i t e r
ran ia
i e s e l c a l amo t
mont s e c tu r i s t i c
ceabor jamol l
i e s s a l v ad o r s e g u i
i e s comtede r iu s
i e s k t a
normaed i to r i a l
i e s a l t p en ed e s
e s c o r i a l v i c
i e smon t i l i v i
r i e l l s i v i a b r e a
amicsdexina
i e s−dauro
i e spg i r ona
o r i o l p l a n a s
edu3
ca r i t a sbv
i e e c
i e s p e r e f o n t d e v i l a






e s c o l av e rn s
i p s i
c o rdemar i a l ab i sba l
n a r c i s o l l e r





a v f on td e l s c ap e l l a n s
c e i p l a g i r ad a
santmagi
cordemar iao lo t
a l c o r l o
c o rd emar i a s an t f e l i u
r epor t educac i o
ciomanresa
i e s p e r e c a l d e r s
f u r e s t
gentdebarr idepequ in
qu i e l s v ap a r i r
lanovaimmaculada
pa r e v i t o r i a
gotagotham
e s g l e s i a e v a n g e l i c a
decatalunya
i t i n e r a r i um
i e s b i e lma r t i
cordemar iab lanes
xarxa−uned
i e smi labcn
co rdemar ia santce l on i
segurbaby




ed i t o r i a l empu r i e s
co rdemar i ava l l s
e l t e r c e r
ampasantjordi
o l i v i a
drmasmitja
e du l i s





i n v e s t i g a l a i n v e s t i
gac io




imp lantcoc l ea r
r i a l l e s −cata lunya
l i t u r g i a





s e r r a t i b on a s t r e
fntcm−ugt
monmagic
g rup62 i n f an t i l j u v e
n i l
i e s c an e t
mu l t i p l i c a
ugt−imeb
gi ra−s o l
iesbaixemporda
l a b i c i c l e t a











b a t x i l l e r a t−




c on so r c i s g
e sp r iu
parcastronomic
montsec
c t t c o l l b a t o
iesmartamata
sa f au r
re i jaumepr imer
r a f e l t o r e l l o
manresajove
l a t r ibudecame lo t
e s co l aa t eneu igua




i e s e r n e s t l l u c h
e l v i o l o n c e l l i s t a
desa ra j evo
i e sbu sque t s i pun s e t
e l t r ende l en s enya
ment
s e l l e n t
acgeogebra
e s c o l a q u i r a l i a
fundac iobcnfp




anua r i t e r c e r s e c t o r
s o c i a l
i e s g e r b e r t
c an r i g o l
a ixonoespotemetre
pertv3
g h o s t g i r l
c o n t r a l a c r i s i
astronomia2009
ugtren
a r t d e l t r e b a l l
tu rode ld rac
cemontseny
g r e t e l
lagatamika
22 c r e a t a l e n t
ampapontdelacadena
e s c o l a p ub l i c a e l s p i
netons
f undac i o aud i t o r i o r
quest ra
c e i pva l l p a l au
xescobo ix
cen t r e robe r tge rha rd
i e s v a l l v e r a




t e r r aded rac s
immapalahi
s a n t j o s e p s a n t f e l i u
degu ixo l s
a t a l a i a o r qu e s t r a
canalmca
ceip−martamata
e l d im o n i x i r i b e l l e s
dbergueda
===============
Com 137 − 3 elems
===============
cr ea r t
m i l l a a s s e s s o r s
topcyse r
===============




d ive r t a
===============
Com 139 − 2 elems
===============
palmaespaidart
c a s a l s o l l e r i c
===============
Com 140 − 2 elems
===============
ce c o l l d e p a l
c o l l d e p a l
===============
Com 141 − 2 elems
===============
edent
v i t a l d en t
===============
Com 142 − 2 elems
===============
r e f r e s k c a t
r e f r e s c a t
===============
Com 143 − 2 elems
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===============
gucc i
i n t e l
===============




arx iude lbage s
ca rame l l e s
mandongo
jonc
g rupso l e r
uea
s a l a
p i n t u r e s p l a n e l l
la incubadora
s o r r i−
i nmob i l i a r i a
entesa−munic ipal
h o s p i t a l v e t e r i n a r i
decatalunya
basquetmanresa
ca tp r e s s
domoespai





t e c n i c a l
deparranda
r i b a s f i t o s a n i t a r i s
i nnova i t
l l u i s
esquerra−nac iona l
p l a n e l l s e r v e i s
audenis
g en t i c
memoria
arantxa
c g i l
caixamanresa
s a l a s l




r e t o l s p l a n e l l
p rogres
c a s a a s i l
e l s v e rd s−
cata lunya
xaviermuniesa







s eg r e
r eg i o7
a l t h a i a
s imfon i ca
imaginat
c l a s s i c s
entesacolomenca
f a c t o r i a
porquetprat
o r f e o
suacs
ad ino i
a s t e r i s c
cem
sa l l emanresa
c a p e l l a d e l p i
i d t
whois









f e r r o 7
s omn i s d e f o l l e t
paututusaus
g a l l i n e r
d iar idemanresa
montane
c u l t u r a i t e a t r e
roca in f o rmat i ca





a l i g e r
coord inadorade jub i
latsdemanresa
med iac l i c
manre sa inc lu s i o
forumdenavas
jmebages
e l t r i p a r t i t






san tqu i r z ev iu
a s s o c i a c i o v e i n s
va l ldaura
c a s t e l l a d r a l
d ianer
t i c ano i a
plmanresa
aims
p l a t ea j ove
e l e c c i on s−usa
manresapol igons
===============





Com 146 − 2 elems
===============
ipgrup
p r e v i s a l
===============



















c on t r o l o g i a




s i n d i c a l i s t e s p e r l a
s ob i r an i a
bo t i gae sque r ra
sempre





i r l a
fundac i o cu l tu ra
ara isempre
xavieramor
d i r e c t a
kop
e s t a tp r op i
poble
memoriaesquerra








m i l l o r
catac
b i s c u t e r
l a t r a c a
cgtcata lunya
fundac i o j o s epp l a
c a l a i x d e s a s t r e




expe r t i a
educac i on l i n e






t e a t r e p r i n c i p a l
c r ea t
iaeden
l a r x i u
s c e lm i c a l e t
p e r i t s j u d i c i a l s
r odo l i n s
jen
c r i c
tdk
moritz
d i v end r e s r e i
l f a c
vo l a r t
miquelpujado
penya to t i l
eurogrup
r ad i o g e l i d a
ecog i rona
e l t r i a n g l e




s o c i a l c a t
amic sde la l gue r
xbs
apejuc
s i t ge snews
c r i t e r i a c a i x a c o r p
tbowl ing
ga r r i do s
gepec
al−mayurqa
o l o t f o t o g r a f i a
a l ibau
u r i e l
coneguem−nos
roba faves





a c t i vap ro spec t




















t a l l e r h i s t o r i ama s
sanet
c j i b
c o r i
l l o r e t i n f o
abat−o l i b a
fmmm







sme s t r e g i s p e r t
laxarxa
ornitho−emporda
e spa ima l l o r ca
ra f a e lda lmaued i to r
n u r i a f e l i u
s ignescomunicac io
p i f p
tupolev
fundac i oque ra l t
p a l e s t i n a
i n f o rmat i c s
basar




e l s i n g u l a r d i g i t a l
t i n t i n
puc
r evo l t a21
t o n i a i r a
montecr i s to





l l i b r e r i a l a c a p o n a
h i s t o c a t
jovese ixample
f r e e c a t a l o n i a
f a c t o r i a d e l a r e b e l i o
g i s e l a
mondivers
psm−menorca
n e t i c s
psm
e s t u d i s e i v i s s e n c s
r e v o l t a g l o b a l
s o b i r a n i s t e s
g r em i d e l l i b r e t e r s
bo i raba ixa





v i c t imes i gno rade s
c r3at
gnome
produc t e sde l a t e r r a
e lmat i
immi
a ed i t o r s
cata lon ian−
a i r l i n e s
e c o l o g i s t e s
e s c o l ame s t r a l
joomla
b i c i ng
guia
cu l tura21
r e f r e s






dek r ep i t s
e l v i s
mondig i ta l
ca raco l a
i n t e r s i n d i c a l−csc
e s tud i an t s enac c i o










g r em i l l i b r e v e l l
x i r o i a
formigues
h o s t a l e r i a
esquerra independen
t i s t a
s o l i s e r e n a
f r a n c e s c f e r r e r
o t i c
gruphayek
c inemacata la
l a c a l a i x e r a
psm−entesa
ce rdanyo la rad io
matthewtree
b l o c j ove




e s f o r c
cd ig
t a l l e r s p e r l a l l e n g u a
j o r d i c a s t e l l s
a l c ove rad i o
webacic
i a c
fomentv i l anov i
veusuzuki
l a p o r t a t i l
pey
l a c e n t r a l
i n f i n i t emo t i o n s
b loks
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kraks
e l c i r c o l d e r e u s
i s i s h
s o l i d a r a
v iqu iped ia





pa r t i t r e pub l i c a c a
t a l a
a e r opo r t i n t e r c on t i
nenta l
vade jocs
f r e d e r i c p e r e r s
r e t o l s bone t
l e spo l s ada
aratv
r o s e t
supercom
independent
ruc ca ta l a
casalpanxo
casausher
s o b i r a n i a i p r o g r e s
rhg
betshalom
jud i tpu jado
r ed i s c u s
via−santperede
r i b e s
sage tade foc
joseptomasa lvaro
j v i l a





d i r e c t e
cor rons
ibe






no rma l i t zac i o
simat




l l a n t e r n a d i g i t a l
i n s t i t u c i o−
montser ra t
e s c o l a e l p u i g
impl i





e s t a t c a t a l a
es tat−ca ta l a






r e l a t s e n c a t a l a
po r t ab e l l a
cu l tu rav iva
pu igce r co s
acampadajove
esquer ra
e l n o s t r e s i n d i
b locpe rma l l o r ca
ed i c i on s62
edic ions lacampana
saber
ed i c i ons1984
l leonardmuntaner
ed i t o r
a l f a g u a r a i j
mina
a l f a n i
proa





l l i b r e s
en c i c l op ed i a
a j e l c
e s c r i p t o r s
pencata la
j o v e s e s c r i p t o r s
lomriudoms
g r u pd e l l l i b r e
l l e t r e s









d i a r i d e g i r ona
t r ibunamal lo rca
avui
r a co ca ta l a
n a c i o d i g i t a l
lamiranda




e−n o t i c i e s
f l a i x
rac1
g rupbarn i l s








e s c o l t e s
b loc
e n t i t a t g e r
ccc













j o r d i p u j o l
barce lona2020
entesa
c o r a l s a n t j o r d i
i c e s t o c k
fbo s ch ca rd e l l a ch
r e l l e u
connecta
acp









ob s e r va t o r i d e l a
l l engua
l l enguanac i ona l
e l t empi r
adec
j u r i s t e s p e r l a l l e n
gua
diadademal lorca
i l l e s b a l e a r s
somiseremradio
ocb
i b a l e a r s
grupblanquerna
e s co l agav ina
a lgue r
ob ra cu l tu r a l
i ebc
s o f t c a t a l a




j oan f u s t e r
t r 3 s c
sona9
vi laweb
ob s e r v a t o r i d e l e s
ta tut
ccma
f e d e r a c i o
acpv
f o l c
11 setembre





l l u i s l l a c h
a l t a l l
f e s t e s
ba l l e t sd e ca t a l unya
museupaucasals
museuvidarural
f u t s a l
r u gby l l i g a
coc
aur iga
s e l e c c i o n s
elpou
tirambarc
c imbe l lpu ig
e s tud i66
b i z a r r e
l l i b e r t a t
memoriacatalunya
c l aud i
dimas
cuevas
j o r d i s a l v i a
miki
t on i h o r t a l
blanch
arnau
engav ia t s
o r i o l
j o s ep
cucu
v i c t o r a l e xand r e
dan i e l v i v e s
en r i c c an e l a
b a l l e s t e r o s
acepe
o l egue r
marques
c e c i l i
a r a i t a ca
j−o−r−d−i
casanovas
f r e d e r i c
manelcamp




a o l i v e l l a
t e r r i c ab r a s− f i l o s
o f i a
d av i dva l l e s p i







j o r d i p r e n a f e t a
prena f e ta
f a r r e
a ro l a
v i d i e l l a
barbara
e s q u i r o l
c a r l e sm i r e t
gocar
independentsxmol let
r i g o l a
j o v e l l s
t e l e t r e b a l l a d o r s
kiku
b ine f a
a so l a
ginabreda
l l o s a
x o l i
rcmelb
putxy
h ipno s i s
ap l ec
batabat
e l r e n t a p l a t s
matadejonc
doommaster
x a l e s t
v i l a d e c ap e l l a d e s





l a l l a c una on l i n e
l l i u r e a l b i r
deyzagu i r r e
mareterra
aventure r s
p a r t i t l a b o r i s t a
london
deverd
c e r c l e 2 1
ka ra c t e r s
va l l d i gna





s e r g i s aba t e
ca t i x
l−l
f u l l
opin ioemergent
un i ta t





a s t r o r ad i o






engu i l l em
marxadetorxes
g ra c i av i va
meddia
p o l i b l o c s
rockv iu
favb
c l i c k a r t f o t o
i n ca cu l tu ra
auques
f a b r i c a
r x i
r au l p r e s s e gue r
p a c o r i v i e r e
e i n e s
t o n i s e l l a s
f i e p
l l i b e r t a t s
e r i c b e r t r an
l e s p a i j o v e
b i t a c o l e s
sadurn i





l o l l e i d a t a
anardetapes
impuls
e−c r i t e r i
gu i l l emca r o l
ubuntu
onanar
ka tha r s i s t h e a t r e
edeta
accesok




broudecu l t iu
e n r i c v i l a
t o t s
ca lde sp lugue s
f o r a l l a c
rasquera
b e l l v i s
mo l l e t d e l v a l l e s
i r t a








r r f i s i c a
josepromeu
b i b i l o n i
l e n v e l a t
c a s a l d e j ov e s
campdeturia
c e l o b e r t
r e v i s t a d e r i p o l l e t
xarxasantboiana
depas se i g
o l l a d e g r i l l s






r e l k
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odg
bcng r a f i c s
e l p a r t i q u i
s c rabb l e
mas i t e r ra
l a f a r g a
l l u i s b r u n e t
e s t e l ada
benplantat
s e x o l o g i c
empollada
t e r r a l l i u r e
somgnu
t i r a b o l





r ep s o l
t ransver sa lweb





e s c o l a r epub l i c ana
c a s a l d e s p e r t a f e r r o
nanda
l l i b r e s e n x a r x a
catap ings
d e sp e r t a f e r r o
vo l can i ca
fundac io
o c e l l n e g r e
orguedemontserrat
a t i c t e s
mmmerce
j epp i
e n r i c g i l
l l u l l
mkportal
porta l−e s tud i an t s
ed2
a t i c 2
ccmontevideo
carde10
g l oba l i t z a−que
cod ic
r epub l i
x i c
p la ta fo rmaper l a so
b i r an i a
l i t e r a t a




jo rd imo l to
f c a t a l a n a tw i r l i n g
drupal
ca l anur i a
pasqualmaraga l l
gandia
l l e v ado r e s
futura
c c e s c o c i a
s i r g a
ide c e
c o s s e t an i a
enc i c l oped i a−cata
lana










v i z ca ino
o r i o l l l a d o
i n f o g u i x o l s
h ight imes
gum−ca ta l a
i n i t e c
g e r a r d f i g u e r a s
r i n g s
t e l e coop
f e s t i a r i
c o n s e l l c o n s u l t i u
s a n t i v e nd r e l l
autodeterminac io
d e l s pob l e s
d ia r idebreda
v i s u a l ku l t u r
o s so s
a l f a n e t
a l t r a r a d i o
e s v i v e r
t e r c e r a v i a
a teneupopu la rgar r i
guenc
a i s
cata lan i sme
xav iermir
musicaenxarxa
l a b o r a t o r i d e v i a t g e s
c ad i r o i g
l l i b r e v e l l
okey
cinemaenxarxa
p r o j e c t e f i a r e
f inquespamies
borras
fernandez−u l r i c h
pa r l a c a t a l a
hor t e t
l ab r e txa
c en t r e e x cu r s i o n i s
tae sp lugues
j o v e s s abad e l l
poca f e ina
xo f e r sgene
s t i c
lacabana
p r o j e c t e
n i t s enb lanc
i e s p o l i t e c n i c
n o t i c i e s p o l i n y a
l l uque t
cc lanau
l a g o l f a
beat
temps
j t u r u l l
calmacarro
j o an ca s a l s
r cg i r ona
b e l e n i j o s e p
f66
buhos




con f e r enc i e s enxa rxa
esquerrabcn
famc
c e r c l e e s t u d i s s o b i
r a n i s t e s
meua
n o c i l l a
p e l l r o j a
ne lmart i
r e f u g i
adeuespanya
casa−i nho sp i t a
tempsdere−vo l t e s
g r an j a s an f r an c i s c o
l l i b r e s d e t e r r ama r
dav id j co t
d iar idemataro
f u e td ev i c




d a n i e l g a r c i a p e r i s
comunista




c r i s t o f o l
b l o c o s f e r a
en t e s ap e r l a l l a cuna
mus icarts
decidim
gen i s r o ca
peresampol
labodegueta






e sque r ranac i ona l
u jg i r ona
c o s t a l l i b r e t e r
ap l e cde l ap lana
ho loce
quat r e co s e s
f o rumde f e l an i tx
eb r e s f e r a
la turba
t o t gu i x o l s
s e tmana l l i b r e
p i r e na i c
catmidia
j o r d i p o r t a b e l l a
santqgat
f o rumsoc i a l c a t a l a
s i s r a d i o
banderanegra
na t i o na l i a
c l aud e s o f t
co lumnaedic ions
i n t e rna t i ona l−
view
s e t z ev en t s
l e s g o l f e s





l l a t z e r
gml i ra
t en t a c l e
c ron i ca




c a t t r a p e l l a
ciem
pauibars
e l t euv id eo
c a j e i
l a s a s t r e r i a
ge l a
e l quade rng r i s
ate r rassames
e i v i s s a p e l c a n v i
a g o r a l l i b r e s
en c ena l l
gui l lemmateo
indexcat
e l l l u e r t
lescabor iesdenmon
t i l l a
fnec
q u e l l e g e i x e s
a i s c
j e suspur roy
porta l−v a l l e s p i r
me l i suc r e
premisb loc s
cardedeublogs
e l j o c d e l a n g e l
bage s f e ra
mi l loremmol ins







ca r l e sbanus
mane lescr iba
r o c l l o p




f l o g
musiquetes
xarxamedina
f i n e s t r e s d e s a n t b o i
miquelmaria
l a 2d e v i l a d r i c h
p r o t e g im e l t e r r i t o r i
joangavalda
s e l e c c i o c a t a l a n a
dni
e l e c t r o n i c s
joaquimcolominas
s tockdesons
s i l v e s t r e
tandemserve i s cu l
t u r a l s
debatdevi
jaumedamians
c e r cab l o c
v i centmart inez
a l b e r t f o r n s
maiol
t i b e t
b l o c s ambe s t r e l l a
l l e i e d u c a c i o
nosaltresmarxem
reus08
f e s t i v a l c om i c
mirmanda
a t e r r a s s a
c2014
j a r d i n e r i a pu l i d o
tbt
atab
l a t abo l a
va lenc ianna




a r t i s t e sp r em iade
da l t
c a s a l c a t a l a−
menorca
bettyboop
ca l v e rme l l
anemfent
o f i c i a l i t a t
reagrupamentinde
pendent i s ta
s a l v eme l r o s e r
i c t i n e u
s c c f f
gab r i e lmar t in e z
sur inyac
e l p a t i d e s c ob e r t
masiaurbana
economiad ig i t a l




a s t r i d b i e r g e
s a r aba i l a c
o j i p c
jaumecabre
v i a t j o
e l pob l e













e r c l l e i d a
70 a n i v e r s a r i e x i l i
eduardr iudavets
f r a n c e s c v i l a






tacos tamlacu l tura
ccn
s a l l e n t e n t i t a t s
avu i t e r r a s s a
c a f e l l e n gua
ramondavi
7 dquatre
novo l emaques ta l l e i
gota
puntcatcomatots
j o r d i b en i t o
c e l d o n i f o n o l l
cu l tu ra ca ta l ana
s im i n i s t r e
a tnre s taurant
alan
ecamps
cent r equ imso l e r
benvingut
s om l l e i a l s
avu i s abade l l
joomlaedu
l ano s t r a tv
pdd
c i e n c i a p o l i t i c a
s e l e c c i o p r o f e s s o
r a t l l u l l
d ibu ixos
r l d
a lba t ro c
e lmonsobrerodes




eduardbat l l e
montse r rat i
acontravent
l a t e r r a f e rma
t a p i e s e s c r i u
re spos taeconomis t
samaniego
esperanzah
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gasparhernandez
la l lunaenuncove
e l s s e c r e t s d e l a r e i n a
escapades
a sabade l l
met
j o anca r r e r a s
observator iobama
v inye tpanye l l a
t o t b i s b a l
lom
a lbe r tmart in
e s p anya e s c r i s i
glams
detenn i s
r e v i s t a g i r o n a
o i k o c r e d i t
c ong r e s c a t a l an i s t a
ernestbenach
x av i f l u v i a
ipo
f i l l s d e l a l l i b e r t a t
marce l inus
a i c
c l ube s ca c s l aba l an
guera
n a c i o n a l i t a t
openerp
lamarquesa
nur i aga l c e ran
sa lvadorcasanova
v ib r i ad e r eu s
kata l anat r ibu
p l a t on i c
g e l i d a e n t i t a t s
p e l l i k ana





tue t s e l c anv ibcn
r o c a s a l v a t e l l a
e r ca i t ona
rumbalbar
e l t e i x i t d e l a t e r r a
d i s s e
observador






l e s f o r q u e s
lamuntanyarussa
n o a l a c r i s i
acorondoya
projectesmdg
mer i t x e l l g ene





v i c i d e b i c i
p r o j e c t e g r i p i a
fundac i o emi l i da rde r
c d i g i t a l
junqueras
t op ob i o g r a f i e s
noensespremeu
h i g i n i h e r r e r o
bcndisseny
ps s jd
e d i t o r i a l a c c e n t
t e l e v i s i o s e n s e f r o n
t e r e s
pro−s enyera f cb
navegaencata la
e s t ud i an t s p e l c a t a l a
ca s ip
n eu s l l o v e r a s
ideag i r ona
e l p r a t a n t i f e i x i s t a
bogarde
t e cno l o g i c
lamua
pocabroma









s e r g i c a r avaca
===============





Com 152 − 2 elems
===============
bi txo ra ro
novesgbegues
===============
Com 153 − 2 elems
===============
incunart
i n cuna r t ene rg i a
===============
Com 154 − 2 elems
===============
organ i c s
productes−
e c o l o g i c s
===============
Com 155 − 2 elems
===============
dou l a l l u i s a
maresdoules
===============
Com 156 − 2 elems
===============
s e t t i n g c o n s u l t o r i a
moga
===============
Com 157 − 2 elems
===============
nove t a t s i n f opa c i
ents
i n f o p a c i e n t s
===============










Com 160 − 2 elems
===============
boda
s a l o e n l l a c
===============
Com 161 − 2 elems
===============
impacte
c a r s o u t l e t
===============





f a rmaceu t i c on l i n e
altecom
r e s e r v e s
a n t i v i r
t raca
athc
p i z z e r i a d o l c e v i t a
ca ixacata lunya
ca i xa s abade l l
te lemark
l a t e c l a
l i nguoc
webares
c ond i s l i n e
cd t e r r a s s a
promotec









mer id i av i a tg e s
r e i t e c
smscata la
ba s t o sv i c
bonarea
moltbo
s t e i n f o t o








e l gua i t ado r
c l ub ca t a l ad ev i a t g e s
e x c u r s i o n i s t e s




i e s s an t any i
n i t
c apd ev i l a f u s t e r





ba l e a r i a
jmwebs
co r a l c a t a s on s
c a n a l s o l i d a r i
teatredemanacor
maspau
4 c l i c s
avalon
grupsagessa




en to rnqua l i t a t
ru ra lv e rd
fchockey
b locpedreguer
f i r ab cn
d i a r i s d e b i c i c l e t a
c u r i o s i t a t s
g r an j agoda l l
opensourcearch i
t e c tu r e
buc
s a r e s
rceppa
con s e l l d ema l l o r c a
mal lorca
m i t j a n s d i g i t a l s
costabrava





i n f oma l l o r ca
l a i
sunion
e o i l l e i d a
cepasoncana l s
acuc
r e v i s t a
t e a t r a l
o r n i t o l o g i a
u fec
f o b s i c
but inet
fc−cu l tur i sme
squash
esquaix









va l l v e
benq−i t





s t ad i a
index
f l o r sma r ga r i t a
moncaffe
tux
q r s egu r e ta t




f l o r i s t e r i a b a r c e
lona
ac t i va
marianoros
r e s i s t e n c i a
josepmariamontaner





p i x e l s
b−bgirona
e l d i r e c t o r i
a t l e t i c d e l v a l l e s
a l t i s e n c h
ebe
mar i a t e r e s a f i g a
motorstock
a igua f r eda
i n e f c
i c l i c k




g e s to rdecont ingut s
i c c c
detot imes
a n g r i l l
avalua
t o t s e l s l l i b r e s
campsdaprenentat
ge ib
r e s t au ran t s
c r e a c i on s
medic










l e s t r e sg e rmane s
j o c s i n f a n t i l s
s o c p e t i t
d r ead fu l
p iqueras





s t e i n
f rance s cventura
gdos
c a i s a
docatalunya
r ep s o l yp f
e lmirador
maruny
t e a t r e p r i n c i p a l d e
palma
a r t e s c e n i c
a co f e sa
amidaments
viade
f c p en t a t l o
po s t a l s
i f o rmente ra
l e c t r i c
i d e i b
barce l onamet ropo l i s








barna f r i ka
mohergas
assessoram






t e r e s i n a i o r i o l
boquet
i n t e r a c c i o n s
c e l l e r u l l a s t r e l l
re i smags
l a r e v i s t a
janna
s e ca r
b a l e a r s c u l t u r a l t o u r
cepaarena l
cosmos−s t o e r
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i l l e s b a l e a r s q u a l i t a t
pericosambwebs
i e s a r t a
v i s i t a−v i r t u a l
voramarteatre








a l q u i l e r
ramel








v i s e r t a
===============
Com 163 − 3 elems
===============
agendamenorca
c en t r ede l g r ava t
cent redegravat
===============





Com 165 − 190
elems
===============
de s t i n i a
audiovisualmac
hospi
r ad i o l−h





r ad i o h o s p i t a l e t
fundaciotrams
l i n k s t v
avant










d i a r i l−h
f u nd a c i o c o l l s e r o l a
rad ioba ixpenedes
8 tv
r t v e l v e n d r e l l
ton imo l la
an t ena l o ca l
losmanolos
jv i ladoms
nu r i a r e s i d e n c i a
l h e spo r t
baraka
parcaud iov i sua l
pangea
pmsitges
a l b en i z
metropo lh i s
th ep ro j e c t
fvb
s e c r e t a r i a t
crucemar
t o tpo r t e r
rev i s tabenna
p r l
xarxacom




h o s p i t a l e t l l o b r e g a t
u r l
e sco la−proa
e sco lagu inardo
e s c o l a i n f a n t j e s u s
e s c o l a t i r o l
e sp l a c
ccoo
mlp
j oanco s cub i e l a
eu ia
sendra
e lpunthab i ta tge
lamal la
e l q u i o s c
c l ubd e l s ub s c r i p t o r
puntmotor
agendadecatalunya











sant s3 rad i o
cpaud iov i sua l
r e s s on s
j o anp e l e g r i
c ana l c a t a l a
fch
cc r tv





c imdes te l a
mercatsetmanal





ca saa s i a
s a l j o v e
c c v i c t o r i a
ampaarturmartore l l





x tv l b l o c s
xn−n o t i c i e s
l a v i l l a r r o e l
l l u r i a
be s ide
a j e c
i b e i
e s l l o g a s o f a
r t v c a l e l l a




l a t i t u d j u n i o r
c a t a l an f i lm s
a t l e s e s p o r t s
patronatcata lunya
mon




i n s t i t u t p s i c o l o g i a
unica
f unda c i o a l t e r na t i v a
g a r c i a c i r e r a
c e p r o f e s s i o n a l
vectorbox
d i v e r s i t a t l u d i c a
h a s t a l a v i c t o r i a
s iempre
euia−ponent
o r f e ode san t s
e l pun td e l i n t e r r o gan t
h o s p i t a l s i t g e s
quadree s cen i c sant
medir
t i a c
slateman










a l ca ldebada lona
c c l a bob i l a
baud
eu i a l h
e s t i up r og r e
orquin
r e f o rmad e l a l l e i e
l e c t o r a l
parroquiasantmedir
t e r r a s s a d i g i t a l
f o rnba l t a
forumeconomiasoc ia l
v t i g e r
e s t a n yd e s i l s
c a r l e s a gue s
rad i omar i c e l
l a p e l i d e l a t e v a v i d a
10 encomunicacio
chep
e s g r a f i g
jaumeco l lbon i
c ro spopu la rde sant s
cursacompanys




d ia r idebada lona
acmilan




f u t b o l p l a t j a
documentabalear
b o r s ad ep r o f e s s i o n a l s
e l j ocdebada lona
===============
Com 166 − 149
elems
===============
d i a b l e s d e r i p o l l
e s c o l a i p s e
e sba r t c iu ta t comta l
t r abuca i r e s
s t j o s e p
gegantsba ix
l apapa l l ona
musiknviu
c l i c k a r t
ensdecomunicacio
c o r r e f o c s
patunyetes
r u s t i c v i l e l l a
patu f e t
h cho s t a l e t s
deumal
v i l a co rona
ca lneg r e
comics
c o r a l s j o v e s
t r i e n n i
dominiques
o c i t an i a
ba l l a sw ing
grup−maig
l a l l o b r e g a t
co l l a sapa lomera
exit fm
cana l t a ron ja
c a s a l
tempsrecord
d i ab l e s c a r r anque r s
labanya
memor iacaste l lo
v i o l e t e s d e l b o s c
cab
rumb




c l ubp i a s abade l l
t a r r ega
a j t a r r e g a
r a t a f i a
e n t i t a t s g r a n o l l e r s
e s c o l ap i a
ateneus
c en t r e l e c t u r a
l a l i r a
d i n s i c
g ranor i en t
d i ab l e s
r e e i x i d a
e l s r a i e r s
gegantsbcn
e sba r t s
c o r r e f o c
cc t
s a r dan i s t e s
b e s t i a r i
a d i f o l k
c c l l e i d a t a
osona
g r a l l e r s
c lau
c o l l a b a s i l i s c
gegants
ba l ld ebas tons
e sbar tde rub i
pa lamossardanista
f ede ra c i o t r e s t ombs
d i a b l e s d e l l e i d a
kayaksort
c o l l a a go r a
fxe s ca rmi s
pepvela
l a t e r any ina
paupaterres
c o l l e s g a l z e r a n
gtggsa





a r t e s ade s eg r e
f p i e i
g egant sde lp i
barraquesbanyo les
d i a b l e s d e g r a n o l l e r s





gegant s sag rada fami l i a
i e s f l i x
corbera
l u s x i p e l l i s
d i a b l e s d e l e s c o r t s
ganxets
ensbal lem
gegants−i l u r o
dimonispv
e sba r t s abade l l da
n s a i r e
des sota
ateneulh




a i a i l u j u v en t
joanamades
j o rd imo l ina
parda l roquer
lad iabo l i cademor
vedre
pa l amosd ig i t a l
cmcpsa
t e r r a ca t a l ana
d i ab l e s s e rpen t sman l l eu
badabadoc
uetar rega
e s p l a i c a n c o l a p i
mer id iona l s
hostal lamuntanya
r evo l t a
j o r d i p a u l i
f e d e r a c i o d e c a t i
f a i r e s
i r r e g o l a r e
a j l c
f e d e r a c i o c a t a l a n a c i
nec lubs
sumta
co r r e caga rne r e s
r ad i o t a r r e ga
c inec lub josepmforn





un i od e c o l l e s
bando lers
l ag ran jabe rga
fantasma
a r tqua t i c
ateneuadr ianenc
fundac io l a roda
b e s t i a r i d e f o c
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ba l l d ed i ab l e s d e s a
bade l l
b i g f i s h
===============





Com 168 − 2 elems
===============
basque tpa l l e j a
s t i a d s
===============
Com 169 − 3 elems
===============
haddoch
a r t f o t o
fumfumclub
===============
Com 170 − 2 elems
===============
nexe
t e r r a s s an e t a
===============
Com 171 − 2 elems
===============
ane s t e s i a
c l i n i c a d e l d o l o r
===============
Com 172 − 534
elems
===============




jm f i gue r e s
c l u b v e l a c a l e l l a
a i gue sdeg i rona
b s i
l e s p l a n e s
museudelcinema
g i r o s e s
e l s d r a c s
p lae s tany jove
gong
f i r a a l t e r n a t i v a
a c i a r t
f e s t i v a l a c u s t i c a
teatreromea
cana l j ove
vede l l abenc r i ada
l a f l au tamag i ca
i n s e r t n e t
l a f r a n c e s a
d i s c i p u l o s d e o t i l i a
c e s l e s h eu r e s
codex
c r i t e r i a
mon t i l i v i
c a t c en t r e
fundac io r i e ragubau
so l u c i ona t
mercataventura
nnhote l s
c o i e t
ato





s i g n i a
c e r i p o l l e s
18 desetembre
ohevents
ba ixempordad ig i ta l
tvg i rona
g i ronacata lunya
e l g a l l i n e r
t e r r ad e l a i gua
probike
pub l i e spec
f i n q u e s f r e i x a s






j oventut smus i ca l s
t r en s ca t
d o b l e c l i c
l l e t a t o
torramade




s a l e l l e s
p i n t u r a j o r d i
blanespromocio
a r t spo r t
ageg i rona





c a s e s r u r a l s
spo r t ca t




b a s i l i c a s a n t j u s t
hote l1898
r e cu r s o s educa t i u s
grupassa
casade lamusica
f i t a g
l a p e r l a g r i s
e n t i t a t s g i
f r e i x e n e t
agt
e l s b e r r o s d e l a c o r t
t ea t r e conda l





l a s e l v a
ginexx
c en t r e c i v i cpo rque
r e s
geo3
s e i c
of iweb
au sa t e l
bot igues
massegur
gua rd i o l enc s
octagon
l a r i b e r ad eb r e
p l a educac i o i c onv i
venc ia
rogermas
l l ongue r a s
i n f o p e r i o d i s t e s
laguagua
amhg
t o t s a l t
motoc lub f ranco l i
mart inez lozano














e d i c i o n s a l b i
s o r l i d i s c a u
v a l l d e r i b e s
pous
a d e s i a r a e d i t o r i a l
i n f o c on c e r t s
cbsp laes tany
g i r o n aho s t a l e r i a




por ta lo sona
agendadegirona
i a s
a r k e o l i k




a i gu e s d e s a l t
c c f a r n e r s
publimas
grup f e r
f o cu s event s
motocat
bonapat
c i o a b e l l i




l l e t n o s t r a
domingoconsultors
f c s
c a s t e l l n o u e d i c i o n s
campingneus
pane l l a
i n t e r a c t i u
xrepp
f i l o s o f i a −del−
l l e ngua tg e
a j r i b e s d e f r e s e r
rude
5azona
co s tab rava s ingu l a r
jesusdalmau
mas i aga l l a r t
f i n a
fonta jau
adin
gui l l emchacon
s i b i
c e i n r
timeout
serpa










r i p o l l e s
c i lma
s e l v a t r i b u t s
xa l ocg i r ona
l a s e l v a tu r i sme




s a l t j o v e
massanetde lase lva
s a l t
v i l a b l a r e i x
l l o r e t
o l o t
r ad i o ca s s a
perpignan
a j g i r ona




esco la−ho r i t z o
cmg
adac
cpse squar t e rade s
conc
s chube r t i adav i l a
bert ran
cu inavo l can i ca
c e r c l e
c e r c l e d e l e c t o r s
a lb e r
bu l l en t
g e o e s t e l
t ext
t i b i d abo ed i c i o n s
t e i d e
f en t ca r r e r any
horanova
esotv
f unda c i o e r n e s t l l u ch
taca
esco l e sdemus i ca
f c a f
amc




a i guaba r r e i g
o r f e o l l e i d a t a
do l o r sdebe sa lu
mte




vo l tacata lunya
fcm
c i c l i sme
cn l l anca
un ig i rona
geca
a r t e c
actium
te r r ano s t r a
arxer
f o n t d e g l o r i a
mcdonalds
antonianton
l l u i s r i u s
jaumepujadas
g egan t e r sb i s ba l
p t r i a s
qrambla
c a n l l e t e r
mototurisme











l e s p r e s e s
santmiquelcampmajor
s a n t h i l a r i
v i d r e r e s
cadaques
v i l ob idonyar




ca lde sdema lave l l a
ca s t e l lmur
s e l va
fontcobe r ta
va l l b a s
g i r one s
t a l a rn
r o s e s
s an t g r e go r i
bor ra s sa
camprodon
s a r r i a d e t e r
l l a n c a
l l a g o s t e r a
t o r r e s
s e t c a s e s
centredempreses
ddgi
va l l d enu r i a
lamol ina
b lanes
independent spe r l l a
go s t e ra
pig
basquet ro se s




s e r r a t





a igue sdeb lane s
mac
comerc i an t sba r r i
v e l l
marbrescosta
i e s i l l a d e r o d e s
t r e no l o t
salamandra
t e a t r e d e s a l t
t eat regoya
c e l i a c s
pagaia










temporada−a l t a
areaeurot rak
v i l a l l o n g a d e t e r
most
r e c on s t r u c c i o h i s
t o r i c a
anu
g lg
c lubnaut i cpor tdaro
buxedaasse s sor s
lase lvacomunica
a t f c
forumbtt
mouresoro l l
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arnauestud i
i n c a t i s
produccionsmc
penyabo l e ta i r ebe rga
lacomafd
en t i t a t s ca rdona
elmig
i e s r o c a g r o s s a
v e i n a l i a
e l p o l
gironamuseus
multimascota
f i r a d e l c i s t e l l
mirades
a s soc i a c i o comer
c i a n t s l l a n c a
r i uda r t
a c t n o t i c i e s
t ecno ip
t rende l c iment
i c r p c
mavett
c l imen t f o rn e r e s
cobet
t imfgc
r i b e r ab i k e
ca feeuropa
c c g ed i c i on s
sp lay
cas inomenes t ra l
s c f




a l i s i s
r o d a l i e s
e s t r a t s
r u s s e t
b a l n e a r i f o n t v e l l a
c c r i p o l l e s






l l i b r e r i a c a r l emany
por ta lb l au
v i l l a v e c c h i a
campingcostabrava
t e r r a s s a t r e n s
t r eng i r ona
museudebadalona
webselva
e s c e n a r i s
enduro
f o r ums o s t e n i b i l i t a t
benbedolot
a l b e r g e s t a c i o
t a r r a g o n a f e s t i v a l
demusica




r e g i b l o c
restauranthavana
ies santaco lomade
f a r n e r s
adhara
copdegas
roc−f o r t
i t o t







ca s sa j ove
imatge i so
l a c i u t a d e l l a




c e ip l ad raga
v o l e i c e l l e r a
konig
b o l e t a i r e s
f e s t i v a l eme rg en t
b lane s j ove
a s s o c i a c i o f r i n g e
ajuntamentdeven
t a l l o
marge
rad iobanyo l e s
p l e d e r i u r e
peeb lanes





tu r i smeo l o t
v i s i t l a b i s b a l
brue l
t r e n d e l s l l a c s
p r em i e s n i e l l




do l e r
c on s o r c i a s c
comiturshs
museusdebanyoles
c b e s c o l a p i e s












b o l i t
a lbergdebruguera
bar re tades
c a s t e l l o d eb o t i g u e s
ga r ro txaho s ta l a t g e




e l r a t i n y o l
i nd i
f c bv i a t g e
concu r s i n t r o
aama60
portam
l l e t e r s
c a s s a d i g i t a l
h o t e l p r e s i d en t
in f o j onque ra
casap ia






f i gu e r e s 2009
espora
f i r a s a n tma r t i r i a
museudelava
s a l u tpub l i c ab l an e s
a l o e
l a c a t e
p l a c i b l a n e s
r u t e s t u r i s t i q u e s
nens
cpantonimonjo
c e n t r e f r a t e r n a l
c e n t r e c a t o l i c d e
b lanes
g a l e r i e s−ato
u n i o c i c l i s t a l l u c a
nes
tu r i sme i e spo r t
g l o c a l i t z a c i o
s ou l c a f e
congre s conv i t
a s c a l f o
garrotxaformat
===============
Com 173 − 2 elems
===============
cleanambience
e s t a l v i e n e r g e t i c
===============





Com 175 − 2 elems
===============
e l c e l
enricmoran
===============
Com 176 − 2 elems
===============
v i a t g e s i t a c a
v ia tge s independent s
===============
Com 177 − 2 elems
===============
s a t e l l i t
samarreta
===============
Com 178 − 2 elems
===============
forumeducans
au la tu to r
===============




i g u a l t a t
===============
Com 180 − 2 elems
===============
image
f a c i lweb
B.2 Frequent words of communities
We list the words with higher significance, a measure we defined in subsection 4.1.9,
of each community found by Louvain’s algorithm when applied to the .cat sites network
of March 2009. The process of getting the significant has been done as we explained
there. We show the most significant words followed by and its value of significance.
Most significant words of communities of Louvain’s algorithm.




baut izos , 5343.99
c r e a c i on e s 5343.99
prenata l e s , 5343.99
bodas , 5343.99
comuniones 5343.99
tenerel_plugin_de_flash_8 . 0 . s i
5343.99
tu t e l ada s 5343.99
técn ico , 5343.99
c a l i f i c a r s e 5343.99
incorporadas 5343.99




v i r tud 4966.45
aprueba 4709.22
re fund ido 4709.22
i n t e l e c t u a l . 4505.34















r e n d i b i l i t a t : 1068.8
americano 1068.8




r e s o l u c i o n e s 1068.8
f i x a : 1068.8
r e n d i b i l i t a t s 1068.8
fam_caminos 1068.8
recomienda 1068.8
productes_d ’ e s t a l v i 1068.8




p r odu c t e s_c r ed i t i c i s 1068.8
productes_d ‘ i n v e r s i ó 1068.8
presión_vendedora_en_las_bolsas_
a s i á t i c a s . 1068.8
ccocesmm . 1068.8






px_transp . g i f ] 2672
act iv i tats_per_empresa 2672
aeronaus 2672
a l r ededo r e s . 2672
la_cerdanya , 2672
vu e l o s_ tu r í s t i c o s 2672

















e squ i z o f r è n i a 5344.01
psicodinÃ 5344.01
t r i c s 5344
t e r apèu t i c a 5344
t r . 5344
l ’ ado l e s c ent 5344
c o gn i t i v e s 5344
s ev e r s 5344
autisme 5344
conduct i s ta 5344
f i l e s / images /m− 5344
grupal 5344
neu r o l ò g i c s 5344
e l s t i r . com 5344
metòdica 5344
mica : 5344
l ’ a l c oho l 5344
vih 5344
c en t r e l onde r s . png ] 5344






capture1 . jpg ] 2672
observa_com_fem_el_programa
2672
info@catalunyacomunicac io . cat
2672
metropol , 2672
webcam/ sabade l l . jpg ] 2672
www. meteocerdanyola . com/ 2672
www. cata lunyacomunicac io . cat /
2672
foros_nautics_−
_ar t i c l e s_naut i c s 2672
horaris_d ’ examens 2672
patron_yate_girona 2672
pnb_cerdanyola 2672


















ve r s i on 1416.64
r e qu i r e s 651 .5
content 427.712
p layer . 333.991
adobe 287.084
page 275.336
t h i s 153.863
o f 137.641




www. marcosmorales . cat 2672
http ://www. samdisseny . cat /
marcosmorales 2672





i n k j e t . 2672.01
www. agua s g r i s e s . es 2672.01
depurar 2672.01
depó s i t o s . 2672.01
garant i zada 2672.01
s o l u c i ón . 2672.01
p l u v i a l e s . 2672.01
d ’ h id rocarburs 2672
d ’ o l i s 2672
minimitza 2672
micres 2672
l ’ ajudarem 2672
a e r i s 2672
compactació 2672
desbast 2672
d e s t i l · l a d a 2672
abocarà 2672





amics . . . t ’ esperem ! ! ! 1781.34
animades . 1781.34
aparcament . 1781.34
info@labanqueta . cat 1781.34
in fo@l lumdel luna . cat 1781.34




f u tbo l í , 1781.34
r od e j a t s 1781.34
www. labanqueta . cat 1781.34
e x qu i s i t s 1781.34
prepareu−vos ! 1781.34
diana , 1781.34
d ’ e x i s t è n c i a 1781.34
emi l ià , 1781.34
e l tu ro@e l tu ro . i n f o 1781.34
nyamnyam 1781.34





_e s t ud i d i g i t a l . com 5344
info@nouarc . cat 5344
t ràmit s . 5344
vivenda , 5344
gest ionarem 5131.54
d ’ immobles . 4355.31
po l í t i c a_de 2315.15
e f i c à c i a 1769.89
l l o g a r 1267.93
g e s t i ó 1261.87
arc 1248.91
d ’ hab i ta tge s 1244.44
gurb , 1094.88
v i c . 975.856
mapa_de_la_web 970.685
vendre 930.977
immobi l i à r i a 735.87
r e a l i t z a d e s 645.943






exper imentats , 5344.02
f o t o g r a f i a n t 5344.02





d ’ obac , 5344.02
s e l e c c i ó , 5267.14
formats : 4241.53
e s s e n c i a l : 4228.3
apor tac i ons . 4201.19
muntada 4200.54
llums , 4166.57
d ’ imatges 3952.65
immediata . 3906.43
t e l ó 3321.32
f o t ò g r a f s 3092.42
















b_separador . g i f ] 2672
viatge_on− 2672
i t i n e r a r i_en 2672
bèlg ica_ 2672
oct . ) ] 2672




l i n e : _japó_ 2672
tt_dreta . g i f ] 2672
york_(8−15 2672
agost ) ] 2672
l i n e : _nova 2672
www. badaweb . com 2672
s e t ._−_1 2672
salónica_−_olimpia_−_atenes_02
− 2672
bàl t iques_ 2672













cons t ru c c i ó ∗∗∗ 5344.01
shops . cat 5344.01
www. shops . cat 5344.01
http :// in fo rmac io . cat 5344.01
s ’ i n t e g r a r à 5344.01
in fo rmac io . cat 5344.01
in fo rmac io . cat / shops 5344.01
old 4741.37
ant iga 1629.95
se rv idore s_ded icados 1526.85













r e l è s 2672.01
accessor i s_per_a 2672.01
pro t e cc i ó_ i 2672.01
d i f e r e n c i a l , 2672.01
d i g i t a l , _sè r i e 2672.01
sumin i s t radora 2672
transformadors_de 2672
trans formadors 2672
f i l t r e s_de_rebu i g 2672
ana l i t z ado r s 2672
automàtiques_amb 2672
d i f e r e n c i a l s_pe r 2672
xarxes , _sèr i e 2672
c i r c u t o r 2672
i n t e r c anv i ab l e s , 2672
cbs−8) 2672
corrent , _alta 2672
corrent , _barra 2672
tens i ó_ i 2672






t a l l e r 569 .98





a p t l l 2672
avant08 . png ] 2672
avant14 . png ] 2672
link_a_la_pÃ¡gina_del_memorial_
democràt ic 2672




avant09 . png ] 2672
jue , 2672
vie , 2672
avant03 . png ] 2672
avant06 . png ] 2672
avant07 . png ] 2672
t r a n s i c i ó n 2672
del_rupturismo_al_reformismo
2672
g rÃ ¡ f i c o s 2672
sobre_la_histor ia_de l_part ido
2672
avant04 . png ] 2672






qual itat_de_l ’ a igua 2672
rentar−nos , 2672
quartes 2672
r e cu r s . 2672
e s t a l v i a r− 2672
evo luc i ona r . 2672
puguem . 2672
osmosis . cat 2672
anÀlisi_d ’ aigua 2672
efemèr ide , 2672
el_cic le_de_l ’ a igua 2672
nece s s i t eml ’ aigua_per_beure ,
2672
l ’ oxigen . 2672
bé_vita l 2672
l ’ a igua .> 2672
l ’ element_més_important_per
2672
tipus_d ’ aigÜes 2672




logoeca . g i f ] 2672
premis_entregats 2672
b ienven idos 674.149









phoenix@phoenixps ico log ia . es
2672
meridiana 2522.87
vers ión_en_caste l lano 2444.1
desp . 1346.36
t e l f . : 1168.54
avinguda 335.927












i nmob i l i a r i o s 2672
d=’modulecontainer1673 ’> 2672
grupo_farrè 2672
f lags_ca−es . g i f ] 2672
f lags_en−us . g i f ] 2672




o f e r t a_ inmob i l i a r i a 2672
po l i t i ca_de_pr ivac idad 2672
l a s s=’−hide ’> 2672
adosadas 2672
a t i c o s 2672













g l e im s t r a s s e 445.334
gmbh 445.334
comerc ia l e s , 445.334
c l a s i f i c a c i ó n 445.333
jade 444.856
requer imientos 442.346
l o c a l i z a c i ó n 441.073
mÃ¡xima 437.306
l i n e , 429.769
ba ck o f f i c e 426.354
agenc ia s 421.925





fundac iona l : 2672.01
s lp , 2672.01
v i n c i t " 2672.01
r e f l e x ava 2672.01
d ’ assegurances , 2672.01
d i v i s a 2672.01
nogué , 2672.01
ge s t o r i a , 2672.01
improbus 2672.01
i d e n t i f i c a d a 2672.01
campdepadrós 2672
campdepadros 2672
g e s t o r i a ] 2672
a . . . ] d i s s e ny_ed i t o r i a l 2672
a . . . ] merchandis ing 2672
a . . . ] imatge_corporat iva 2672
e spa i ] 2672
e l ements_d i fus ió 2672













acces /2 . g i f ] 5344.01
a c c i o n a r i a t 5344.01
i n d i s 5344.01
i t i n e r a r i s_pe l s_ in t e r i o r s_d ’
i l l a 5344.01
va l o r s_corpora t iu s 5344.01
inte r io r s_d ’
i l l a_en_recuperac ió
5344.01
inte r io r s_d ’ i l l a_ r e cup e r a t s
5344.01
s ’ omplen 5344.01
fp_090630103639_les_nits_del_palau_
robert_home . jpg ] 5344.01
requ i s i t s_tècn ic s_web 5344.01
rev i s ta_e 5344.01
fp_090630124324_la_platja_de_l
’ eixample_ home . jpg ]
5344.01
fp_090703141420_020709_expo_casa_asia_
home . jpg ] 5344.01
procés_de_recuperació 5344.01
p o s t c o l o n i a l 5344.01
actuac ions_f ina l i tzades_abans_2003
5344.01
passat_i_present 5344.01













r eg i s t e r_here» 2672.01
funded 2672.01
propsa l s 2672.01
programmes , 2672.01
f o o t e r 1 . jpg ] 2672.01
f o o t e r 2 . jpg ] 2672.01




dotted_vert i . jpg ] 2672.01
e−mail : i n f o@ ip i c . cat 2672.01
i p i c s l . com 2672.01
view_all_» 2672.01





e in e s : 1781.33
sugger iments . . . ] 1781.33
http ://www. j o a n r o s e l l . cat /










a l t í s s im . 2672
anés 2672
e l l s . . . . però 2672
ca rd i ova s cu l a r s . 2672
c a t e g o r i e s . una 2672
maratonians 2672
consumats , 2672
l ’ absenc ia 2672
fus i onar−se 2672
t r i a t l ó 2672
http ://www. siscom . i n f o 2672
aparè ixer , 2634.64
i nd en t i f i c a ’ t 1827.25
fu s i onen 1712.99
e x i s t e i x . 1544.32
s e r v e i s_a l s_so c i s 1505.08
l l o r e t . 1346.45






cebek i t 1781.34
cebek 1781.33
l ed s 1781.33
expe l e c 1781.33




d e f i n i c i ó ) 1781.33
i n l i n e 1781.33
i n s t a l . l a c i o n s ] 1781.33
urc−9050 1781.33
urc9050 1781.33
t e l s t a r 1781.33
t e l s t a r@ t e l s t a r . cat"> 1781.33
g a l a x i s 1781.33
homecast 1781.33






autént i co ] 2672
omplir , 2672
f è r t i l 2672
g e s t a l t ] 2672
re−conè ixer , 2672
sh i a t su 2672
sh i a t su ] 2672
sh i a t su@emi l i pu l i do . cat 2672
donar_llargues_mànigues_als_
a l t r e s . _saber_
ser_tant_de_la 2671.99
la_seva_feina_escènica_amb_un_
resu l ta t_ e x c e l · l e n t ]
2671.99
màniga_ampla_com_de_la_màniga_
e s t r e t a ._ a r r i s c a r−se_a
2671.99
www. impromptu . cat 2671.99
teatro−thea t e r 2671.99
t r i a t_aque s t_d i f í c i l_te r r eny_
per_qüestionar_
i_pe r f e c c i ona r 2671.99
estirar_més_el_braç_que_la_
màniga_ i , _en_cas_
de_no_tenir_de 2671.99






conc i ènc i a 2649.76





hos ta l a t g e : 5344





char s e t="en−utf−8"> 2672
http ://www. j o r d i f r e i x a n e t . cat
2672
l ’ e s tud i 2665.87





timthumb . php? s r c=http ://
pu jadasca l ca t . cat /wp−





env i a r l o 5343.99
nosot ros ! 5343.99
d i f e r e n c i a , 5343.99














r ega l o ! 5343.99
sepa ? 5343.99
propio . 5343.99




http ://www. s e r v i t e c . cat 2672





l levadora , 2672.01
späte 2672.01
peu . . . 2672.01
w, 2672.01
apendre . 2672.01
l ’ e spero ! 2672.01
j i r a f a 2672.01
sn i f , 2672.01
guarde , 2672.01
sabré 2672.01
a : ) 2672.01
one_trackback 2672.01
pin 2672.01
v i sca , 2672.01









ibe r i an 2672
t rad ing 2672
i f t 2672
a r t e s_g r á f i c a s 2672
ascensores_y_montacargas 2672
asesor ías_−_consultor ías_−






matr i ces /nÁutica 2672
mecanizados 2672
mecÁnica/mob i l i a r i o 2672
cerámica_y_porcelana 2672
e lectromecÁnica / e l eva c i ón 2672
e l ec t rón ica_−_electromecánica
2672
e levac ión_y_transporte 2672
ma t e r i a l_ f e r r o v i a r i o 2672
mater ia l_de_of ic ina 2672
mater ia l_deport ivo 2672
matar_una_companya_de_classe_
la_nit_de_la_passada_
castany . . . 2672








to r tadè s 2672
c on í f e r e s , 2672
p lante r s , 2672
ornamentals 2653.53
c ome r c i a l i t z a c i ó , 2629.67
importac ió 2099.91
expor tac i ó 1748.33
v i v e r s 1459.36
f o r e s t a l s 1395.58
producció , 1311.69
p lante s 1244.73
arbre s 1103.22
spacer . g i f ] 536.145




a_nou_gc . g i f ] 5344
ceip− 5344
s . , 5344
si_vols_més 5344
cl ica_aquÍ_ 5344
p r e i n f a n t i l s , 5344
nahiara , 5344
pa s t i s . jpg ] 5344
dia%20a%20dia / | | 5344
e l sp insdemoja / | | 5344
equip ! ! ! 5344
mÒnica 5344
minis 5344
imparables . . . 5344
vete ranes . 5344
www. xtec . cat / 5344
xamba . . . 5344
f . , 5343.99
c . , 5014.69




accés_als_c ic le s_format ius_ :
2672
blau , s /n 2672
d ’1/3 2672
g rav ime t r i e s 2672
http :// phobos . xtec . net / i e sm i l a
/examens . php 2672
uipsa@uipsa . com 2672
to r r a spape l 2672
trepat− 2672
d ’ adober ia 2672
f o t o s_ l abo r a t o r i 2672
con t r o l . | 2672
con t r o l : 2672
r e c i c l a t , 2672
recone ixement_univers i tar i_de l_
crèdits_cursats_en_el_




c e n t e l l e s− 2672






c a t à l e c s ] 1781.34
catá logos , 1781.34
i n t e l . l i g en t , 1781.34
i n t e l i g e n t e , 1781.34
autopromoció . amós 1781.34
cuenta , 1781.34
grà fc , 1781.34
g r á f i c o ] 1781.34
g rá f i c o , 1781.34
b i t à co ra 1781.34
s o l u c i on s_grà f i que s 1781.34
targetas , 1781.34
e s túp idos " 1781.34
e s túp id s " 1781.34
p u b l i c i t a r i o s 1781.34
petó " 1781.34
l ’ idioma : 1781.34
blanc_vert . g i f ] 1781.33






l e sp ingar i@ya . com 1781.33
l ’ e s p i n ga r i 1781.33
adreçes_d ’ i n t e r è s 1781.33
www. z igazaga . org 1781.33
altres_adreçes_d ’ i n t e r è s
1781.33
www. montcadaenbici . org 1781.33
havaneres 1660.32
marinera 1468.27
r e i x a c 997.473
cons t ruc t i on 991.327
cançó 950.545
webs i te 675.508
montcada 609.436
under 554.893
t e l è f o n : 188.029








fu s t a 1781.34
maestros_del_web 1781.34
veloÃ§ ] ja 1781.34
web_est i lo 1781.34
diu&Â 1781.34




geo tècn ia 1781.34
mirson 1781.34
g eo t è cn i c s 1781.34
gestor ia_ambienta l 1781.34
t opog ra f i a 1781.34
co lÂ · l eg i_de_geò legs 1781.33
dimensionar 1781.33
d ’ opt imi tza r 1781.33






a l e i x a 5343.98
a l f on so_jo s é 5343.98
b a i l l o 5343.98
ba lb ina 5343.98
ba l longa 5343.98
pintó 5343.98
f o r c a t 5343.98
f o r n e l l 5343.98
p e r l a c i a 5343.98
pernau 5343.98
xur iguera 5343.98
ba ld r i ch 5343.98
c a n t a r e l l 5343.98
pere_joan 5343.98
candà l i ga 5343.98
c an e l l a s 5343.98
f i lomena 5343.98
pepeta 5343.98





info@sona . cat 5344
i l . luminac ió 5344
s on o r i t z a c i o 5344
montserrat , 4 5344
not i c i e s_ | contactar_ | 5344
s e r v e i s | 4140.98
movil . 4070.31
d ’ empordà 2997.61
t e l / fax . 2417.53
d ’ equips 1626.65
s ra . 1610.46
aud i ov i s ua l s 1052.73
b i s ba l 830.174
l l o g u e r 506.129
venda 296.414
g i rona 71.911
ca ta l à 15.6487





centur i e s , 5344
eng l i s h . 5344
e s s e n t i a l l y 5344
e s t ab l i s h ed 5344
l e t r a s e t 5344








p r i n t i ng 5344
purpose 5344
book . 5344
d i s t r a c t e d 5344






eng l i s h 2.49805
cata lunya 1.29709
contacte 1 .2352
c a s t e l l a n o 1.20323
web 1.175




j u l i o l 0 .697361





http ://www. a s e s o r i a . cat 1336
info@pigmal io . net 1336
ba55 . g i f ] 1213.3
ba57 . g i f ] 1129.39
ba5 . g i f ] 1030.79
ba4 . g i f ] 1030.79











t e a t r a l e s 2672.01
r a f a t ó 2672.01
m i r a l l e s ] 2196.41
v i s i t a r n o s 2163.05
v i s i t a r−nos 1999.84
t e a t r a l s 476.808
end i f ]> 405.619
g r a c i a s 401.894
i f 336.289
s e r v i c i o s 92.2459
g r à c i e s 71.3532
benvinguts_a_la_nostra_web
52.3923
t e a t r e 36.2095
por 29.2218




german í s t i ca 2672
mire ia_l l inàs_grau 2672
gest ió_acadèmica 2672
http ://www. f i l o a n g . com 2672







c a r r e t s 2672
internet_zone 2672
imatge−audio− 2672
a c t i v a c i on s 2672
ba i l én 2672
creació_mult imèdia 2672
vip ’ s 2672
f o t o c op i e s 2672
f o t o l i t s 2672




cata l à / eng l i s h / i t a l i a n o / 2672
language / españo l / 2672
looooooo l 2672
português / f r a n ç a i s / deutsch ]
2672
português / f r a n ç a i s /deutsh ]
2672
banderaportugalweb . jpg ] 2672
l ooooooo l f ax : 2672
l o o o o o o o l t l f . : 2672
bandera i ta l ianaweb . jpg ] 2672
language / españo l / ca ta l à / 2672
banderaalemanaweb . jpg ] 2672
banderafranceweb . jpg ] 2672
info@cmn . cat 2672
biminis , 2672
f ab r i c an t e s , 2672
seaguard , 2672
r o l l b a r s , 2672
recambios , 2672
r o l l b a r , 2672




vo i s i n 2672
freehand 2672
i l Â · l u s t r a c i o n s 2672
newbeet le ] 2672
o f e r e i x o : 2672
veure_programari_que_uti ltzo
2672
d\ ’ a l t r e s 2672
cd−rom , 2672
vídeo ) 2672
inc r e ïb l ement 2672
cd−card , 2672
d ’ impre s s i ó 2672
graphic ) 2672
a ju s t a r 2672
corporat iu s , 2672
curves 2672
s e r i e t a t , 2672
cuida ? 2672
f un c i ona l i t a t , 2672







des tacat : 2671.99
desper t . 2671.99
idioma/ language 2671.99
su t r e s 2671.99
in f o rmac i ó_ i_ in s c r i p c i on s
2671.99
a f eg e i x en )@ 2671.99
zazen : 2671.99
zento r to sa . cat 2671.99
zento r to sa 2671.99
t rascend iendo . 2671.99
cata lunya_i_balears 2671.99
tor tosa−t e r r e s 2671.99
entréme 2671.99








http ://www. webmaster . cat /html/
accent . html 1068.8
http ://www. webmaster . cat /html/
fundac ioboscos . html/
1068.8
http ://www. webmaster . cat /html/
s e r v e i s f o r e s t a l s . html/
1068.8
domain . 1068.8
webmaster . cat 1068.8
a sp s s iphpco ld fu s i onpe r lpy thon
1068.8
connect ions , 415.173
sh ip s 415.173
pages , 412.211
vers ion , 406.885




p l e sk 338.79
s e v e r a l 300.399
autogenerated 287.749
p l e sk [ tm ] 287.749
t e s t 264.14




l ’ estona . . . 1781.34
prem_aquí_per_fer_un_kit . cat
. . . 1781.34
d ’ i n i c i ] [
posar_la_web_als_marcadors
] 1781.33
la_teva_ip_es : _147 . 8 3 . 7 2 . 2 4 4
1781.33
manteniments , 1781.33
d i s i pado r 1781.33
atx 1781.33
c r t 1781.33
http ://www. j b s i . cat 1781.33
impresora 1781.33
tonner 1781.33
a l t avoc e s 1781.33





reparac ions , 1721.14
s iusp lau , 1700








huracans , _c i c l ons_i_t i f ons
1781.33
www. saberhacer . org 1781.33
subsc r iu r e ’ s s i 1781.33
su s c r i u r e ’ s 1781.33
www. hoy . com . do 1781.33
carta_des_de_palavé_2 1781.33
fase_de_tes te ig ._ 1781.33
ajudar . . . 1781.33
en_uns_dies_estrenarem_aquest_
diar i_d ig i ta l_sobre_
dominicana . _estem_en
1781.33













r e f u g i a t s 2350.79
guatemala 2182.79

















r e f r a c t i v a 2672
cms ] 2672
ast igmatisme 2672
con f i a r−nos 2672
qu i rÚrg i c 2672
re t ina , 2672
qu i r ú r g i c 2672
queratocon 2672
oftamolÒgica 2672
ped i à t r i c a , 2672
on_ens_podeu 2672
ped iÀtr i ca 2672
c i rurg ia_de 2672
el_glaucoma 2672




c o l l f r e d 2672.01
cas te l l a_ok2 . jpg ] 2672.01
angles_ok2 . g i f ] 2672.01
euskera_ok2 . jpg ] 2672.01
frances_ok2 . g i f ] 2672.01
catala_ok2 . jpg ] 2672.01
carn , 2672
dediquem , 2672
d ’ artesÀ 2672
d ’ i n du s t r i e s 2672
l l emo s i 2672
l l emos ine s , 2672
d ’ a r t e s à 2672
vidrà , 2672
c r i e n 2672
escan . jpg ] 2672
s ’ e laboren 2672
eslÒgan 2672
r i g u r o s i t a t 2672




http ://www. g e s t i o . cat / pigmal io
/ca/ in i c i_ca . html 2672




c . ga lera , 2672.01
peuets 2672
c . mossèn 2672
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c . sant 2672
bast ida 2480.96
t e l è f o n . 2432.37
bata l l a , 2359.68
cambr i l s 789.196
agust í , 637.811
reus 202.142
tarragona 118.119






browser . 67 .2059





c l imà t i c " , 1781.34
j i n g l e . 1781.34
l ’ amparo 1781.34




trep idant , 1781.34
conduida 1781.34
manyé 1781.34
non ? " . 1781.34
p i to . 1781.34
manyé . 1781.34
mít i ca . 1781.34
n ’ a l ex 1781.34
marcus 1781.34
l ’ Àlex 1781.34
tr iacom 1781.34





pestanya_l in ia . g i f ] 2672.01
aque s t e spa i t o t 2672
e r i g i n 2672
pestanya_esq_sel . g i f ] 2672
pestanya_dret_sel . g i f ] 2672
f o t o g r a f i e s . cat 2672
i f o t o g r a f i e s 2672
www. e r i g i n . cat_disseny_i_
apl icac ions_web 2672
www. d i s s eny . cat 2672
www. e r i g i n . es 2672
d i s s eny_ indu s t r i a l 2672
proposen , 2672
pub l i c i t a t : "
sube_tus_cortometrajes_e_
inscr ibe lo s_a_
fe s t i va l e s_en_kor to s . com
2672
pestanya_dret . g i f ] 2671.99
pestanya_esq . g i f ] 2671.99
senz i l l ament , 2600.48
administrada 2516.98
i ndú s t r i a . 2458.8
f e r−ho , 1539.72




la t e r a l s_e sque r r a01 . jpg ] 2672
latera l s_negre_01 . jpg ] 2672








f e s t a 1.38938
passat 1 .30416
en l l a ç o s 1 .27738
ca l enda r i 1 .23812
contactar 1 .16258





in fo rmac ió 1.02017
s e r v e i s 0 .977276












fu s t e s , 1781.34
guarro . 1781.34
subs tant iu 1781.34
prensa . jpg ] [ . . / . . / img/ contacte
. jpg ] 1781.33
ca ta l é g 1781.33
disenyat_per_tramadig i ta l
1781.33
img/empresa . jpg ] [ . . / . . / img/
o f e r t e s . jpg ] [ . . / . . / img/
news l e t t e r . jpg ] [ . . / . . / img
/ 1781.33
pre so t to 1781.33
mascul í . 1781.33
cons t ru i r−l o s , 1781.33
s e l e c c i o n a r à 1781.33
s e r v i s s i n 1781.33








al imentac i o 2672
a l l i s a t 2672
autoadhes ives 2672
c a r t e i g 2672
d i p t i c s 2672
imprimim 2672
t r a d i t i o n 2672
impre s s i o_carpe t e r i a 2672
termo 2672
www. aclam . es 2672
wire−o 2672
i d e n t i f i c a d o r s 2672
implementacio 2672
impres 2672
t e cn ique s 2672
t a r j e t o 2672
t a r j e t on s 2672
t a r g e t e r 2672





cont ro l en 2672.01
c o r r a l . 2672.01
d ’ expe r i ènc i a , 2672.01
rÀ fo l s 2672.01
r à f o l s 2672.01
disseny_y 2672.01
d ’ a l t í s s ima 2672.01
d ’ e l l s . 2672.01
mit jer , 2672.01
l ’ a i r e 2672.01
tecn ico , 2672
penedes"> 2672
g ra f i c o , 2672
in fo rmat i ca 2663.22
c o r r a l 2662.17
maya 2636.55
aud i to r i a , 2627.99






d ’ inco rpo ra r . 5344
l ’ op e r a r i 5344
manipular . 5344
transformar−se 5344
t è x t i l s ’ ha 5344
t è x t i l t r o b a r à s 5344
també , tota 5344
tecno log ia_segura 5344
thm/img/mail−forward . png ] 5344
e s f o r ç . . . t o t s 5344
màquines . 5344
l e g i s l a t i u s 5258.11
pimes , 4398
d ’ i n t e g r a r 4201.03
màquina , 4096.34
prevenc ió . 4036.91







hre f="http ://www. l v a c a r e s . com/
vacares . i c o "> 5344
r e l =" shor t cut 5344
icon " 5326.29




mavi . cat 5344
so l sona , _al_carrer_sant_pau_7
5343.99
a rqu i t e c tu ra_tècn i ca 5343.99
mavi@mavi . cat 5343.99
nav igat ion [ sk ip ] 5343.99
basem 5343.99
e f íme r s 5343.99
e f íme r s . 5343.99
r a f a r t 5330.93
d ’ i n t e r i o r s 5262.13
con f i an t 5021.9
e f e c t i v i t a t 4630.95
mavi 4577.04
s egue i x i n 4140.41
f r a n qu í c i e s 3347.28
f e t s . 3084.67
m i s c e l · l à n i a 2657.56
stands 2582.27
l ’ a rqu i t e c tu ra 2194.37






d ’ o c i 3720.28
v i l anove ta 2672
ga r r a f 2129.1
r i b e s 1159.61
rambla 664.162
comerc ia l 386.755
t e l 280.422
parc 270.241
pere 254.969
l o c a l 198.971
sant 43.648
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minor itzada . 2672
n .32 2672
desacred i tada , 2672
l e e r . jpg ] 2672
a f u s e l l a 2672
a s s a l t a 2672
humanitar is 2672
i n ú t i l 2672
i d i o s i n c r à s i a , 2672
d ’ adobar , 2672
webblog 2672
www. amazonia . cat 2672
exè r c i t , 2672
f o r ag i t ada 2672




aridsbanus . com . 890.667
domain , 890.667
omega . 890.667
omega ] [ omega ] 890.667
j s o l a . cat . 890.667
i spcp 890.667
totmusica . cat . 890.667
puigroca . cat . 890.667
roge r s egura . cat . 890.667
ispcp_omega 890.666
contrasenya_perduda 890.663
f i l e . 785.883
index . html 785.883





admin i s t ra to r 479.306





a lbanian / 2672
animados 2672
axe l_rodger_reva l ida 2672
e l_vi_ra id_r ias 2672
l e s t a r t i t 2672
l l e g a r í a 2672
l ev e 2672
ca ta l a / ch ine s e / czech / 2672
dragon , 2672
whitbread . 2672
i t a l i a n /macedonian/ 2672
jorge_ondo_y_el 2672
jo s s e , 2672
volvo . 2672
vor . jpg ] 2672
jane i r o , 2672
jeanneau 2672





d ’ e s p a i v i r t u a l 5344
en s e l i n g 5344
fa rb 5344
f a r r e l l 5344
ma r c e l · l i 5344





s e r r a c a t a f au 5344
j a so 5344
po l ì t i c a_de_pr i vac i t a t . 5344
mis−mas 5344
cumel las 5344








auxi l i a r_de 5344.01
places_de 5344.01
bombers_de_la 5344
escor ta_pr ivat 5344
su sh i s t ud i o 5344
suba l t e rn 5344
pÃoblica_de_5 5344
r e c ep c i on i s t a , 5344
boades 5344
convocatòries__ 5344
d ’ e s p o l l a . 5344
plaÃ§a_de 5344
cursos__ 5344
plaÃ§a_d ’ a u x i l i a r 5344

































c i u t a t 3 .74248
e spo r t s 3 .09183
tur isme 2.71616
anys 2.60773
j ove s 2 .43572
grup 2.32374
ajuntament 2.31262
n o t í c i e s 2 .13385
contacte 1 .99345
dia 1.85259
in fo rmac ió 1.61448




s e r v e i s 1 .19897
també 1.16803
d i e s 1 .1559




cl imbingwor ld 2672.01
info@cl imbingwor ld . cat 2672.01
team , _2007___·___info@lassut .
cat___·___by_montsant_
natura_sl 2672




g r a t i s ] 1333.58











bru ixot ] 2672
cacau 2672
crèd i t s_d . g . 2672
cacau ! 2672
info@quincacau . cat 2672
ot_el_bruixot 2672
d ’ an e s t è s i a . 2672
l ’ e x e l . l è n c i a . 2672
cos ta f r eda , 2672
www. j oanca r r e r a . cat 2672
a u x i l i a r s : 2672
c on s e r v ado r a i e s t è t i c a . 2672
a . t .m. 2672
c l í n c a 2672
r e c e p c i o n i s t a : 2672
border : hidden 2672
c l i n i c a@ joanca r r e r a . cat 2672
dueñas 2672
o r a l i p r ò t e s i 2672




aco s t è s 2672.01
acrònims 2672.01
ampliar−ho 2672.01









pis ’ ’ ) , 2672.01
entertainment , 2672.01




a r eav i sua l−cat_1 : _baixa−
la_en_pdf 2672.01
a r eav i sua l−cat_mes_abril_ (
num_2) 2672.01
c o l o r s ) 2672.01










f i r ewo rk s / i n t r o / 2672.01
palamós ] 2672
count . exe ? df=gambarreta . cat . 28
_03_ 08&amp ; dd=57chevy&sh
=f&f t=0&pad=f ] 2672
d i s s e n y i n t e g r a l . com 2672
mín .1024 x768px 2672
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webmaster : 894.671
l l o c : 346.164
r e s o l u c i ó 68.8283
spacer . g i f ] 59 .5717
veure 30.0521




info@trabec . cat 2672
recur s2 . jpg ] 2672




t r a n s p o r t i s t e s 2672
assegurança_d ’ enesa 2672
ogm ’ s 2672
p o l l a s t r e " . 2672
preus_agrar i s , 2672
b i o s e gu r e t a t 2672
davant_els_ogm ’ s 2672
normes_de_bioseguretat 2672
memòria_fac_2007 2672
a v í c o l e s 2672
l ’ a l imentac ió_i 2672
la_comissió_europea 2672
cont ingut s /30 . jpg ] 2672




www. daimaval . cat 2672
admin/ 2595.67
t ransparent . g i f ] 2093.46
apache 1465.06
las t_modi f i ed 372.996
d e s c r i p t i o n 367.217
s i z e 363.758
name 350.812
port 310.188











b i o d i s p o n i b i l i t a t , 2672
metabolisme : 2672
b6 2672
f í s i c . 2672
f ò l i c ) , 2672
tornar_al_menú_d ’ id iomes 2672




fat iga_muscular ] 2672
s upo r t_c i e n t í f i c 2672
endògena ; 2672
recomanades , 2672
d ’ e s t r è s 2672





ba21 . jpg ] 2672
d ’ e l l 2672
ng12 . g i f ] 2672
ba24 . jpg ] 2672
he ight=21 2672
width=349 2672
mt . g i f ] 2671.99
tornar−hi . 2603.49




d i v e r t i d a . 2209.31
passant . 2151.63
ba20 . jpg ] 2048.53
ba23 . jpg ] 2030.72
sender i sme . 1982.45
ng3 . g i f ] 1580.21
cone ixe r 1553.25




conce r t s 10.7852
reus 10.1337




cent r e 2 .92667
p r e s en ta c i ó 2 .90221
web 2.58956
club 2.32581
eng l i s h 2.06398
contacte 2 .02482
d i f e r e n t s 1 .93385
s a l a 1 .83805
a c t i v i t a t s 1 .69254














que , 2 .44034
campanya 1.90977
munic ipal 1 .89597
setmana 1.80053
estan 1.78823














admin i s t rac i ons 7.01226
qui_som 3.97121
type ] 3 .69455
input 3.67231
tur isme 3.47914






l ’ ajuntament 2.03686
vo l s 1 .95553
j o r d i 1 .91507
ajuntament 1.91043
nom 1.83367















maría . . . . 2672
mataró_viu_la_38a 2672
d i s c r im inade s 2672
la_xxxvi i i_romer ía 2672
l l i s t a_de_cor r eu s 2672
l ’ e spo l sada 2672
xxxv i i i 2672




value=env ia r 2672
verge . c e l e b r a c i ó 2672
v a l l é s . 2672




bar_es_caste l l 2672
begur ! 2672
e s_ca s t e l l 2672
bar_mus ica l_c lass i c 2672
taverna_can_maurici 2672
can_maurici 2672
c l a s s i c 2364.5
recordarme 2214.69
begur 1981.2
c l ave 1442.73
netpro_so lut ions , _s . l . 1303.41
fo rmu la r i o 1283.84
usuar io 1228.81
acceso 889.673
en l a c e s 630.983






















i nmob i l i a r i a s 2672.01
inst i tut_medic 2672.01
z e rod i s s eny 2672.01
blau_bara 2672.01
waimoo 2672.01






fune r à r i a 2672
bae l l , 2672
e l l i b r e s . cat ! 2672
pal . l i a t i v e s , 2672
e l l i b r e s . cat ? 2672
ondara | tanator io_la 2672
músico 2672
n−152 , 2672
de | cement i r i , 2672
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d i v o r c i . 2672
món ! 2672
miano , | 2672
de | r i p o l l è s 2672
de | sant 2672
almacera 2672
jimena 2672
l ’ e xpo s i t o r 2672
tana to r i o 2672
veneçue la | c/ 2672






rú s t i qu e s 5344.01
f i nque s . 5344.01
pisos_obra_nova 5344.01




j c s 5344.01
locals_amb_traspàs 5344.01
v ida l_piqué_i_assoc iat s
5344.01
montané 5337.32
r e n d i b i l i t z a r 4696.98
darrerament , 3831.9
ajudarà 3414.64
ho r i t z on t a l 3204.84
s o l a r s 2759.86










in fo rmàt i ca 2672
d i r e c t o r i o . 2672
l a t e . 2672
ctc 2672
b i na r i 2672
r o s s e l l "> 2672
encontró 2659.56
d i spon ib l e , 2571.07
probar 2265.79
again 1923.23




s e rv i c e , 888.111
ava i l a b l e 879.034
in fo rmàt i ca 848.291







audiènc ia_públ ica 5344.01
d ’ empresa 5344.01
memòria_de_l ’ empresa 5344.01
missatge_de_l ’ a l c a l d e 5344.01
instrucc ions_internes_de_
con t r a c t a c i ó 5344.01
ajudar−nos ! 5344.01
comuniquin 5344.01
con t r a c t a c i ó :
_per f i l_de l_contractant
5344.01
ges t i ó_de l_sò l 5344.01
veure_tote s_le s_l i c i tac ions_>
5344.01
ga r a j e s ) 5344.01
gene ra l ) . 5344.01
f i l e admin / templates /img/ lupa .






p l ena r i_de_d i s t r i c t e 5344.01
pronoubarr is_s . a . 5344.01




act ius , 1336
co rpo ra l . 1336
e l e c t rÒn i ca 1336
lamdors , 1336
d ’ avinyó 1336
t u r í s t i q u e s , 1336
www. c e n t r a l e d i c i o n s . cat 1336
www. pulseramania . es 1336
zero , 1336
guia_avinyo_petit . jpg ] 1336
guia_roses_pet i ta . jpg ] 1336
cap− 1336
geògra f s , 1336
g i r ona f a sh i on 1336
revista_manco_petita . jpg ] 1336
privada : 1336
c en t r a l . jpg ] 1336
p l ano l_ca l e l l a_pe t i t . jpg ] 1336
p lano l_g i r ona jove09pe t i t . jpg ]
1336





in fo@ in s e t . cat 5344
i n t e r i o r i smo . 5344
i n s e t 5344
muntaner , 4289.71
v iv i enda 2648.9




i n t e g r a l 544.556
e 180.263
l o c a l 135 .3
catalÀ 105.827





t e l . 28 .0873






webs_d ’ exemple 2672.01
f e s−t e_d i s t r i bu ïdo r 2672.01
respecte_joomla 2672.01
bugader ia . 2672.01
webempresa 2672.01
d i s t r i b u ï d o r s . 2672
nosa l t r@s : 2672
mateix/a 2672
cercador_de_dominis 2672
l g i 2672
joomla ] a l l o t j ament 2672
joomla ] formació 2672
joomla ] suport 2672
josepa_m . 2672
joomla ] programació 2672
car los_v . 2672







f o t o g r à f . 2672.01
www. morejon . cat / f o t o g r a f
2671.99
emai l : info@4−photos . cat
2671.99
t e l :+34 2671.99






l i n k 696.439
mòbil : 543.401
entrada 385.303
f o t o g r a f i a : 269.332
f o t o g r a f i e s 229.752
a : 220.913
joan 71.7238
end i f ]> 31.9453




casos_d ’ è x i t 2672
codi» [ nemail 2672
en_2_min . 2672
t reba l l em . . . 2672
usuar i [ nname 2672
con t ra s t a t 2672
inducont ro l 2672
inducontrol_ 2672
in fo@inducontro l . com 2672
ver_google_maps 2672
pavic@pavic . cat 2672
d ’ osona ) 2589.98
mora , 2449.26
avançats 2060.13









caste l l ano_ / ca ta l à 5344.01
menú_diari 5344.01
v i s i t i_ e l s_e s t ab l imen t s
5344.01
menjars_cuinats 5344.01
se l e cc ió_de_pla t s 5344.01






admin i s t r a c i on@euroa i r l i n e s .
aero 2672
catalÂ 2672
l u i s@ j e t . cat 2672
s i l v i a@ j e t . cat 2672
vostè , 2529.58
dediquin 2470.88
j e t 2455.67
sota . 2403.89
t r a j e c t e s 2328.12
e x c l u s i v e 1957.39
execut iu s 1766.92
f l o t a 1336.34
r e s u l t a t s . 1318.38
s e r v i c e 621.402
co r r eo 597.974
mi l l o r an t 548.169
t reba l l em 396.684
s i g u i e n t e 378.923
negoc i 296.761
m i l l o r a r 125.263





e n t i t a t s 2 .94029
l ’ ajuntament 2.91662
munic ip i 2 .88214
munic ipal 2 .78795
c r è d i t s 2 .48567
a c t u a l i t a t 2 .42921
f e s t a 2.15279




in fo rmac ió 1.53878




t e l . 1 .31154
av í s_ l ega l 1 .30131







kb ] 780 .6
l í n i a ? 728.347
d ’ entrada 533.577
gnu/ gpl . 519.644
f e s−ho_aquí 499.504
s i n d i c a c i ó 443.703
r e g i s t r a r−te ? 433.416
http ://web . nominal ia . com/
courte sy / nominal ia . com/
index . html 381.715

















val9=" true " 2672.01
val8=" true " 2672.01
val7=" true " 2672.01
val6=" true " 2672.01
val5=" true " 2672.01
val10=" true " 2672.01
val1="_top " 2672.01
val4=" true " 2672.01
ca ta l à 372.316




ava la t s 2672.01
azuki , 2672.01
b i o s a l u t 2672.01
soja , 2672.01
s a l u t i v i d a a l p l a t 2672.01
so j a 2672.01




pèso l , 2672.01
b io sa lu t , 2672.01
d ’ ex i g ènc i a 2672.01
lombarda , 2672.01
l ’ a l f a l s , 2672.01
mix , 2672.01
redimw . php?img= . . / pub l i c /2/
l i n k s / c9 f 0 f 895
fb98ab9159f51fd0297e236d
. jpg&l =143] 2672.01
ajuntament@albi . cat 2672.01
pub l i c /2/ l i n k s / 45
c48cce2e2d7fbdea1
afc51c7c6ad26 . jpg&l =143]
[ incs_web/ 2672.01
f033ab37c30201f73f142449d037028d
. jpg&l =143] [ incs_web/







d ’ a c t i v i t a t s . . . 2672




img_2897p . thumbnail . jpg ] 2672
s i t e s / d e f au l t / f i l e s / images /
2672
gard i 2672






pluges_ ( hora 2672
emporweb 2672
l ’ armentera , 2672
l ’ empordÃ 2672







barce lona , 6 .66485
hores 3 .25822
l o c a l 3 .23408
miquel 2 .79971
des 2 .7725
r s s 2 .55404




n o t í c i e s 2 .20459
cent r e 1 .84546
pr e s i d en t 1.80594
bon 1.79854
cata lunya 1.64721
e s tà 1.64417




c i r e r e s . . . 2672
c o c k t a i l ? 2672
mandarina . . . 2672
mare " , 2672
deixarÀ 2672
i n d i f e r e n t ! 2672
i r r e s i s t i b l e s . . 2672
gingebre , 2672
g i n t on i c s ! 2672
cogombre , 2672
curt−metratges . . 2672
d ’ absenta , 2672
gana? 2672
v ida l e t , 37 2672
txai , 2672
fent_cu l tura 2672
tes , 2672
d i s s eny : dde lo i____i l · l u s t rac ió
: srxo 2672
do l ço s 2672




c i u t a d i l l a 5344
con f igurado 2404.65
f l o t a n t e s 2404.65
admite 2359.62
marcos 2248.88
most ra r l o s . 1917.84
actualmente 1122.79
medieval 1068.37









char s e t=" i so −8859−1"> 2672
d ’ impostos / 2672
s . l . ) , 2672
posar−t ’ h i ? 2672
char s e t="windows−1252"> 2672
mà? 2672
d ’ impostos . 2672
info@lenmobaira . cat 2672
lenmobaira 2672
ge s t i ó_admin i s t ra t i va 2672
immob i l i à r i e s . 2672
gest ió_comptable 2672
g e s t i ó_ f i s c a l 2672
ge s t i ó_ l abo ra l 2672
text /html " ; 2672
e s t à t i q u e s 2671.99
frm 2671.99






ca r l e s . costa@floppy . cat
1781.33
f loppy , 1781.33
f loppy . cat 1781.33
i n a c c e s s i b l e s . 1781.33
vendes . . . 1781.33
v e r t i g i n o s a . 1781.33





so luc i on s , 1638.22
hor i t zons , 1601.54
navegació , 1401.2
morir . 1167.02
o f e r e i x , 1099.21
a t r a c t i u s , 640.411
còmode 632.812














po l l o ck ) 2672.01
pooto l : 2672.01
pootol_aventurer 2672.01
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pooto l_v iatger 2672.01
e l_co r s a r i 2672.01
els_trenets_d ’ en_quimet
2672.01
pet i t ion_banner ] 2672.01
assemblador 2672
t1 . extreme−dm. com/ i . g i f ] 2672
ac tua l i t z a t_ l ’ 1_d’
abri l_del_2009 2672






e sve t . cat 5343.99
programes_preventius 5343.99
www. e sve t . cat 5343.99
medic ina_i_cirurgia_bovina
5343.99
e sve t 5343.99
i n s em i n a c i ó_a r t i f i c i a l 5343.99
http ://www. e sve t . cat 5343.99








eina_diagnÃ ’ st i ca_ (40 1781.34
l e c t o e s c r i p tu r a_ (100 1781.34






h i p e r a c t i v i t a t_ (40_hores )
1781.34
l ’ àmbit_escolar_ (100 1781.34
emocional_ (40_hores ) 1781.34
format ius . _la_vostra 1781.34
enquesta_d ’ i n t e r e s s o s 1781.34
neuro l i ngü í s t i c a_en 1781.34
op in ió_ens_intere s sa ! 1781.34
entorns_educatius_ (40 1781.34
múltiples_a_l ’ aula_ (40 1781.34
l e s_ d i f i c u l t a t s 1781.34
el_dibuix_infanti l_com_a
1781.34




pensa l l a 5344.01
s tack s 5344.01
c r i t e r i a_ca ixaco rp ,_" la_caixa "
5343.99
ddb 5343.99
la_comi s i ón_c i ent í f i ca_de l
5343.99
langa 5343.99
itemplus , _jaume_ribas 5343.99
l ’ e ixample " 5343.99
unaymedia 5343.99
woman ’ s e c r e t 5343.99
catalunya_web_a_web ,
_genera l i tat_de 5343.99







e l à s t i c 5343.99
o e s i a 5343.99
pa c í f i c o , _cs ic 5343.99









fu tbo l 6 .37938
temporada 6.02831
club 5.48748
r e s u l t a t s 5 .15343






f e s t a 1.60707
gene ra l 1 .59589
e s tà 1.59298
ca ta l à 1 .53316
gran 1.51469
juny 1.5002






p r e f e r e i x e s . 2672
p r e f i e r e s . 2672
vers ió_acces ib le_xhtml / c s s
2672
vers ió_acces s ib l e_xhtml / c s s
2672
vers ión_acces ib le_xhtml / c s s
2672
http ://www. comcom . cat /
br i co f l a shweb 2672
i n g r e s a r 2616.79
ne c e s a r i a 1994.33
i n g r e s s a r 1430.39
i n s t a lÂ · l a t 1335.4
n e c e s i t a s 1166.58
navegador . 1063.56
f l a s hp l a y e r 842.622
n e c e s s a r i a 719.741
puedes 499.614
p lug in 264.369
v i s u a l i z a r 247.479






p r o f e s s i o n a l s 2 .60463
s o c i a l 2 .35474
t r e b a l l 2 .11533
persones 1 .78095
av í s_ l ega l 1 .64013
programa 1.63072
barce lona 1.47819
s e r v e i 1 .45535
cata lunya 1.45037
eng l i s h 1.41361
empresa 1.39948
cent r e 1 .38687
n o t í c i e s 1 .37771
e s tà 1.37374
en l l a ç o s 1 .34997
d i f e r e n t s 1 .24919
s e r v e i s 1 .24639
nova 1.23158




www. t e s e l e n . cat / 1068.8
black ; 1068.8
mso−f a r e a s t−font−f ami ly :
1068.8
s e r i f ‘ ; 1068.8
mso−f a r e a s t−language : 1068.8
arabe . g i f ] 1068.8
l i d e r ado 1068.8
a r i a l ;>para 1068.8
i n s t i t u c i o n e s , 1068.8
ar−sa 1068.8
g i f . g i f ] búsqueda 1068.8
g i f . g i f ] búsqueda_avanzada
1068.8
g i f . g i f ] contacto 1068.8
g i f . g i f ] novedades 1068.8
g i f . g i f ] i n i c i o 1068.8
urn : schemas−microso f t− 1068.8
com : o f f i c e : o f f i c e 1068.8
f a r ea s t−language : 1068.8






he r èn c i e s 2672.01
i l . l u s t r e 2672.01
c r im ino l og i a . 2672.01
end i f ]> s o c i 2672.01
exercent 2672.01
pizarro@abad . cat 2672.01
end i f ]> co l . l e g i a t 2672.01
end i f ]> curs 2672.01
end i f ]> l l i c e n c i a t 2672.01
end i f ]>màster 2672.01
dartem 2672.01
gi −45660 2672.01
feu−vos_col . laborador 2672.01
b17976051 2672.01
l e g s i s l a c i o 2672.01
bta . 2672
t e c ono l o g i e s 2373.07
segure ta t_in fo rmàt i ca 2218.53





buy3 . jpg ] 5343.99
bomboles_ ’ amarett i ’ 5343.98
bomboles_avellana 5343.98
cod i : 49 5343.98
cod i : 98 5343.98
co f f e e , 5343.98
mug_’ raya ’_( r e f . 5343.98
manresa−barce lona 5343.98
mastercard ] 5343.98





cod i : 30 5343.98
cod i : 34 5343.98
jamaica_blue_mountain 5343.98
cafe , 5343.98




http ://www. do lo r . cat 2672








info@tvpalau . cat . 2672
www. tvpalau . cat 2672
e d i f i c i . _sala_gran 2672
e d i f i c i . _söko_club 2672
c/_forn , _15 2672
e d i f i c i . _bar 2672
fotos_1er_cic le_de_teatre_de_tardor
2672





setembre . us 2672
fotos_pastorets_ ’08 2672
f o to s_se s s i ó_ l í r i c a_ ’08 2672
fotos_sopar_bal l_2007 2672
relacio_de_preus_properes_
a c t i v i t a t s 2672
l ’ honor , 2672









es co l a 6 .77265




ca l enda r i 3 .07212
contrasenya 2.58057
suport 2 .17979
d ’ usuar i 2 .12446
maig 2.02463
cent r e 1 .9824
p r i n c i p a l 1 .85036
nom 1.75528




t r e b a l l 1 .36434
en l l a ç o s 1 .36398









f e s t e s_ i_ f i r e s 1781.34
ta l l e r s_ lÃo d i co−educat ius
1781.34
f am i l i a r s ! 1781.34
s e rve i s_mus i ca l s 1781.34
p e t i t s . . . 1781.34
d i scomòbi l 1781.34






n e c e s s i t a t s ! 1781.34
d iv e r t a 1781.34
in fo@diver ta . cat 1781.34
l loguer_de_mater ia l 1781.34
gestió_i_management 1781.34
images / d iverta−educa . jpg ]
1781.34

























cent r ino 2672.01
empresas ] 2672.01
mi_cuenta 2672.01
i n t e l . cat 2672.01
f ab r i c an t e : hp 2672.01
hp_compaq_cq2000es 2672.01
t3400 2672.01
p r o l i a n t 2672.01
pago : 2672.01
languages / espano l / images / 2672
h r e f="http ://www. i n t e l . cat /
2672
product_info . php/products_id /
2672
in c l ude s / 2672
procesador : 2672
modelo : 2672
d e t a l l e s . . . ] 2672
languages / espano l / 2672
images / buttons / 2672






manresa . 28 .5047
manresa , 16 .8817
t e l è f o n 9.91368
s . l . 6 .9276
av í s_ l ega l 6 .41544
pot 6.20962
t e a t r e 4 .88337
s e r v e i s 3 .95758
in fo rmac ió 3.56208
contactar 3 .43973
l ’ ajuntament 3.05211
d ’ aquest 2 .93212
premsa 2.91608
c i u t a t 2 .87964
podeu 2.61908
n o t i c i e s 2 .61671
mapa_web 2.50848














v i l l a s 2672.01
brava . _pisc ine_pr ivée . 2672.01
sur_la_mer 2672.01
pisc ine_et_vues 2672.01
p lage s 2672.01
pr i v é e 2672.01
costa_dorada ] 2672
k i l òmet r e s 2672
côte 2672
d ’ appartement_à 2672
d ’ empuriabrava 2672
ont 2672
v i l l a s_pisc ine_empur iabrava
2672




as s e s s o r a r−l o 2672
id=" logo " 2672
i l e s /img/ logo_ipgrup . g i f " ,
s iz ingmethod=" s c a l e " ) ; "
2672
so f tware . 2672
s a t i s f a c c i ó . 2672
equips / 2672
ipgrup 2672
www. in f opc . es / proves / ipgrup1 /
f i l e s /img/ ipgrup . jpg ]
2672
tpv ’ s , 2672
emmagatzement 2626.58
c a s t e l l a . png ] 2590.41
meres 2300.23
xarxes . 2178.86
tècn i c , 1820.67
f i c . 1526.4
obt ingu i 1387.56
sat 1181.02
programació . 951.795






classes_de_vals_ . . . 5344





denuvis@gmail . com 5344
s o l t e r 5344
comiats_de_solter / s o l t e r a 5344
deixant−te 5344
denuvis . cat 5344
matrimonial 5344
s o l t e r a 5291.88
p r a c t i c a t 4459.49
i r r e p e t i b l e 3562.7
passos . 3108.63
t r a n q u i l i t a t 3086.73
comiats 2564.73
ofer im ? 2368.19




apro f i t a r−se 5344
de_l ’ _outlet 5344
de l_out l e t 5344
d i f í c i l s . 5344
mobles ] 5344





bandera_esp . g i f ] 5344
d ’ excedents 5344
i_horar i 5344
l ’ o u t l e t 5344
bandera_ing . g i f ] 5344
c lub_soc i s_out l e t 5344
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el_nostre_mètode_per_transformar
2672.01












d i r e c c i ó_per_ob j e c t iu s 2672.01
l e s_no s t r e s_o f e r t e s 2672.01
i n t u ï t i u , 2672.01
kennedy ] 2672.01
tropos_estrena_nou_web 2672.01






l l engua 3.3435
ca ta l an s 3.26498
f en t 2.50674
campanya 2.26051






jo s ep 1.91719
cap 1.91682




t e n i r 1 .74882
podeu 1.70636





http ://www. nusmariner . cat 2672
b a l l e s t r i n c a . 2672
goog le_ind ice 2672
mariner 2327.23
nus 2284.47
gaude ix i 1124.46
cont ingut . 656 .62
counterwebkit2008 550.404










a f i l i a c i o n . jpg ] 5344.01
apartarnos 5344.01
ap l i cando 5344.01
coto , 5344.01





raro ’ ’ . 5344.01
rec lamac iones 5344.01
fórmulas 5344.01
gane 5344.01
públ ica ’ ’ . 5344.01
quedarnos 5344.01
propostes_nngg 5344.01
prov inc i a . 5344.01
p ro t e s t a s 5344.01





disseny_web :_www. marc ju l i . com
5344
geotèrmia_i_aerotèrmia 5344
h i d r o e l è c t r i q u e s , 5344
ine sgo tab l e , 5344





r ad i a c i ó 5344
d ’ e n e r g i e s 5344
n− l l 5344
inte rmitent , 5344
marees , 5344
toves , 5344
l ’ entorn . 5052.58
medi . 5052.58
o f e r e i x : 4929.21
renovable 4923.69
n e c e s s i t a t . 4861.9





a p e r i t i u s 5344
carn_i_ous 5344
carregem 5344
d ’ aquets 5344
cura_de_la_pell 5344
verdura 5344
i o gu r t s 5344
c r i ad e s 5344
info@monviu . com 5344
i n f u s i o n s 5344
tofu_i_tempeh 5344
h ig i ene_persona l 5344
in fant i l_cura_de l_cos 5344
b o l l e r i a 5344
cos_i_l l a r 5344
sense_gluten 5344
substànc ia , 5344
g a l e t e s 5344





né ixe r . " 5343.98
presènc ia , 5275.51
nodre ix 5000.4
l l u ï s a 4208.58
ent ra r . 3863.89
acaba 1440.5







ant i enve l l iment 2672
atenuar 2672
pa r p e l l e s 2672
p e l l e r i n g u e s 2672
braÃ§os , 2672
c i r u r g i à 2672
natges . 2672
d ’ atenuar 2672
c e l · l u l i t i s 2672






l ’ enve l l iment : 2672
mamari 2672
l ’ e s p e c i a l i t a t . 2672








bolsa1 . g i f ] 5344.02
bruno . jpg ] 5344.02
esqsupder . g i f ] 5344.02
ge s t i on1 . g i f ] 5344.02
ver_en_caste l lano 5344.02
esqsup izq . g i f ] 5344.02
t i t u l o n o t i c i a s . g i f ] 5344.02
t i t u l o t r a b a j o s . g i f ] 5344.02
s ’ entrega 5344.02
c l i e n t s 1 . g i f ] 5344.02
e s q i n f d e r . g i f ] 5344.02
e s q i n f i z q . g i f ] 5344.02
empresa1 . g i f ] 5344.02
obres1 . g i f ] 5344.02
c iu . . . 5344.02
ed i f i c i_21 5344.02
ed i f i c i_40 5344.02
l lobet_a_barce lona 5344.02
joan_capri_a 5344.02




a l i an z a s 2672.01
ascendente 2672.01
bouquetnuvis . com . 2672.01
bouquetnuvis_com 2672.01
de_nuvis 2672.01






l e e r_no t i c i a 2672.01
www. boda . tv 2672.01
www. bouquetnuvis . compart i c ipar
2672.01
la_gar r i ga_de_cas te l l adra l
2672.01
veh i cu l o s 2672.01
conectados : 2672.01
correa_en_piel_ . 2672.01
j o s s a2 2672.01
ir_al_buscador 2672.01




info@impacte . cat 2672.01
cursos_amb_matricula_oberta
2672
d ’ autoaprenentatge ! ! ! 2672




planol_d ’ i n s t a lÂ · l a c i o n s 2672
propers_cursos_boni f i cab les_ .
_places_l imitades . 2672
penedès . . . 2672
avanÇat 2672
e l e c t rÒn i c . 2672
o f imàt i ca . 2672
l i d ! ] 2672
matr i cu la . 2672
av í s_lega l ,
__política_de_privacitat_de_
dade s_ i_con f i d enc i a l i t a t
2672
c i b e r 2672
incorporaran 2672
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s e r v e i 1 .95521
cata lana 1.65843
m i l l o r 1 .61373
sant 1.51345
s e r v e i s 1 .29851
més 1.24285
web 1.19825
ca ta l à 0.976145










a ï l l a 2672.01
baixamar , 2672.01
obra_grà f i ca 2672.01
obra_gràfica_conmemorativa
2672.01
cent ena r i a 2672.01
xa lub in ia−menorca 2672.01
xa lub ín ia−menorca , 2672.01
gravat ] 2672.01
suport_a 2672.01
j u l 9 2672.01
ju l 10 2672.01
mÃo sica_i_dansa 2672.01






qv ixote_i_cr i s t ina_granero
2672




parlem_amb . . .
_fidel_masreal_del_
seu_llibre_conviure_amb_
la_depre s s i ó 2672




afm . jpg ] 2672
ambar . jpg ] 2672
c en t rop i s o . jpg ] 2672
c e r c l e . jpg ] 2672
promociones_nemesio . jpg ] 2672
plagoz . jpg ] 2672
promobal . jpg ] 2672
nova l l a r . jpg ] 2672
urbe . jpg ] 2672
c an s e r r a l l a c h . g i f ] 2672
egabac . jpg ] 2672
ega ra c i u t a t . jpg ] 2672
naturbase . jpg ] 2672
terraprom . jpg ] 2672
marcove . jpg ] 2672
santpere . jpg ] 2672
s a l t o . jpg ] 2672
l a c l au . jpg ] 2672
d r i o s . g i f ] 2672














d i e s 1 .77743
mapa_web 1.76679
t r e b a l l 1 .76421
d ’ una 1.7422
té 1 .73795
correu 1.69879
j u l i o l 1 .64968
proper 1 .63888





c o l l e s 21.1226
concurs 9 .10218
t r a d i c i o n a l 8 .29728
c o l l a 7 .76805
p a r t i c i p a r 3 .48452
c u l t u r a l 3 .44924
major 3 .37853




e n t i t a t s 1 .81477
agenda 1.71228
també 1.6995
d i f e r e n t s 1 .527
proper 1 .51266
nom 1.40619









maneta . g i f ] 5344




segu i rÃ ¡ 5344
opera t ivo 5344
quer idos 5344
pago_de_los_cursos 5344
www. sme−ccoo . cat 5344
www. sme−formacio . cat 5344
i n s t r u c c i o n e s 4838.72
p o l i c i a l e s 4329.64









mi1_524 . jpg ] 5344
s t i a d s 5344
s t i a d s . cat 5344
c l i c e u 5344
pat roc ina r 5344
ng5 . g i f ] 5344
desplaçaments , 5168.37
pens i s , 4944.25
te , 4849.61
econòmics . 4320.43
ba56 . g i f ] 3867.36
ng9 . g i f ] 3867.36
ng7 . g i f ] 3867.36
ng6 . g i f ] 3867.36
pa l l e j à , 3677.03
ng8 . g i f ] 2654.22
navig / 2531.36
p a r t i t s . 2295.78




jud i t@ar t f o t o . cat 1781.34
www. a r t f o t o . cat 1781.34
cayucos_small . jpg ] 1781.33
logo_40wht . g i f ] 1781.33
club ] [ logo2009_trans . g i f ] . . . [
f i lm . g i f ] . . [ pere_pet i t .
g i f ] 1781.33
simo 1735.54
fum ] 1715.42
fo tope r i od i sme 1692.97
fum 1640.35
retal ls_de_premsa 1626.87
d ’ aventura 1515.33
l l i b e r t a t 807.281
multimedia 743.816
j ud i t 708.628
r epo r ta tge 618.004
v i a t g e s 209.54
ac t e s 195.468
f o t o g r a f i a 186.704











i d en t i t y 2585.8
respectem 2411.54
g r a f i c o 2398.86
graphic 2195.8
corporate 2107.77
g r á f i c o 2029.87
neta 1952.44
l ogo s 1913.74
re s idus , 1712.95
t e l s . 1645.43
gest ionem 1590.62
garantim 1569.05






http ://www. an e s t e s i a . cat 2672







s e r v e i s 1 .48065
dia 1.40186





in fo rmac ió 1.15453
contacte 1 .14941
j u l i o l 1 .11306
a c t i v i t a t s 1 .10207
n o t í c i e s 1 .07776
s e r v e i 1 .0726









administrac io@cleanamience . cat
2672.01
d ’ enllumenat , 2672.01
t e l e g e s t i ó , 2672.01
t e l e op e r a r 2672.01
computercra f t 2672.01
computercra f t . 2672.01
con t ro l ado r e s 2672.01
en e r g è t i c a . 2672.01
e l è c t r i c s / e l e c t r ò n i c s 2672.01
ene rg i a ] 2672.01
p o r t à t i l ) 2672.01
despesa . 2672.01
mon i to r i t za r 2672.01
www. cleanambience . cat 2672
bodegues [ images / f l e t x a . png ]
2672
i n s t a l . l a c i ó 2672
l ’ asma 2672
h o r t o f r u t i 2672
images / submit . g i f ] 2672




http ://www. rodon . cat /






c o l o c a r s e 1336
desact ivada . 1336
func ión 1323.25
tengan 1315.18
s c r i p t s 1308.66
a l t e r n a t i v o 1242.12
navegadores 1210.78






r equ i e r e 205.778
html 176.116
e s t e 153.851






v i a t g e s i t a c a . cat 2672






















samarreta . cat 2672.01
samarretes_ ( barÇa )_(2) 2672.01
s amar r e t s_so l i dà r i e s 2672.01









ac c é s_un ive r s i t a t 2672
d ignes ) . 2672
d ’ opo s i c i on s 2672
p e n i t e n c i a r i s . 2672
d ’ admin i s t ra t iu s , 2672
d ’ a ux i l i a r s , 2672
màximes . 2672




v i à r i a , 2672
tota_l ’ o f e r t a 2672
t r an spo r t i s t a , 2672
aux i l i o 2672
semi−p r e s e n c i a l 2672
suba l t e rns , 2672
s ’ o r i en t en 2672





www. formac iocont inua . cat
1781.34
www. p i tagora . cat 1781.34
advanced . com 1781.33
advanced , 1781.33
info@pitagora− 1781.33
pro j è 1781.33
e lÂ · l a b o r a c i ó 1781.33
most ra_este reot ips 1781.33
normativa_/_subvencions
1781.33
l ’ absentisme 1781.33
l ’ e x c e lÂ · l è n c i a 1781.33
b ib l i og ra f i a_de_gènere 1781.33





pro j e 1781.33
còr sega 1729.35
=========
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=========
entrar_a_la_web 3689.7
